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POBTLAUD PlBLIiHIItfi CO.,
Exchange St, Portland.
Eight Dollars a Year in advance,

—

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

Inser-

tion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

BUSINESS CARDS.
J. C.

Sewing

AND BUILDER.
IT Vaisai 8t., Portland.

Doors, Sash and Blinds made to order. All
bing promptly attended to.
myl7d2w*

to pay for tie
Machine when desired.

Tlio work can be taken out and made at home.
To those not having
Sewing Machines and intend
ing to purchase, we would suggest the probability of
our giving more
practical assistance toward the selection of a good machine, from the fact of
having used
all kiuds, on all kinds of work, thau would be derivfro"1 observing the fanciful performance of some
skillful operator.

job-

1

STURDIVANT,

I TO Commercial St., Portland.
Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,
Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the t ran portal ion of coals from
port of shipment to any i»oint desired.
tfapr27

Hill &

Co.,

BANKERS,
3

Will
PROM

Mild, and
negotiated.
DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
ADVANCES made on approved ollaterals.

save

4ND

AND

guarantee to sell
TO ALL WHO WILL BUT OF US.
we

MITCHELL
18

A

CO.,

M

Book, Card

M ARKS,

& Job

Printer,

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

the year

were

ALL

are

331 CONGRESS

about purchasing

a

STREET,

keep

BROKER,

SHIP

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,
Sole Agent, for Portland and Vicinity.

Henrv Dunn & Son,
SADDLE

Suecessors to Warren &

SHIP

Co.,

Gregg.

BROKERS,

Harness

>8

MERCHANTS !
Philadelphia.

Walnut St.,

il. L.

J. B.

Greqo,

Jau23-ly

CLOUDMAN,

G.

J.

148 EXCHANGE 8T.
Jan22tf

Apply at

504 CONGRESS ST.,
Commissioners’ Notice.
undersigned commissioners appointed by the
Judge of Probate for Cumberland County to

THE
meet and examine the claim of the

creditors against
C. Hanson, late of Portland,
estate
deceased, represented Insolvent, give notice that six
months from the seventh day of May.A.D. 1872,are allowed for said creditors to be
present and prove their
claims, and that said commissioners will be in session
for the
of receiving said claims and proof at
purpose
the office of A. A. Strout in Portland,County of Cumberland and State of Maine, on the third Saturday of
June, August, and October, and the seventh day of
November A. D. 1872, at ten of the clock in the foreof Veranus

the

May 23,

1872.

NOTICE.

Entrance 59 Middle Street,
Where

we

examine

invite all
of the

our

Waterhouse Sc

customers

Dry

THE
Co.,

and the public to

Stocks of Harness
this State,

Largest

STREET.

No. 80 MIDDLE

igp-Particular

attention

paid to collecting.

jan24-ly

THOMAS H.

TALBOT,

(Late Assistant Attorney General, U. S.)

CounseUor

and

Attorney

LAW!

A.T

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.
Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
of
the
Circuit
Court, U. S.; Hou. D.
Sheruey, Judge
W. Gooch, audHon. Ginery Twieliell.jn3-Cm
Refers to Hon. E. R.
Judge of the Supreme

iu

and Custom Made.

GEORGE D. JOST,

GEORGE

No. 120 COMMERCIAL ST.,
Where mav be found Carn, Oata,
Fleap, ate., of the best quality.

meal, Feed,

Regular Packet Eiue

for Phila-

delphia.
The

regnlar packet Schooner Helen
Marr, Nickerson master, having part of
her cargo engaged will sail as above; 4>r
freight apply to
CHARLES SAWYER & CO.,
123 Commercial st.

AJdv

/•MW

/YlmllW

Stoves and Furnaces.

Harness,
Business Harness,
Express Harness,
Heavy Harness,
CarryaU Harness,
Light Double Harness,

DR. W. R.

Hale’s,

_de20 tf_

JOHNSON,

ap29eodlm

manner.

next

below the Post Office,

ENTRANCE

Middle

59

Street.,

UP

mrl2-d3m

STAIRS.

GRASS SEED.
bushels Western Timothy.
bushels unhulled Canana Timothy,

3200
2500

Top,

900 sacks Red

York and Western Clover,
bags Alsike Clover,
263 bushels Hungarian Grass Seed.
150 bushels Millet,
12 tons New

175

KfclUEK,
Painter,

Frisco

PORTLAN D, MAINE.

Offioe at Schumacher Bros, 6 Deering Block
JylSdtf_
H.

J.

HOOPER,

850
700
190

For sale at lowest market figures.
Portland Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
Portland, April, 1872.

No*. 31 £ 93 Free Street,
MABDPAOTDBBB OW

Pahlob Suits, Lourobs, Spring Beds,
Mattbkbbis,
■rD.uongh Paleat

Losagn, Es-

Bed

TEBBETS

J. H.

As the

FurniocZfi-’eor T&Stf

LAngOR,

PHOTOGRAPHRB,

owner

Jan31

STAGE

West.
SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

wants to go

NOTICE

THE

after

May 1, 1872, stages
ONland and Bridgton
every day, (Sundays
and

PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlaiging done to order
All the new styles, Berlins, Beoibrants, Mcda'lion,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card.and tire retouched
card, bv uhkb new process we ge' rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all iroperfections of the s<in
for yourselves.
Call and
(4TMoiio -Good work at Moderate PricA Iaa to Pleaae.
CH.
may 20

judge

ed) at 7 o’clock

will leave Port-

except-

m, passing over the old route.
Connecting at Raymond with Stage from Bolster
Mills and intermediate places on that route Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays, and on return Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays.
jyTickets sold on the Boston Boat for all places
on the above route.
All Express business promptly and faithfullv attended to. Book at the United States Hotel. All orders left at 34 Centre st. will be attended to.
CHADBOURN & CHURCH.
my 1-dtf
a.

HUNT & JEWETT
Real Estate in Portland

Wholesale Dealers In

be

valuable if all its streets had
Sewers.
myl6eodlw

Italian & American Marble,

XirQULD
W Cement Pipe

OHce3l« CONGKtM WTREET.

Waterford Sweden & Lovell

Yard 43 PREBLE STREET.

ALL keep on hand a good as oriment of Italian
sod American Marble, and .ill receive orders to
cnt to size all kinds ofMouumenial stock, at prices
that will not tail to be satisfactory to all marble work-

SH

ers.

_aug’Ai__
ESTABLISHED 1840.

W. FRANK BACON,

more

and after Monday May 6th, Stage will leave
South Paris every afternoon (Sundays excepted)
at 3:30, or on the arrival of the 1:10 train from Portland for Waterford and So. Waterford, Tuesday
Thursday and Saturday afternoons for Sweden and
Lovell. Through tickets for sa. at G. T. Depot in
Portland, at B. & M. and Eastern Depots in Boston.

ON

The

morning stage

will be

2m*

date.

disconti nued after tliis
H. MAXFIELD.

Manufacturer of

Chance for
Friends.

Gold & Silver Leaf, Bronze,

SALE—Ten volumes of tbs NEW YORKER
a quarto pai>er of 16 pages, edited and published
by H. GREELEY Sc CO., New York.
They are the first ten volumes, extending from
1836 to 1841. Each volume is bound, and contains

Here’s

Gold Foil and Dentists’

Plate,

WILLIAM a. EVANS,

AT

FORT FAIRFIELD.
tr
it*

LAW

Summer

pp.

Apply

at the Press Office

FOR

mylOdtf

SEED.

WHITE OATS FOR SEED.

GRAHAM

FLOUR.

roy‘20d2w

For sale by
CEO. W. TBlIE & CO.,
116 Commercial st.

Dix Island Granite Co.

USE

Cement

Pipe extensively for Chimneys.

my20eodlw

ever

25 Cents.

LOWELL,301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Fallses and

Carpet-Bags.

organized.

PURAN
JOHNSON, 171 middle and
116 Federal Streets.
Ac

The proprietors beg leave to state that,
although
the price of tickets to see their well
organized trouiies
has been reduced to the PEACE STANDARD—*>5
cents all around, to any and every part of both tents
—the talent of the CIRCUS Company and the GYMNASTIC Artists ha# been materially increased, while
the attractions of the GRAND ASIATIC CARAVAN,
together with the animated wonders of their MENAGERIE, have been
quadrupled in number
for the present season. So that the great Exhibition
of G. F. BAILEY & CO., now claims to he not only
the largest, best, most instructive, amusing, diversified ana interesting, but certainly by far the most respectably conducted and universally popular

Masons and Bnilders.

Organ and Mclodeon Manufacturers.
SMALL Sc KNIGHT, No. 134 Exchange
Street.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.
LOTHBOP,DEVENH At CO., Cl Exhangc
Srcet mid

Now Before the Public,

Plumbers.
JAMES

MILLER, N«. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtnre* arranged and set up in the best manner.

performances,

Jobbing promptly

lin Sts.

Artisans, Laborers, Shopkeepers,
Employes and Operatives of
every description,

mylld2w

District

of

Portland

Street.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
M.

PEARSON,
Temple St.,
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.
Silver and Plated Ware.
LOWELL, 301 Congress

R. V.

up

die Street.

W. Jr U. H. MCDCFFEE, Cor. Middle
Jr Cnion Sts.

J.

Lioness with Litter of Young Whelps.
and

Having taken

degree
sjiecies,
Ringtailer, to a
full-grown Chimpanzee ! Besides a variety of other
animals possessing any interest, of every size and
quality, from an Ichneumon to an Elephant.
and

from

a

City

HIGH

at

STREET,

Portland.

of

captain and head-centre of all the Bareback
Champion Riders in Christendom, and his Infantile
Prodigy, in their thrilling feats of Horsemanship,

the

ROMEO,
the Sebas-

is hereby given that the joint Standing
Committee on lading out new streets, to whom
was refered the petition of Isaac C. Morse aud others
praying that a Road or Street may be laid out on
Peaks’wland, in the city of Portland, will meet at
the division line between land of Mrs. S. M. Brackett and James W. Brackett, on Wednesday the twenty-second day of May instant, at said Peaks’ Island,
at 3£ o’clock p. m., to hear all parties interested and
then determine and adjudge whether public convenience requires that a street should toe laid out oh said
Peaks Island, and if they should so adjudge, will then
and there lav out a street, and fix the damages as
required by law.
BENJ. KINGSBURY, JR.,
MARQUIS F. KING,

chas. McCarthy, jr.,
SAMU’LS. K1CH,
HENRY C. NEWHALL,
JOHN F. RANDALL.
Committee on laying out new Streets.
I myl5td
Advertiser Copy.

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES

Proposals for Furnishing: Rations
and Ship Chandlery for U. S.

Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that produce sonnds as |>owerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Call
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from tke
larpe s-ock, so that it may

Revenue Vessels.

Chime Christmas,

Collector.

Collector’s Office, I
Port"ami, May 10, 1872.)
proposals will be receiv'd at this office

untH 12 o’clock
SEaLED
for
June

next,

ending
snip chandlery

LUCILLE
The

bright particular

PHILO

SEALED

for the

OFFICE OF THE ACT’GCOffl. SUB’S.
Fort Preble, Maine. \
May 0th, 1872.
)
in
proposals duplicate of the forms furnished by the undersigned, will be received until
Thursday, the 20th day of June, 1872, at ten o’clock
A. M. ,tor all the fresh beef required at this post from
June 30th 1872. to December 31st, 1872, or such less
time as the Commissary General may direct. Details and roqairements furnished by the undersi gned.

SEALED

A true copy of the latter with this advertisement to be
attached to each proposal offered.
ROLLIN A. IVES.
2d Lieut., 5th Art’y,
may 18 d6t
Act’g Com. of Sub’s.
er

GIVEN, that the Subscribappointed Executrix of the

Will of John S. Cushman, late of Portland, in the
county of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken upon herself that trust by giving bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate
of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same;
and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
MARTHA E. CUSHMAN, Executrix.
3w
Portland, May 7th, 1873.
myl8,25«junl

THE NEW

PANTALOON

STUFFS

—AT—

137

C.

GEO.

STREET,

worthy the attention of the public. Also the
goods just received for BUSINESS SUITS and all
other kinds of garments for gentlemen’s wear.
Please call and see them.

W. C. BECKETT, Merchant Tailor.
aj.27-3w

137

Clothing Cleansed.
Cleansed and Repaired at short notice
and all kinds of goods dved in
CLOTHES
thorough
Also

man-

Second-hand Clothing for sale.
All orders will receive prompt and faithful atten-

ner.

tion.

ap20tf

MILBANKS,

First

ED.

Shaksperean

DE

HAVEN,

Grotesque and
The famous

SENORA

Office, No. 95 Deronahire
MANUFACTURERS

GRANT,

SEBASTIAN,

Neai>olitan Scene of Changes.

Acrobatic Renown, in their Wonderful Feats.

MLLE.
EA

SOPHIA,

PETITE SEBASTIAN and the Juvenil
Troupe In their various acts.

Besides the

exercises
by the EquesTroupes, will be introduced the

given

numerous

Gymnastic
great Performing Elephant,
trian and

WILLIAM BROWN,
64 Federal st.,
Near the Park.

Rubber Hoar,
Parking, Ac.
Railway Belt* for Cotton Mills,
End leas Belts, of any required dimensions. Exact length guaranteed. Perfectly Spliced.
lyThese Belts are all prepared under McBURN-

CLEOPATRA,
the largest, most docile and intelligent of her species,
who will go through all her astonishing performances
under the direction of her trainer.

wiU

EY’S PATENT STRETCHING PROCESS.,and
found superior to any in the market.
CHAS. McBURNEY, Prest.
RANDOLPH M. CLARK, Tress.
ap!2d3m_

be

stant

use

WHITE'TEETH,

SWEET
of

BREATH,

WEALTHY GUMS,
are

secured by

con-

Thnnt.n’a Ivory Pearl T.othp.vrdrr,
It i. the beat Dentriflec known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 ceats per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

A.

DYER,

Manufacturer of

THE GRAND PROCESSION
forenoon will be

one

of the most Superb

beheld.

THE AFTERNOON
Of G. F.

SHOW

Bailey Co., be iu every respect equal to
thattgiven in the evening,ilia earnestly suggested that
those having ladies and children under their charge
will attend the matinee, which
opens at 1 o’clock p.
m., in order to avoid the crowd, inevitable at night.
The circus performaaces, both afternoon and evening
&

one hour after
owning the doors, thus
affording an opportunity during the interval lor the
audience 1 o make the promenade of the Zoological
tent and inspect the numerous wild beast collection

gyThe public will bear the in mind that
only charge made to visit every part

Is the

shows, and that there

cents
of both

no reserved seats—first
come, first served.
Doors open at 1 and 7 p. m.
Performances commeece an hour afterward, giving the audience an opportunity for insjiecting the Menagerie of Wild Beasts
and other Curiosities previous to the commencement
os
of the Ring Performances.
my22d6t
are

First claam Furniture, Book Caaea, Show

Caaea, Counting Ilonae, Office and Ship
Furniture. Repairing promptly and neatly done.

No. 88 Federal Street.
my6d3w_

8 5 0 0 0
Town of Deering Bonds !
FOR

SALE AT

SECOND NATIONAL BANK

An Italian organ-grinder has appeared in
created the wildest enthusiasm
over the art divine.

Japan, and
M.

something, and mmflle herself up generally,
and then step out under a
starlit, cloudless
sky and hear the wicked boys giggle. It is
a

We learn that Wachtel will return to this
before many months.
The translation of

passion for

by Mr.

a
tragedy, whose leading
Robespierre. Louis XVI. and

bringing
three kittens,

—

Edwin Booth goes to

The Boston Museum is

airs

as

SONNET—BEETHOVEN.

Alps In the realms of tone! to that false soul
Who thinks to exalt himself while lauding thee
With vain display, with hollow mystery,
Translating thine oracular thunder-roll,
Thy glorious heights in truth no more unfold,
Than plains where warring winds blow every
Paths that perplex and lead his steps astray,

fisherman from

sold to an

antiquary.

On cleaning it he discovered a vase of the
purest style, egg-shaped, and wonderfully
carved. The metal of which it is composed

___

Vermon 1

received 59 Tuba of
JUST
Ratter. lOO Bbl* Burnett Applaa.
No. lOMarketst.
Now

S- P. BARBOUR,

way,

Or crags that blind him with their ssornful cold.
But he who seeks in faith thy sovereign &ne,

is unlike any known, but the antiquary says
it is “bronze of Corinth,” and Seneca says of
it that it sold for four times its weight in gold.

Walks with the mountain spirits’ majesty;
For him dark clefts their hidden flowers contain,

Six kinds of metal

Outspread,

And from

publicly

are

Recent
their

will attend the Bos-

ton Jubilee in a dead-head capacity. A grand
chorus is suggested.

The Swedish government offers a prize for
essay on the best means of putting a stop
to the rapidly-increasing emigration of the
rutal population of that country.

to

Engagement bracelets are the latest novelThey are placed on the ladies’ arms as
soon as papa has given his consent, and then
locked on by a small gold key.
ty.

wo-

rights are prosecuted according to law,
one narrowly escaped conviction recent-

man’s

in the canton of Uri.
>

A perverse and stiff-necked son of Dr. Liviugstone obstinately refuses to believe that
his father has been found

by the New York

Herald.
A lady in Atlanta tied her husband’s hands
day, just for fun, and then

and feet the other
went

doux,

through

his

for a certain billet-

pockets

and found it.

that his face won’t be

physicians tell him
badly scarred, though

His

Notwithstanding the frank nature of the
subject, Greeley is not translatable into
French. The nearest approach in that language is “grele," which means “hailed”—a
definition scarcely appropriate to the probable reception of the pr >tectionist candidate’s
name by the Democratic party.
It also
means “pitted” (as against civil law and free
elections, for instance), or “riddled” (as by
Democratic majorities).
A Texan epicure has obtained

a

divorce

from his wife on account of her atrocious

cooking.

business.”
THE

PEBIOD.

The looks of yer, ma'am, rather suitB me—
The wages ye oiler’ll do;
But thin I can’t Inter yer Burvis
Without a condiahun or two.
And now, to begin, is the kitchen
Commodgeous, with plenty of light,
And lit, ye know, for entertainin'
Such frinda as I’m like te invite?

And nlxt, are yous reg'lar at male times?
Bekase, ’taint, convaynent, ye see,
To wait, and if I behaves punkshul.
Its

no more

than yous

ought to

be.

And thin is your gurrels good uatured?

The rayson I lilt my last place—
The French nuss was such a high lady,
I sint a dish cloth at her thee.
And have yer the lasts of ohjlction
To min droppin’ in whin they choose?
I’ve got some elivin fust cousins
That fravquintly brings me the noos,
I must have thim trayted powlitely;
1 give you fair warnin', ma'am, now.
If the alley gate be closed agin them,
You’ll find me commencin’ a row.

another volume of
edition of Mrs. Mulock-Craiks’

on

the careful delineation of charac-

congestion are apparent throughout this book.
At last, after various struggles with Destiny,
as she grandiloquently remarks, adding particulars as to the Furies, the Platonic oracle
and Jonah, which we spare our readers, she
is fairly afloat. Her description of a storm
at sea culminates in this
ment: “I could have

extraordinary statethrown myself into the

foaming ocean with the enthusiasm of a
Fire Worshipper!” Why an F. W. any more
than any other exuberant pagan? In the
of her stay in Paris she discovers that

“rain falls from heaven

as

it does in Ameri-

ca.” We mention this out of consideration
for “Probabilities.” We suspect that “the
ragged novel” for which she sighs on p. 82,
is accountable for some of her peculiarities.
“Should the drama,” says our authoress,
“ever return to its
use, I shall write
a Franco-Italian comedy with a Spanish heroine.” This ought partially to console critics
for the decadence of the legitimate drama.
The acquaintance with foreign languages, on
which the writer evidently prides herself, does
not prevent her from constantly converting
the common phrase, “a la bonne heure’’ into
the enraptured “Ah! le bonheur,’' or from
assuring us that “trap" is Roman for coupe,”
which our slight knowledge of the Italian
idiom justifies us in denying. Indeed, although the book is a readable one and contains some pleasant pages, the flippancy, egotism, and at times coarseness of Its style,

original

For

Studies in Poetry and Philosophy. By
J. C. Shairp, Principal of the United College of St. Salvador and St. Leonard, St.
Andrews; author of “Culture and Religion.” Hurd & Houghton, New York. The
Riverside Press, Cambridge.
A volume of thoughtful and appreciative
of Wordsessays on the life and writings
followed by one
worth, Coleridge and Keble,
Without enon the “Moral Motive Power.”
into any laborious comparison of the

tering

Musical and Dramatic.
The New York papers report Miss

Cary

ai

in the vicinity of Bos
ton whence she will make excursions in vari
ous directions to fill musical engagements
visit friends, watering places, &e.” For Bos
ton read Portland. It is very strange tha
the New York journals never will learn tha
Miss Cary is a Maine girl.
The error has un
risen from the lordly style of th<
summer

Boston papers which have coolly assume*
that the distinguished contralto and every
has ever passe* 1
body else of distinction who
natural affinity t< >
by
belongs
Boston
through
that town.

The Cause of Temperance finds some of
its most insidious and dangerous foes in the
many so-called “tonics” and “appetisers,”
made of cheap whiskey and refuse liquors, finished up to suit depraved appetites, under the
name of medicines.
Dr. J. Walker’s California Vinegar Bitters, are none of these.
They are not a beverage, but a genuine medicine, purely vegetable, prepared from Calitor
uia herbs by a regular pbysiciau. Foi all diseases of the stomach, liver,
kidneys, bladder,
infallible and

are an

un-

aprS0-4wt

Thk Panacea for the ailments to which the
female sex are liable is Duponco’s Golden Pill.
m24-eodlw&wl t
Colgate & Co.’s CatJimere Bouquet Soap lias
novel but very delightful perfume, and is in
every respect superior for toilet use.
Sold by dealers in perfumery and Toilet articles.
mr4-eod3m
a

This is the season of the year when ths
Blood needs purifying. Doctor Gould's Domestic Bitten art just the thing.
Agents,
W. W. Whipple & Co., 21 Market Square.
{ehint-Smltw

Vegetine does not deceive invalid* into
false hopes by purging and creating a fictitious

appetite, but assists nature in purifying the
whole system, leading the patient gradually to
n>22-W&3
perfect health.
»

Members of the medical profession speak
very highly of and regularly prescribe 8molander’s Buchu as au exterminator of kidney, bladder and glandular diseases, mental
and physical debility,diabetes, gravel, female
irregularities, chronic maladies of the urinogenital organs and uterine complaints, either
in married or single, errors of youth and pros-

—supposed to be wrung from the Arch-fiend in
his impotence and agony. Every victim of nervous debility, or of
that depiessiug languor
which is one of the accompaniments of dyspepsia and biliousness, can testify to the misery
•f mind- and body which they involve.
The
motive power of the system is partially paraMrs. E. D. Wallace.
the mind is haunted by anxiety and fear;
The only manner In which this book diners 1 lized;
and the sufferer is as incapable of applying
from all other commonplace notes of Eurohimself energetically to any kind of business
pean travel, is in the remarkable mental sen- j as if he were under the
benumbing influence of
sations which the authoress, with a gushing
catalepsy. This terrible mental and physical
that
is
abandon
quite refreshing, kindly allows I condition need not, however, be endured for
us to enjoy with her.
In the introductory i forty-eight hours by any human
being. Planchapter she informs us that she has written “a tation Bitters is an absolute specific for all
the torments which a deranged stomach, a discongestion of her views” on Bayard Taylor’s ordered liver, and shattered nerves, superinin20-eodlw&wlt
acccount of his travels. Symptoms of cerebral
duce.

fairly challenge criticism.
Published by Appleton t Co., N. Y.
sale by Bailey & Noyes.

These matthers agrayed on between us,
I’d try yer a wake, so I wild,
(She lsoks like the kind I can manage.
A thin thing without any blud 1)
But mind, if I comes for a wake, ma'am,
I comes for that time, and no llss;
And bo, thin, pruvvidin’ ye’d want me,
Jusht give me yer name and addriBS.

“spending the

Mrs. Hipwell, Exmouth 9t.
m25-d&wlw

unexaggerated language, and the wide scope
of the author’s sympathy, with all humanity
renders his writings acceptable without regard to sectarian limit For sale by Bailey
& Noyes, and Loring, Short and Harmon.
A Woman’s Experience in Europe. By

course

Lawyer C. (entering the office of his friend
Dr. M., and speaking in a hoarse whisper)—
“Fred, I’ve got such a cold this morning that
I can’t speak the truth.” Dr. M.—“Well,
I’m glad it’s nothing will interfere with your
COOK OF

could not say enough in praise of your invaluable Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites, or
give an adequate idea of my sufferings.
You are at liberty to make what use you
please of this letter, because I hope its publicity may be the means of benefitting other sufferers as much as it has me.
I remain yonrs respectfully,

erside Press.
This book will be received with additional
interest on account of the recent death of its
author, the Rev. F. D. Maurice. The personal friend of Tennyson, Charles Kingsley,
John Sterling and George Macdonald, he had
also a very powerful influence over many of tration of the nerve structure. This floe prethe most earnest minds of England. The in- paration combats with and conquers the above
diseases.
m20-eodlw
troduction to this volume, including the very
interesting notice of Mr. Maurice from the
Ttuth and Poetry.—Milton puts into the
London Spectator, sketches with a clear and 1
mouth of Lucifer, in "Paradise Lost,” these
i
appreciative touch, the outlines of his life and memorable words:—
work. These nine sermons present original
“to be weak is miserable.”
and living thought, expressed in powerful and
Never was a truer sentence written than this

“What ought the Baltimore Convention to
an exchange.
We hardly know;
though we are inclined to think that, before

ly

Publication*.

of Casuistry] and Moral Philosophy in the
University of Cambridge. New York,—
Hurd & Houghton. Cambridge, The Riv-

an

In Switzerland, editors who advocate

R. R.

ters, variously influenced by circumstance,
and not in any dramatic events, or startling
denoueimeiu-1. To those who have not read
“A Brave La..';-,” we recommend it as an interesting novel of pure and elevated tone.
For sale by Loring, Short and Harmon.
“The Lord’s Prayer.”
Nine sermons
preached at Lincoln’s Inn Chapel. By
Frederick Denison Maurice, late Professor

assigned for

proceeding regularly to business, it ought
adjourn.—Louisville Courier-Journal.

new

interest

so many ladies
the violin of late years is,
that the idea of having four strings to their
bow is irresistible.

and

the result I have, in all, taken twelve bottles,
and now I feel as strong and well as ever I felt
in my life, and for the last year have not had
one moment's sickness, and neither does dampness or draught have the least effect upon me.
Were I to write on the subject for hours, I

see,

plain

“A Brave Lady” is printed in the
quiet neutral tints in which Mrs. Craik delights, and like all her novels, depends for its

play

1,000 journalists

vice of twenty-one physicians.
The least exposure to
either damp or draught was sure to result in a
severe attack of my disease.
Finding uo relief
from all the medicines I had taken, I concluded to try your Compound Syrup of Hypophosphitcs, and have great reason to thank God for

rivalling remedy.

works.

out heels.

to

Sir: I consider it my duty to inform you of the great benefit I have receivod
from the use of your Compound Syrnp of Hypophosphites. 1 have been for the last nine
years, a great sufferer from Bronchitis and
Asthma, at times so ill that for weeks I could
neither lie down nor take any nourishment of
consequence, and during the time suffering intensly. I have had at different times, the adlows.— Dear

skin and blood, they

Harper Bros, publish

declared that

reason

airy peak, he, blest, doih

verge of this low sensual
the wonders of infinity.

_F.

they will henceforth discard French fashions, and wear again
the national costume of Spain—mantillas,
high combs, short skirts, and open shoes with-

learning

some

Beyond the

employed in its composition—gold, silver, brass, lead, iron and
tin—but the exact quantities are unknown.
It probably goes back to Csesar's epoch.
have

re-

Asthmatic Bronchitis, or Nine Years
Standing, Cured bv the Strut.—St. John,
N. B. August II) 1869.—Mr. James I. Fel-

the Boston Theatre.

covered with sand and shells so as
was

entirely

Jefferson is playing “Rip Van Winkle” at
“Article 47” is the attraction at the Museum, with Miss Annie
Clarke as the heroine.

fail of

A Chicago congregation pricked up its ears
said, “I have land to sell,”
but dropped off to sleep again when he added,
“the beautiful land on high.”

form,

to be

cipal improvement being the digging a subcellar, to accommodate grand spectacular
plays.

when the minister

a

in June.

The floor is to be lowered. The
Globe is also to undergo operation, the prin-

enterprising individual who is organizbrass band of twenty women in Cincin-

they learn half as many
they put on, the experiment cannot
being a success.

Europe

modelled.

The

lately drawn by

is

character

Maria Antoi-

nette appear in it. It is considered doubtful
if the police will allow it to be performed in
Paris.

is now

think of them.”

Seine,

by musicians.

Victorien Sardon is at present at work up-

says: “I know of a man
so sensitive that he shuts his ears to his sister’s griefs, because it spoils his
digestion to

A vase,

Wagner’s “Beethoven,”
Parsons, is looked for with

on

George MacDonald

the

Albert R.

eager interest

Jean Ingelow is said to be engaged on a
long poem, by iar more pretentious than any
of her other works.

a

are

country

autographs.

of

Leon Duval of the
married and have sailed

and Mile.

San Francisco is to have Italian Opera.

all very wrong.

The Czar of Russia has quite

Capoul

Nilsson troupe
for France.

doubtedly

34 Exchange 8t.

_ap25tf
APPLES & BUTTER.

my?tf

as

The Peoria Gazette says that the
practice
standing in front of the Opera House
entrance at the close of an
entertainment,
with their umbrellas raised and their trowsere rolled up, is
very wrong. It is provoking
indeed for a young lady,
observing these indications of prevailing rain, to stop in the
lobby, fix her things, cover her head with

THE

Rubber

CJOUND
io AND

none,

of boys

Street.

OF

Rubber Belting,

Messrs. BROWN and SANFORD,
Of

myl6-d2w_

BOSTON ELASTIC FABRIC CO.

Jester.

introduced by his trainer, F. J. HOWES.

In her beautiful

No 79 Brackett St.

Notice is hereby given that on Monday, the third
day of June, at 7$ o’clock P. M., a hearing will be
had of all parties interested in said petition, at the
Aldermen’s Room in City Building,
per order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

Performing Horse,

GENERAL
will be

Portland.

INDIA RUBBER GOODS.

Clown.

commence

Middle St., Portland, Me.

a

gine in his building,

CLARKE,

M.

of

CO 33 Court St.,
dec*-d&wt,c

City Clerk’s Office, 1
May 15th, 1872. S
Upon the petition of George H. W. Brooks for permission to erect and maintain a portable Steam En-

Lead the corps of Tumbler* and Leapers.

Pageants ever

are

&

City

WATSON,

ROBINSON.

CLIFFORD

J. C. HAYNES &

[Opposite ahe Conrt House.)

Contortionist.

In town this

BECKETT’S,

MIDDLE

the Western firmament

NATHANS

FRANK

Clearing and Grubbing,

Company,

NOTICE

Star of

sale at the store of

Scenic and Sensatfonal litder,

Graduation and Masonry upon the Nashua
and Rochester Railroad from Nashua to Rochester
(48 miles) will be received till Friday, May 31st, 1872,
at 12 o’clock M. at the office of the President of the
F. H. Kinnicutt Worchester, Mass., to
whom all proposals most be addressed, and indorsed
“Proposals for Graduation and Masonry.”
On and after May 15th, 1872, the plans, profiles and
specifications mav be seen and further information
obtained at the office of the Engineer of the Company,
in the Telegraph
Nashua, N. H.
The Directors reserve the right to reject any and
all bids. By order of the Directors
C. O. DAVIS, Eng. N. & R. R. R.
td
Nashua, N. H., May 13th, 1872.

IS HEREBY
has been duly

WATSON,

and THOMAS

Notice to Contractors.
proposals

ring the New Year, in the ears of your delighted
family!
VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRUMENTS, and a full assortment of other instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for

of

for the use of the crews and vessels of the United
States Revenue Marine Service in this collection DisJune 30. 1873.
trict. for the fiscal year
to be bid
Schedule* of the articles of
for will be furnished en application at this office.
The government reserves the right to reject any or
all bids.
I. WASHBURN, Jr., Collector.
2aw6t-tJu6-M&F

they produce

he may remain bald.

or

Thursday the 6th of
supplying rations and ship chandlery
noon

if

harmless visionaries.”

do?” asks

NOTICE

Signor Sebastian,

Rider and Gymnast of
tian school.

rooms

For the purpose of cutting and fitting dresses, would
respectfully invite ladies to call from 9 a. m. to 6 p.
m., and sec the late style patterns she has just received.
Will also sell patterns to those who may wish to
purchase of her.
myl*lm

Recently organized by SIGNOR SEBASTIAN of the
Roman Corso, has become the model equestrian institution of the age, having
among its troupe most of
the leading riders and gymnasts In the profession.
In the programme will be found the names of

accomplished

98

NO.

Italian Circus Troupe

MASTER

'Worth

Miss Ada H.

Wilderness of Monkeys !

of every

The Nation says: “The moralists are hava hard time in
politics just now. If they
produce any effect, they are set down as cant-

About

Dromedaries !

—

ing

The

A. AMRROSE MERRILL, Na. 139 Mid-

erer

captured !

An

Stair Bnilder.
LIBRV, 17 1-3 Cnion Street,

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

Largest Performing Elephant!

A

Street.

■tain.

Only Nnpcrh Ariary of Tropical Rirds !

Lion

ped over the edge of the platform, and, strik
ing on his feet, calmly continued “come down

Nine hundred and forty ladies of Madrid

Schools.
Congress

Handsomest

Street.

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL, 430

quarter of the globe,

Only lairing White Polar Rear !

and

near

ARNER

The Only lairing Rhinoceros !

Falmouth, 1
April 25,1872. J

will be received at the U. S. Custom House in
a v
the city of Portland until 12 o’clock meridian, on
the first Tuesday in June next, for the supply of subsi atence stores for the marine hospital in this District.
Forms for proposals and a list of the articles to be
furnished can be had on application to this office.
'The United States reserves the right to take more
or less of the articles named on the supply list, and
the Surgeon in charge will be at liberty to reject all
articles which, in his judgment, are not of the best
quality and adapted to the use of the Hospital, to
purchase any articles in their stead, and to charge
the contractor with any excess of cost over the contract prices. The United States reserves the right to
reject auy or all bids, and to accept the proposals for
the whole or any portion of the articles enumerated
1. WASHBURN, Jk.,
in the list.

No. 99

The Living Wonders of the Menagerie,

The Tallest

Co.. No. 301 1-9 Con-

gress Street.

and

Proposals for supplying the IJ. 8. marine
Hospital at Partlaad, with Sabsisteace
Stares, etc., far the fiscal year ending
Jane 30,1873.
I^TOTICE is hereby given that sealed proposals

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

GEO. R. DAVIS &

“the

A man who was delivering a public address
in Lawrence, Mass., the other
evening, step-

to hide its

JOHN C.

attended by their respectable and delighted families.
The reasonable price of admission enables everybody to attend, young and old. rich and poor, none
being left out in the cold for a lack of means to gain
an entrance.
This is conceded to be tho

The

attended to.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &e.
FEENV, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

P.

upon its having been more largely advertised
than any other medicine, as such is not the
oper:ase.
The correct explanation, we think, is
in ItFound in the fact that this medicine produces
the most woderful and perfect cures of very
Franz Abt’s visit to the United States is ; bad cases of bronchial, throat and lung disis
the most perfect and efarousing great interest,’especially among the eases, undoubtedly
Scient remedy for all kinds of Coughs that has
1
German population. He is described as a
sver been introduced to the public, and at the
tall, rather stout man of 52, with blue eyes, a lame time
possesses the greatest of blood puri
and
face
hair.
ruddy
light
Fying and strengthening properties that medilal science has been able to produce, thus renA Paris critic calls Mme. Alboni “an elenot only in the
phant with a nightingale in its throat.” The leriug it a sovereign remedy
■urc of Consumption, Bronchitis, Hoarseness
Society for the P. of C. to A. should inter- ind
Coughs, but also for all diseases of the liver
view that paragraphist.
ind blood, as scrofulous diseases,skin diseases,
blotches, rough skin, pimples, black specks and
A new work by Wagner entitled “The Deiiscolorations. It has therefore a wide range
liverer of Germany,” is in preparation at the
of application and usefulness, and it not only
Opera, Hanover.
gives the most perfect satisfaction to all who
use it, bnt far exceeds the expectations of the
The London Musical Standard says that
most sanguine, thus eliciting the loudest praise
Miss Rose Hersee is about to form an
ind making permanent living advertising meEnglish Opera company.
iiums of all who use it For these reasons it is
that there is not perhaps a druggist in all the
The musical critic of the London Athens*
vast domain of this continent who tries to
um was worth
$225,000.” Undoubtedly he
please his customers and supply their wants,
was—but did he get it?
that does not keep and sell large quantities of
Carlotta Patti is singing in Rome.
this most valuable medicine.
590. S&Wk

grotesque, though impressive distinctiveness” of Horace Greeley.
“Impressive distinctiveness” is good.

nati says if

DAVIS Ac CO., N». SO Middle Street.
J< SI* LAMSON, 159 Middle St., cor. Cross.
A. S.

country

bave been collected from every
among which are to be seen

The London Spectator speaks of

ing

Photographers.

while at the same time it may be seen at the smallest
charge of adm ssion.
The well-earned reputation of the allied Circus and
Menagerie o! G. F Bailey & Co., having been so generally recognized and established throughout all
wherever the Great Show has
parts of the
appeared, it is needless to assure the public that the
entertainments given in their establishment are of
the highest order, and entirely unexceptionable in
every feature of their
presenting such
an exhibition as the heads of the most
respectable
families and seminaries for youth will not hesitate to
encourage those uuder their charge to visit.
Siuce the departure of the Combination upon their
Eastern tour the canvass has been everywhere overflowing, day and evening, with

THE GREAT

199 Fare at., (between Plum and Exchange st.)
Stoves removed, stored, lined and repaired at reasonable rates. Grates and linings for the various

48 Market St.

Europe, May

wholesale and retail
druggists, that no modi
cine introduced to the American
public has
tver gained such a popularity and met with so
large a sale in all parts of the] land, in the
lame length of time, as has Dr. Pierce’s GoldThis cannot depend
en Medical (Discovery.

Signora Carozzi-Zucchi—of pleasant
atic memory—is
enjoying a “triumph”
aly.

somewhat

Meredith, N. H.,
up tenderly, with her family
a young gray squirrel.

N. E. BEPLON, 333 1-3 Congress St.

leaving for Europe.

_

A cat at

nearly

by

BUCKNAM & BAILEY,

W.

FOR

41

Ranges,

Just received and for sale

Greeley’s

Southern White Corn

No. 83 Hawking St., near Sudbury Street,
boston, mass.
»p27*3m
UP Refining done at short noti«e.

COUNSELLOR

a

Only

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNER

No reserved seats.
Only one ticket required by
each individual to visit die greatest
Menagarie of
Wild Beasts, autl witness the horsemanship and
gymnastic exercises of the most splendid Circus
Troupe

Building,

Re-Established!

Old Line

No 152 Kiddle Street.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. NUEKRY, Not 6 Clapp’s Block'
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

POPULAR PRICE OF ADMISSION,

A

HOUSE,

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

Chair*) Arc.
repairing neatly done.

war-All kinds oi
boxed and tna'ted.

t

SPRING-VALE.

ameled
ure

ap3d

FOR SALE 1

U P H O L8TERER

of

p‘25 2awtjune4

Grass,
bushels Seed Oats,
bushels Two-Rowed Barley,
bushels Buckwheat,

350 bushels Orchard

W. L.

to order.

Exhibition ia given in Two Colossal
open to the public at the

The entire

Egyptian Camels

FURNACES,

kinds of stoves.

EXPRESSLY FOR THE RETAIL TRADE,
CONSTANTLY ON
HAND.

DENTIST,
Has fitted up the elegant rooms over H. H. Hay’s
Drugstore, at the Junction of Free and Middle Sts.,
where he invites and can better accommodate tliOBe
who mav favor him with their patronage.
Dr. Johnson has associated witli himself as a partand
ner, Dr. A. W. FRENCH, a Dentist of ability
dental surgery
skill, and all operations pertaining to
most
in
the
satisfactory
will be performed by them

Harness,

A fine assortment

STOVES,

MARE

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.
Corner of Free

CO.,

Pleasure

FRESCO PAINTER
N. B. Order Slate at F. F.
and Cross Streets.

A

WVER

my22dlw__No.

are

&29

Only Full^Menagerie of Wild JBenstn

GOOD STOCK AND WORKMANSHIP.

Our Booms

Wednes’y, May 28

And the BEST CIRCUS Entertainment combined
that can be seen in the Eastern States this season.

myl6eod2w

Our facilities In these spacious rooms enable us to
manufacture and display our harness to great advantage,and we propose to offer ourcustomers inducements that will pay them the trouble of one flight of
stairs
Please remember we manufacture every harness
we offer for sale, and hold ourselves responsible for

Double

&

Furniture and Upholstering.
PA VIP W. PEANE, No. 80 Federal St.
All kind. ofUphol. ,-ring and Repairing

Have removed to

AH of Home Manufacture

Heavy

Exchange Street.
L. F. HOYT, No. II Preble Street.
Upbolstering done to order.

Tents, thrown

removal!"

on#

_

EDGAR 8. BROWN,
Counsellor and Attorney at Law!

TUKEV.
FRANKLIN SAWYER.
tf
Commissioners.

Portland
Dock and Warehouse Co. have
leased their docks and other property in Cape
Elizabeth to M. J. Burke for one year from May 1st,
1872, to May lBt, 1873.
CHAS. A. LAMBARD,
Pres. P. If. Dock & Warehouse Co.
Portland, May 9, 1872.
myl0dl2t

Emery,

EXHIBIT

Post OHce,

was

biwinbm notices.

*■«««»» Bawd upon Merit.
It is a subject of
general remark, among both

naturalized at New York be- j

Ole Bull and wife sailed for

James Vick, Jr., the well-known Rochester florist and editor, has
just been getting
married. There is a strong prospect that his
future pathway will be literally strewn with
flowers.

ing hypocrites;

eral Streets.
HOOPER * EATON, Old

£how,

First-Class Public Amusement

JAMES G.

Manufacturers,

Next above.

one

Co.,

AFTERNOON & EVENING.

WOT. PARKER.

my!5*2w

(TJP STAIRS),

Hamel, Jb.

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

horses.

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,

AMD

COMMISSION

now

noon.

Jau31

H. L. GREGG &

I

condition; will be sold low, in lots or single as desired.
Also, one good Hack, with splendid pair of Hack

-AND-

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
494 SOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,
PHILADELPHIA.

offer for sale my
my stable,
HAVING
Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, Ac., all in good

Monthly Instalments.

on

GIG
Gregg.)

Livery Stock for Sale.

Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and examine our “Medium Machine.”

CHAS. A. WARREN,
&

my9dlm__

leased

Where we shall
constantly on hand, a full assortment of these Machines in the various styles of
finish.

Machines sold

of Portland,
the last season, I would iuvite any, and all who are to have any
Hteam, Gai srWatrr
done, to call and
see if 1 will not give them the best satisfaction both
as to price, style and promptness of work. I have also
on hand a lot of excellent Hose, which I shall sell at
reasonable rate; old ones also neatly repaired.
K. McDONALD, 200 Fore st.,
Foot of Plum st.

Piping

OTHERS

report indicates how well the Stager Sewing Machine maintains It early and well earned

tc

(Formerly Warren

pay the above reward for the detection and
conviction of the person or persons who set fire to
my House and Barn, on the evening of the 15th and
ltith of May,
SARAH JEWETT.

the good people
kinai>atronage through

This

those that
Sewing Machine to call at

done to order.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BENJ. APAYS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

RORTLAAISTD,

thanking
\VHILE
▼ v
for their

52,000!
popularity.
We invite all

WEEK !

O. F. BAILEY &

Tuesday

and Retail.

is in San Francisco.

21st.

to the level of my audience—.”

WALTER COREY Ac CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 3tt Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

IK

Let Me Speak Once More !

Singer Sewing Machine for

OF

Furniture-Wholesale

Combined in

Cloaks

W. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-3 Free St.

PR.

—OF—

WILL

Velvet

Dentists.

CARAVAN
AND

REWARD.

SEWING MACHINE.

THOSE

India St.
dyed and finished.

Iwill

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

ap22

GRAND

SYmONDS,

Mehlig

pee ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

An Atlanta paper calls
Parepa “the magnificent and motherly nightingale.”
Isn’t
that a good diction ?

keep up the delightful custom of dining together every Wednesday. What larks! what
larks! in the days that are gone with
Douglas Jerrold, Tom
Hood, Gilbert Abbott,
Beckett, Mr. Thackeray, and Mark Lemon
on the wing.

and Builders.

Dye-House.

F.

BENJ. KINGSBURY, JR., Mayor.

The Sale of the

1871

Gained'’.

THE

NEXT

my22-tf

aplO

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
executed, and at the lowest prices.

Quarter Saved is a Quarter

»

One Hundred Dollars.

IMPROVED

ready

WM.

•‘A

my22d3w

“THE SINGER”

EXCEEDING

A. G. Schlotterbeck & Co.,
303 Congress st.
apl2tf
PORTLAND, ME.

Carpenters

Great Circus Troupe.

above reward will be paid by the'citv of Portland for the detection and conviction of the person or persons who set fire to the house and barn of
Mias Sarah Jewett, on the ltth and 16th daraofMay
instant.
Per Order,

CO., Bleacher., No. 131

WHITNEY Ac YEANS, Pearl
Street, op.
posite Park.

Five Hundred Dollars

1,260.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Schumacher Bros.,
No. 5 Deering Block.

Co.,

THE

181,260.

OFFICES AT

Ac

REWARD

*i>uNo- 165 Middle St., Portland.

executed on commission.
dec22
eod6m

returned from Europe, would inform
his customers and friends that he has resumed his
to embody into his future
business, and is
work some of the new ideas acquired there.

Phillips

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

Ac

middle Street.

you

ORDERS for Bonds and all iirst-class securities

Having just

W. F.

HEAVY,

PERPLEXITY, FRETFULNESS
Such

Loans

FRESCO_PA INTER

Bonne' and Hat Bleachery.*
SAWYER

S

fore

The present contributors to Punch still

13 Pearl St.

SHALL Ac SlIACKl'OBI), No. 3* Plum
Street.

MIDDLE ST.

DEL A Y.

HVaiNEMM PAPER Bought ami

Corf oration

BE.

YET—

[COARSE

Bakers.

COBB, No.

QUINCY, Room 11, Printer's
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.

Dry and Ground in Oil,
DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
A FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.
Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
wo warrant to be atrictlv
pure, and ouabantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it Id not Bnrpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or

protect ourselves, we have adopted
our trade-mark an eight-pointed red
star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pare Lrad. None genuine without it.

SATURDAY MORNING. MAY 26. 1822.
News, Gossip and Editorial Notes.

Wm. A.

DURABLE,
NOT

for Sewing Machines.

Street.

Pure White Lead !

EFFECTIVE and PRACTICAL,
YET

C.

Miss

Carl Rosa

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOGG Sc BBEED, No. 01 middle

OF

as

YET—

—AND

Boston.

Building,

Sears

MAY

W.

TERMsTlCoo

THE PRESS.

Repairing.

along!”

come

PRESS.

1872._

W. S.
DTKB, No. 373 middle Si. Ail
kinds of machines for sale and to let.

NEXT WEEK!

American.
tyin order to

ersatile in Fncilitics nnd Adjustments,
EAST OF OPERATION.

WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS
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ENTERTAINMENTS.

BOSTON LEAD CO.

a

Rates of Advertising: One inch ot
space, iu
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
50 per square
lirst week; 75 cents per
9\
daily
week after; three insertions, or less, 91
00; continuum every other day after tirst
week, 50 ceuts.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75
cents; one
week, 91 00: 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusmementh,” 92 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less 91 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation in every part
of the State) for 91 00 per square for tirst insertion,

subsequent

of

MOKNING

—

FIRST-CLASS

la published every Thursday Morning at
$2 5*
year; if paid iu advance, at $2 00 a year.

and 50 cents l>er square for each

MISCELLANEOUS.

Free Exhibition

At 109

SATURDAY

^PORTLAND,

MISCELLANEOUS.

puMtabed every day
(Suuday. excepted) by tlr#

Terms :

11.

DAILY

merits of the poets of whom he writes, Mr.
modes of thought and
Shairp describes their
expression and the influence of their writings,
in English literature. In his preface the author says: “This volume is published chiefly
in the hope that it may reach some ol the
thoughtful young,” and this sentence and the
modest title of the book are example* of the
simple and unpretentious style of the author.
For sale by Loring, Short & Harmon and
Bailey & Noyes.
Centralization has been a great bugbear is
government; but Jordan, Marsh & Co., in
their great Boston House, find that it works
well in trade,—the grouping of many departmeats

under

patrons.

one

roof being very convenient to

Woolens for men and boys’ suits at AUsn t
Co.’s 87 Middle St.
Particular attention paid to cutting for oth
ers to make.
m4-rr&s3w
Castoria—a

substitute

for Castor oil—a
to take and
but is sure to oper-

family physic which is pleasant

does not distress or gripe,
ate when all other remedies have failed.

It is

purely vegetable preparation, containing neither Minerals, Morphine nor Alcohol, the result of fifteen years experimenting by Dsctor
a

Samuel Pitcher. It is perfectly harmless and
far more effective than Pills, Narcotic 8yrups
or Castor Oil.
By soothing the system it produces natural sleep, and is particularly adapted
to crying and teething children. It kiilsWenns,
cures Stomache Ache,
Constipation, Flatulency and Derangement of the Liver. No family can afford to be without this article. It
costs but 50 cents—ask your druggist to get It
for you. and he will always keep it.

_m21-T,T,&S&wlt
Adamson’s Balsam

cures

mrl5-T T 8 &

Asthma, Coughs

Price 35 and 75 cts.

Colds, Lung Complaints.

wly^_

The most sanguine expectations are fully
realized by the use of Duponco’s Golden Pill.
mlS-eodlw&wlt

PORTLAND SAFETY

Vault
Company
business at
THIS
NO.

97

DEPOSIT

Company.

have

now

opened

and

ready

fbr

EXCHANGE 9TBEBT.
PORTLAND, ME,

Their new FIRE and BURGLAR PROOF VAULT,
built by the American Steam Safe Co.. Boston, under the personal supervision of Mr. George L. Damon, Supt. The Vault Is one of ‘be beet and ttrongeet ever built, and offers to depositors ot valuables as
complete security aa can be found In any dty in tbs

country.
Ogre Hears frees S A. H. te 4 P. H.
tv All letters and applications should be addressed to
R. A. BIRD, Manageb.

Portland, Me., May 20, 1872.
DESPATCH

TT*smy23tf

LINE.

Fer Alexandria, Geergelewa, and Washington, D. C.
Packet Schooner N. <fc H.
For height or
>, Capt. Baker.

ar

apply to
J. NICKERSON,
No. 133 Commercial st.

my23d3t

Maine Medical Atsociation.
Annual

of the Maine Medical Assotbe City Building, Port-

Meeting
ciation will be held at
THE
land,

on

TUESDAY, June 11th, 1872,

Session to

my23td

at 10 A. M.

continue three days.
CHAS. O. HyNT, Sec'y.

m

THE PRESS.
MAY 25, 1872.
SATURDAY MORHING,

Republican

State Convention.

expressly

of Maine who hail with pride the grand
achievements ol the Republican Party during the

People

The

The discussion was carried on by several
M. Marehant, M. I*., of St. John’s,
editor of the Franco (Jana die n, also by Messrs.
Hemlel, Brigham and Jewett of the Vermont

t

this very law,
resolution apparently aimed
or if not, clearly embracing it in its descripof
tion in general terms of the proper policy
ThereStates.
the
the central power toward
h s letter of acceptance,
upon, Mr. Greeley, in
the glittering prize
maddened bv the sight of
near and yet so far,”
Of the Presidency, “so
and formally adopts, ratifies and
at

Division.

There was but one mind and one
purpose—to have the road and to do everything
necessary to secure it. Clarenceville has al-

ready

voted $36,000 to the road. St. Thomas,
the next town on the route, will vote $24,000.
Clarenceville’s vote was five to one for the bonding. These two towns will raise $100,000 by
private and municipal subscription and by Gov-

very particular!
confirms the platform
to bear him
So the Ku-Klux gentlemen ought
now
no malice, for it is for him that they will
ride on their midnight raids. They will acin this

and who still believe that the fullpast twelve years,
est fruition of the labors and victories of the past
that
can only be assured by the continued success of
life’ I cept Mephistoplieles’s—we beg his pardon,
Party whose conquests have saved the Nation’s
atis
Faust’s—“thunder song,” only they will sing
and whose devotion to Freedom and Justice
tested by the beneficent principles R ban engrafted
it “with a difference.” It is a custom of these
to send
upon the Constitution, are cordially Invited
excellent and chivalrous persons to attend to
delegates to a
the duties of life during the night. When the
BKPI BI,1€A5(;#TATK CONVENTION,
promptings of patriotism and loyalty to the
at
to be hold
nest feelings of their nature lead them to bum
Lewiston, ThnmHoy> JnneJ13tb, 1879,
a earpet-bagger's house, whip a scallawag,
at 10 o’clock A. M.,
mob a Yankee school-mistress, or shoot a
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for Gov“nigger,” they always select the quiet hours
for Presidential Electors and
ernor, two candidates
of a moonless night for their raid. Listen!
that
business
other
may
properly
transacting any
This time the sound is muffled. It issues
the Convention.
come

boforo

The basis of representation is as follows:
Koch city, town and organized plantation is

en-

delegate and an additional delegate for
seventy-five votes for the Republican candi-

titled to

cne

every
date for Governor in 1868. A fraction of 40 votes
additional to the full number for a delegate, is also
entitled to

a

delegate.

only
Delegates
actual residents of thejeonnty to which the town lielongs.
The State Committee will be in session at 9 o’clock
the morning of the Convention lor the reception of
arc .authorized

to fill vacancies

with

credentials.

James G. Blaine, Kenucbec, Chairman.
William P. Frye, Androscoggin.
Euen Woodbury, Aroostook.
Frederick Robie, Cumberland.
William F. Lowell, Franklin.
John D. Hopkins, Hancock.
Paul Stevens, Knox.
Andrew Lacy, Lincoln.
E. C. Farrington, Oxford.
John H. Lynde, Penobscot.
E. A. Thompson, Piscataquis.
J. W. Wakefield, Sagadahoc.
Sewall E. Prescott, Somerset.
S. G. Thurlow, Waldo.
Ignatius Sargent, Washington,
Leonard Andrews, York.
Z. A. SMITH, Secretary.
Portland, May 23, 1872.

The

Minstreliy of

Marcellus Eme-

“Fau9t,”—that grim

familiar

fellow,

old

whose caustic pen used to enliven the columns
of the Democrat before it became commercial and cautious at the same moment, losing
completely its fine enthusiasm and brave retrogressive radicalism—has “roused him from
the lethargy of months, seized his pen in a
moment of inspiration and poured forth one
of those inimitable campaign
songs,” &c., beginning with this stanza:
I

Bing

the

Chapiiauua Farmer,

good

The Farmer
and true;
And Horace Greeley is his name
As kuown the
country through.
We’re going to make him President,
As all tho people say;
So we’ll sing a Greeley song by night,
And beat his foes by day.

This is ominous

enough when Dr. Jordan,
a gentleman
who, in point of being a Bourbon, has decidedly the advantage of the youth
known to the world as Count de Chambord,
but who calls himself Henry V. of France,—
lifts up his voice in the radical wilderness of
Penobscot County and awes the minions of
Grant by chanting the praises of his “star11C1U,

line

UiUUUt W1M19UM1U-

iJttfiu

ing t e assaults of the bloodthirsty Delawares
by the influence of his sacred psalmody. And
Marcellus Emery joins in the chorus! To
say that Mr. Emery is a Bourbon is a wholly
inadequate description. Bourbon! Why, if
Isabella, late of Spain, or Bomba, late of Naples, should meet Marcellus anywhere, or if
Louis XIV. should casually walk abroad as a
magnificent ghost, and should frequent the
streets ot the city which Mr. Emery is about
to make “the second in New England,” coming arm-in-arm with that old “original Jacobs,” Henri de Bourbon himself, every one
of these eminent personages would instantly
plump down on his knees in the mud of Bangor and swear allegiance to the editor of the
Democrat as the representative of the very
oldest “elder branch” of their distinguished
reflection,

it doesn’t

seem

unnatural

so

he Bourbons should follow Greeley, afThe Bourbon flag is white and so is

ureeiey’s hat,

and this

singular corresponperfect intel-

dence is of course the basis of

lectual sympathy and intimate moral union.
Philosophers in all ages have agreed that it
comports well with the eternal fitness of things
for the adherents of a white flag to run after
a man with a white hat without
asking any
superfluous questions about his religion or
politics, or whether he eats vegetables or prefers, like Charles Lamb, “boiled babies.”
And it must be confessed that there is

something more

than these mere

superficial

resemblances to draw Mr. Greeley into Bourbon company, and to prompt the Democracy
from Maine to Texas to join with one accord
in the noble refrain.
We’ll sing a Greeley song by
night,
And beat his foes by day.
There is something in the career of the
Cincinnati candidate to commend him to every element in the Democratic party. First,

to the

professional politicians.

The way his

nomination was brought about
ing with Gov. Brown, through

by bargainthe

active

agency of Gen. Blair, author of the Broadhead letter, is known to everybody.
The

testimony of Samuel Bowles of the Springfield Republican, of Stanley
Mathews, tem-

porary chairman of the convention, of Edward Atkinson, and of Carl Schurz
himself,
shows that the nomination was a
complete

triumph

over

of

political wire-pulling and trickery
genuine reformAgain Mr. Greeley appeals strongly to

the honest purposes of

era.

this class of his supporters in his letter of acceptance, in which he accomplished the astounding feat of swallowing thirty years of
Tribune files without winking. Base is the
Democratic politician who does not make himself hoarse with

shouting,

We’ll sing a Greeley song
And beat his foes by day.
A nd if ’namonnnfi/i

by night,

abIAamaa

___

the Cincinnati candidate has commended himself strongly to the most
disreputable

thing

element in that party. We have the authority of the leading Democratic organ of the
United States for saying that he has the support of every corrupt ring in New York. The
same journal
charges specifically that Mr.

Greeley

is

footing of int imacy with the
members of the Tammany ring, and that the
Tribune suddenly ceased to denounce an
equally corrupt Brooklyn ring when Mr. Kinsella, the leader of that ring and editor of the
Brooklyn Eagle, had been approached by Mr,
Greeley and had promised the latter his support. So let every politicial adventurer and
every corrupt official in the country join Kinsella, Tweed and Sweeney in the soul-inspiring refrain,
on

a

We'll-sing a Greeley
And
beat bis foes

As for

song

by day.

by night.

the

ex-Rebels, they of course can
have no objection to the man
who wanted to
let them go peacefully out of the
Union, who
was instrumental in
giving them their first
great military success, who was ready for any
sort of a peace in 1864, who signed Jeff.
Davis’ bond and has s'hown a disposition to act
a, a toady for him
since, and who, finally, fa-

vored the instant restoration of Rebels to all
their political rights in
1865, thus sacrificing
the rights and the
of the freedmen.
Hark!

safety

Sweet and clear

from the

comes

the response

Southland, merging in perfect harmony with that yell that the
boys in blue
heard with undaunted heart* on so
many a
battle-field. It is the gray-coats
shouting in
We’ll sing a Greeley song by night,
And beat hia foes by day.

And there is the Ku-Klux Klan. Until after the Cincinnati Convention Mr.

Greeley

and the Tribune
greatly favored what is known
as the Ku-Klux
act, the purpose of which is
to enable -the President to
protect the lives
and liberties of Southern loyalists

by suspend-

the act of habeas corpus whenever it
may
be necessary.
The history of the last two
years has shown how necessary thi*

humane
law is and how
cautiously and conscientiously the President has made use of it. Now
this law is
obnoxious to the Democrats, realy because it interferes
with their peculiar poa
propaganda in the South, but ostensi-

York, May 23, 1872.
At last we have rain and the parched earth
is refreshed. We have been suffering from a
protracted drouth threatening destruction to
agriculture and combustion to our forests. In
New

aid.

subsidy

j

;
Maine S. S. Convention at Dover.
[Reported for the Press.]

The fourth annual convention of the Sabbath
sehools connected with five denominations1
Congrcgatioualist, Methodist, Baptist, Free
many parts of the State, the woods have been I
Baptist and the Friends assembled Wednesday
the scene of wasting conflagration, and the
morning in the Methodist church. The officers
farmers have been in an agony of apprehen- I of the Convention have been
previously pubsion about their crops. But for the past few
lished. The remainder of the forenoon was ocwe
have
had
and
abundant
days
with an earnest address
frequent
Bev. Smith

|

Tnbune who, whatever his
faults, ha,
before shown the smallest inclimn„

never

Convention, however, adopted

a

by

showers, promising renewed life to vegetation ; Baker of Lowell, recently of Orono. He reand giving hope to the tillers of the soil.
; marked at the outset that he had made only a
mere hotch jiotch preparation,
but disproved
The Methodist Conference having increas! the remark in presenting a thoughtful essay
ed the number of Bishops of their church ! with not a few forcible aud extravagant exteminterpolations. The Sabbath-school
to twelve, have chosen as one of the
poraneous
lie remarked, is abreast of all interests, ahead
number

Rev.

Gilbert

Haven

editor

I

of all missionary enterprises and all reforms.
It is an established institution.
It no longer
bows to ns as a beggar, but we must bow to it
as a
what
are the reacoming power. Why?
indication that liberal opinions are gaining sons for this pretentiousness?
1. It is a fact that religious instruction is
ground even in the conservative domain of now
generally transferred from the family to
the church. Mr. Haven has always been an
the Sabbath School.
This is wholly wrong,
lint there is the fact. 2. All direct and nearly
advanced and outspoken radical in politics.
all indirect religious influences are gone from
He took an early and decided stand against
our Common Schools, another reason for new in1
slavery when it was fashionable to temporize terest in this work. 3. The superficial yetseductive character of much of modern scientific rewith it. He was an abolitionist at the time
searches. God’s word and works are in harwhen Dr. Spring declared that he was
mony, vet the young are influenced by the
“afraid to pray for the freedom of j flings of the scientist. The 8. S. should be a
4.—
, breakwater against modern skepticism.
THE SLAVE.”
The Vast gain to the Christian church by the
and Dr. Dewey expressed a willingness to 1 conversion of the young. They form the" best
material who have'grown up Christians. There
obey the Fugitive Slave law, even if it re- are
230.000 in Maine old enough to attend Sabmanded his own brother to bondage.
flion 1 ft A LW1A
The ho tll.aollndl nf trlinm
election of such a Bishop is as much of a step i outside ofjevangelical influence. There is, then,
forward for the Methodist church as the need of this ally.
Now. we want to imitate Christ (1) in his
choice of Wm. Lloyd Garrison as a Trustee of confidence in children. He did not overlook
the American Tract Society a dozen years ; them, as we too often do. (2) In his management.
He did not respect red tape; did not
ago, would have been for that anti-asritation
j use ecclesiastical dignitaries, hut fishermen
body. It is a wise selection and pays a just who were in sympathy with the people. (3)
In what we teach. He
neither abstractribute to an able, eloquent and
exemplary j tions nor morality alone,taught
but a pure heart and
clergyman.
holy life; not so much truths as experimental
facts. (4) In his style, which was direct, plain
THE IMPEACHMENT OF JUDGE BABNABD
| and pictorial. “The Kingdom of God is like."
goes over till the 17th July. The delay is a
To
feed lambs, we are told to give food, in
|
matter of no consequence, as the Bench is resmall pieces, little at a time and give it warm.
lieved of his presence meanwhile. The Judge j Don’t use. however, diluted but rather condensed milk.
appears to have determined to take his chances
(5) Imitate the Master in our lives. He worked with ungloved hands. At the same time
of a trial, instead of imitating the
example avoid a patronizing
air. Unbend. Souls are
of Cardozo, who took refuge in
resignation. stumbling into hell over our dignity. '<») ImiThis course is characteristic of the man. He
tate his progressivness.
He shocked people’s
has a superabundance of pluck, or what un- ideas of propriety. The conservatism of good
is
harder to get along with than the opcharitable critics might call audacity. The people
position of bad people. These “Slowups”
the
track of progress in church and
grease
case
is
a
Judge’s
pitiable one. Fifteen years ago, school. There
is no hope till the Lord takes
when he could not have been much over 26
them out of the way and sends them to heaven.
The Executive Committee reported statistics.
years of age, he .was elected Recorder, i. e.,
Congregational church members 19,687 and 22,first Criminal Judge of the
city. Of fine ; 192 8. S. scholars. Methodist, 24,645
members
personal appearance, a prepossessing face, 20,927 scholars. Baptist, 19,593 and 18,231. Free
and
1784 and
Baptist,
15,306
12,478.
manners
and
Episcopal
excellent address, he
agreeable
1853. Uuiversalist, 1091 members and 4712
then gave promise of a brilliant future. Two
scholars. There are about75,000 children in our
years later he married the daughter of a milEvangelical schools. County organizations and
were recommended.
lionaire, and his father-in-law took great Institutes
Rufus Dcering,Treasurer reported $316.89 re
pride in him, and helped to push his fortunes. eeipts, expenditures, 58253.98 and balance $62.91.
A collection of $36. was then taken. Committee
In the fall of 1860 he was elevated to the
on Resolutions was appointed,
Messrs. WoodSupreme Court Bench, by the usual decisive bury, Randall,
Burrage, Eaton and Bailey.
majority the Democratic party was able to Reports were given from eleven counties, some
most of the delegive its candidates. No man ever had stronger discouraging, a few hopeful; and
one from Pisgates reported organizations
incentives to preserve a good name. He had I oataquis, revivals.
In Monson schools 50 con25 in Blanchard and several at Greena moderate fortune of his
versions,
in
own, acquired
ville.
his more youthful days in
California, an office
Rev. A. L. Gerrisli spoke on the “appropriate
of great respectability, of eight years’ ten- time for holding Sunday
school.” Not whon
the members are weary and hungry, but in the
ure, and a prescriptive right to the highest
when
fresh.
Take,
the whole forenoon
morning
social position. Under what
temptations, or Rev. D B. Randall pursued the same method.
The Wednesday evening meeting overflowed
by what degrees he fell, it would be difficult
the little Methodist sanctuary, although settees
to explain, but in the course of time he befilled the crowded aisles. Mr. Asa Hull, with
came the facile tool of the Erie
Ring, his his “Sparkling Rubies” and “Pilgrim Harp,”
conducted the congregational singing.
Rev.
manners became coarse, his
language disgust- W. Woodbury of
Skowliegan, gave an instrucing, he grew
tive address on Illustrations, verbal and visible,
the first embracing those from History, as Heb.
TO BE THE TKRBOB OF THE BAB
ltth, analogy, “the kingdom of God is like”—
and the synonym of injustice and
wrong from the natural world and daily events. Madoing. Twice, at least, he seemed to have terial objects, pictures of them a’nd mails formpaused in his downward career, and to have ed the other class. He exhibited the beautiful
"Bible Roll" by S. W. Clark, 25 large pictures
made a spasmodic effort to recover his lost
of oriental life, the Temple and other attraccharacter. The last of these
for home and school instruction
momentary tive objects
used a black board. Rev. Mr. Bryant
glimpses of returning reason occurred at the aud also
at considerable length on the Teachers’
spoke
time he granted the injunction
against Tweed, meeting aa promoting mental attrition and a
mutual understanding of what is taught.
Hall and Connolly at the suit of
It
Foley. For should be
social and prayerful and be
bv
a few weeks after that
surprise which he gave the pastor. Mr. Baker opposed the taugbt
idea and
to a long suffering
community, he was loud in said that he would answer no questions at all,
but simply draw out facts and make applicahis professions of
virtue, denounced the tions,
using a blackboard.
with
the
utmost vehemence and gave
“Ring”
Capt. Sturdivant closed with a plea for the
the strongest assurances to several adv icates
Allen Mission and secured a collection for it of
of Reform, that they could
rely upon him to $31.89. Adjourned.
The Executive Committee for Itlie vaar is as
bring down condign punishment upon the
follows:
C. M. Bailey and T. B. Nichols,
heads of the Banditti who had been
robbing
Friends; Revs. A. L. Gerrish and A. A. Smith)
our tax-payers.
People were puzzled. They Free
Baptists; Revs. H. A. Burrage and A.
didn’t know how to account for it, or how
Bryant, Baptist; Rev. W. Woodbury and G.
much faith to put in his .professions. Even
N. Palmer, Cong.; Iitfv. O. M. Cousens rnd .1.
now, men look at each other and ask what
P. Higgins, Methodist; Rev. E. M. Haynes, R.
motive led Barnard to forsake the
Tammany Deeriug, Cyrus Sturdivant and Alden Baker,at
Ring in the hour of their greatest need. large.
Some ascribe his conduct to
personal dislike of
The second day, Thursday, was occupied
by
Connolly—others to indignation at not hav- addresses
on the “Duty of church members to
ing received a share of the plunder. But
whatever his motive may have been, his attend tho Sabbath School,” treated in a thorspasm of virtue didn’t last long. Little by
ough manner by President Allen of Bangor, on
little he frittered away the
strength of his “Object Teaching,” by Rev. O. M. Cousens, a
and
when Tweed was brought beinjunction
Bible Lesson by Rev. H.
Toothakcr, and a talk
fore him to answer, as a
criminal, for his on Music by Mr. Asa Hull, the well-known
he
made
gigantic thefts,
a farce of
the
publisher of Philadelphia. Rev. E. M. Haynes
whole proceedings by
bailing him in $5000 and
others spoke briefly. The first resolution
that was the last of his
appearance in the
pnla rtf'
Lrvr.nnt
T......
suggested the need of a wider representation of
vuaiackci
iw
new to him to be well acted.
pastors and schools in these gatherings. Rev.
Mr. Baker took occasion to
The record of his offences is a terrible
speak in severe
one,
and affords a painful lesson of official
deprav- terms in reference to the clergy and was ably
ity. The indictment of the Bar Association answered by Rev. B. P.
Snow, editor of the
is only a small part of the list of his misdeeds.
Echo. The second resolution recommended a
The very day, when the
decided
Legislature
half day for the Sabbath school; the
upon impeaching him, a highly respectable
third, regentleman, on reading the telegram announc- ferred to the admitted usefulness of county and
ing the fact, remarked exultantly that he State conventions; the fourth, in reference to a
could
State missionary was referred to the execuNOW STATE HIS GRIEVANCE.
tive committee; and the fifth commended the
And it was this: He had sold a man $30,000 Temperance Pledge, and the last
expressed
worth of real estate, receiving $2500 cash and
thanks for courtesies and hospitalities rendera
for
taking mortgage
The mort- ed.
$27,500.
gager had never paid one cent of the
The sessions were marked with
spirit, and
principal or interest, and when he in- the discussions,
although not without crudities
stituted foreclosure proceedings, the suit and
elicited not a little valuable
extravagances
was delayed by Judge Barnard for over two
thought. The cordial reception of the delegates
was creditable to the
years. The case was originally sent to a refpeople of Dexter, a town
eree.
The referee was a Gratz of Barnards, not large, but a model in thrift, enterprise and
but the case was so clear that he decided fi- good order.
nally in favor of the plaintiff. But when
Religions Intelligence.
pressed to confirm the report, Judge BarArthur Shirley, a son of Mr. George H. Shirnard, all other delays failing, Would send the
report back on the ground that there was ley, formerly of Portland, was among a class
fresh testimony. And so the unlucky suitor of nine who graduated last week from the Yale
was kept out of his
Seminary. He graduated from the
money for two years, and Theological
Portland High School July 17, 1862Land then
leheves he would have been fitr an indefinite
removed with his father to Brooklyn, N. Y.,
period, if the Judge had not entered Yale in ’65, took the Woolsey scholarfrom further interference
with
ship, and graduated in ’69 in a class of 116,
Ajl<1 yet 1,e fel1 s°
complete- with the valedictory. Having finished his
lv in
h° didn,t darc to 1I‘ak"
theological course, he has received and accepted a call from the Congregational Church in
■-a Bpecimen of the thous- Conway, Mass., and entered upon his labors
and
which
last Sabbath. He is to be ordained July 3,
and Rev. J. J. Cnmithers. D. 1>., pastor of
which has afflicted New
the Payson Memorial Church in this city, is to
York
many
preach the sermon.
of Zion’s Herald Boston.
This is a happy sign of the march of progress, and a clear

nmra

v»r»
--—

»
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B-inlarm'
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and
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Yarmouth

years._

Western Division of the Portland &
Og.
densliurg Railroad Line.
Clarenceville, Province Quebec |
May 21, 1872. j
To the Editor of the Press:
Last night a large and most enthusiastic
meeting was held at this place in furtherance
of the above enterprise. By the Western Division of the 1*. & O. R. R. is meant not the Vermont Division, that is now the Middle
Division,
but an extension west from the northwest cor
ner

of

Vermont, along

and

near

the Canada

line, partly in Canada and partly in New York,
to Lake
Ontario; also an extension north from
the same point, the northwest corner of Vermont, to Montreal.
The latter portion is
chartered to the “St. John's & Clarenceville
Railway.” The charter for the former portion

passing through the Parliament, without opposition, the title being the “The Quebec
Frontier Railway."
The meeting last night crowded the hall to its
utmost capacity with the taxpayers of the town.
Delegations were present from St. John’s.
Henryville, St. Thomas, and other towns interis now

Cincinnati

a

furtherance of the work.
The whole line from Vermont to Montreal is
singularly easy to construct. The surface of
the country is just uneven enough to shed the
surplus rainfall. The cost for grading will be
an insignificant item.
The hotly of the soil is
loam, but sufficient gravel in nits lies along the
line. The communities are abundantly able to
build the road. The soil is productive. Hay,
oats, barley, potatoes, live stock, dairy profrom forms clothed in fantastic garb and hidducts, etc., are marketed in large amount.
At the close of the business meeting last
eously masked. Borne with it on the breeze
night the Clarenceville people gave their railand mingling w itli it come the cries of suffering
way visitors a handsome entertainment, in
from women driven from their blazing homes
which nothing was wanting for good cheer,
either
liquid or solid. This great British peothe
at
at midnight, from children frightened
ple take good care of their stomachs. They are
sight of their parents’ blood, from men in the the best fivers in the world. This is one of the
agonies of death by torture. Very thrilling is secrets of their power.
St. Thomas, I*. Q.
the song of “The Chappaqua Farmer,” sung
Since writing the above our railway party has
to the air of “The Poachers,” with the Kumoved on in several carriage loads to this point.
Here a delegation of citizens meet us, and conKlux variations,
strain
us to accept of their good cheer, as we
Wo'll sing a Greeley song by day,
pass. President Bingham, of the Lamoille
And beat his foes by night.
Valley road, has just made an address, and
President Anderson, of the Eastern Division,
Our New York Letter.
is now speaking. Gen. Anderson and Director
J. E. Donnell reached! us early this morning
The “Blessed Rain”—Something pleasant
i and are going through with us to Ogdenshurg.
about a Bishop—The trial of the corrupt
| St. Thomas will come to time without fail. The
Judges—Judge Barnard’s Record—A par- country all about us as far as the eye can reach
W.
| is one vast grain and hay field.
ty states his grievance.
*

glad chorus,

ing

The Canadian Government gives
of $1750 per mile to both branches,
that is, for all the portion lying within the borders of Canada. Henryville and St. Sebastian,
it is expected, will raise about $60,000. St.
John’s and St, Athanase will do a fair part in

ernment

copied

Faust.

The worst has happened.

ry’s

sietl.

citizens, by

The Penobscot Association of Congregational Ministers met in Bangor Tuesday for the
licensure of students to preach.
Professors
Paine and Barbour and Rev. Messrs. tSmyth
(who was Moderator of the meeting) and
Coggswell conducted the examination, and at
its close Messrs. Wm. E.
Spear and J. W.
Brownbill were licensed for one year, and
Messrs. J. j. Blair, Wm. N. T. Dean, 8. W.
Dickerson, E. N. Smith, Geo. J. Pierce, C. A.
me and A. H.
Tebbette, for three years.

T' Mwry

Imi

has preached to tho ConSociety in Machias, three Sung?neral satisfaction. The Society

lYis

him to become its pastor,
u
lcc o i??,te
but
his decision
is not
yet known.

wTlton

ab?mttcZaing°haUnrCi a"d
Rev. Wm. H. Beard b?
am

pari"h fp

since’ the’ctoTof
Apri1’

has supplied the pulpit

theM?ear.n
At

a

*

"f1
AD

through

meeting of the Baptist church

and
“

So

held t{,„ 19th inst
w
unanimously voted that the pastor, lU>v A1
bert A. Ford, be requested to withdraw his
resignation of the pastorate of the church- and it
was also voted with equal
unanimity, that he
be allowed a vacation of such length as is need
ed for the restoration of his health.
AD. Farrar has closed his labors with tho
first parish church in Andover. Air.
Borchers,

ciety,

Paris

iTill,

a native of Berlin, Prussia, has engaged to oc- I
cupy the desk for a year.
The 1st Congregational church and society in
Thoniastou, have voted their pastor, Bev. J. K.
Mason, two months’ leave of absence, so he
may, if lie wishes, visit Europe, as per appoint- |
ment by the Governor.

iiuite a uumber of the wharves on the riverfront.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
On Sunday last, Col. Caleb Weston of Foxcroft, had one leg broken by a colt falling
against him.
WALDO COUNTY.

The Belfast Lobster
Factory lias commenced.
The Baptist meeting-house in Harrington
It will
about twenty-five hands. Three
employ
inwas dedicated on the 14th iust
of
Prayer
j tons were boiled at the first boiling on Monday,
vocation, Bev. D. Dodge; Beading the scrip- I and five tons were still on baud alive iu the
lures, Bev. S. Besse; Introductory prayer, Bev.
crates.
B. F. Stinson, of the methodist church; Sermon
The Belfast Journal says among a lot of
Bev.
Bev.
M.
Dedicating
Dunbar;
prayer
by
by
salmon in the market on Monday, was oue that
J. F. Eveleth.
had no head, having lost that important member in a curious manner.
There is to be a Sabbath School Association
The men who had
nets set off the shore of Sears Island, noticed
at North Monmouth, on Wednesday, June 12th
to commence at ten o’clock, A. M.
by the commotion of the floats that a fish had
struck one, but before they could get off iu their
Hancock Conference will hold its annual
boats a seal bad seized the fish by the head and
meeting at Bluehill on Tuesday and Wednes- tore it completely off. The animal then went
day, lltli and 12th of June. First preacher,
under the net and tried to pull the salniou out,
Bev. H. H. Hutchinson; second, Bev. S. Tenas was shown by the marks of its teeth.
ney, D. D.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
CASH

Will find

The enterprising people of Upton have come
the conclusion that they need a church, and
have commenced in earnest to build it.

to

The Aroostook Conference of Congregational
churches will be held at Patten, June 8th and
9th. Preacher, Bev. D. W. Hardy.
Bev. Gilbert Haven just elected a Bishop of
the Methodist Episcopal church, is a native of
Malden, Mass., and was born in September,
1821. in 18411 he was graduated with distinguished honor at the Wesleyan University, and
in the same year was elected Professor of Greek
and Latin in Amenia Seminary, New York.
In 1,848 he was chosen President of this institution, and three years afterward he joined the
New England Conference, and filled several apWhen
pointments with much acceptance.
Gen. Butler’s regiment went to the seat of war,
Mr. Haven was sent as the first Chaplain, his
commission bearing date April 18, 18112. In
1863 he made a visit to Europe and the East,
and on his return issued a volume of
travels
uuder
the
title
of
“Pilgrim’s
Wallet”, which had an extensive sale. He was
next stationed at Boston, and in 1865 was apto look after the whites and blacks in
lississippi. Upon his returu he was elected
editor of Zion’s Herald, and for several years he
has conducted that journal with signal
ability.
Besides his volume of travel, he) published in
186!) a large volume of National and anti-Slavery sermons, speeches and addresses of a literary and reform character. In this volume, his
fearless denunciations of national wrong doings are of the Wendell Phillips type, both as
to matter and advanced thought
As the conductor of Zion’s Herald, he has exerted a powerful influence at Boston by his manly defense
of Methodism, and his able controversial articles with the defenders of “Liberal Christian-

Sointed

ity."

Bev. J. C. Snow, who resigned the
pastorate
of the Auburn UniversalistChurch a few years
since, to accept the position of Principal of
Westbrook Seminary, has concluded to accept
a unanimous and
pressing call of his old parish to Auburn.
Bev. Mr. Knight of Mass, is expected to
to the Christian Society in So. Harrison
uring the coming year, but it is not fully decided.

Sreach

Bev. E. P. Wilson, pastor of the Congregational Church in Briugtou, has
accepted the
call to the pastorate of the Philips Congregational Church at Watertown, Mass.
He
has requested that his relations with the
Bridgtou Church shall cease on the first of July,
The annual session of the Maine Universalist Convention will be held in the Universalist
Church in Dexter, on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, June 25th, 26th and 27th.
Bev. Wm. Nutting tendered his resignation
last Sabbath, as pastor of the Universalist Society at Skowhegan, on account of a throat
difficulty which made it extremely difficnlt for
him to speak in the hall, it being very large.
At the Methodist General Conference, Friday, the newly elected bishops were ordained.
"*“*“*Ri

their

mr

place

on

back of the

uiouupo

cicci

were

eswueu

ki

the stage, ranged in a semi-circle
table. The full board of

bishop’s

bishops were present, namely, Morris, Janes,
The candidates
Ames, Scott and Simpson.
were then presented for ordination.
The ordination then proceeded according to the ritual,
each of the regular Bishops performing a part,
and all
engaged in the lading on of hands on
each candidate. The services were concluded
with the doxology and benediction by Bishop
Morris. During the service
perfect quiet reigned. The house was crowded in every part.

News and Other Items.

just

fallen heir to nearly $1,000,000 by the death
of his father. His sentence expires in August.

Secretary Boutwell, while at his home at Groton, Mass., last week, ploughed an acre of land.
Mr. Greeley will have to look to his laurels; he
“clear” at least a two acre lot of timber
maintain his reputation as a “man of the

must

people.”

F

The New York Herald of Thursday enlivens
its usually attractive editorial pages by extracts from President Grant's inaugural and
Mr. Greeley’s letter of acceptance in capitals,
and says, “You pays your money and takes
your choice.”
A horsey man, hearing mention made of the
“Latin Races,” wished to know where they
were held.
Mr. George T. Downing has published a protest against the passage of the Senate civil
rights bill.
The Richmond (Va.) Whiff is enthusiastic
“Uncle Horace.”

“In

deliberate
of Mr.
would
be a thousand fold better,both for South and for
North than that of Mr. Jefferson Davis him"
self.”
A Welsh paper in Scranton actually asserts
that “Bip ginly 11 Greeley mlffn drmpl tarnppl
over

our

judgment,” it remarks, “the election
Greeley, under existing circumstances,

nypunt scrllgg gp Prllntyl of gmshx drulltzmt
begply in writt wemniz dr guuuozlt." This
might have been softened just as well as not.
Washington specials say that Senator Schurz
expresses fears in private conversation that it
will be impossible to elect Mr. Greeley.
From the reports submitted at the last session
of the Grand Lodge of the United States, I. O.
O. F., it appears that the number of lodges in

September, 1871,

was 4292, an increase of 415
the previous year; initiations, 49,257, an
increase of 2948; revenue, $3,310,009.53, an increase
of $249,350.52; expended for relief'

over

$1,092,095.42, an increase of $139,535.15; number of members, 327,877, an increase of 29,240.
The Tribune continues to publish letters from
“the people,” endorsing Greeley.
We copy
one, as follows:

“Calais, Maine, May 6, 1872.

The nominations take like wildfire in this re-

gion.”
“Wildfire—a disease of sheep, attended by
inflammation of the skin.”—Webster’s Dictionary.
That’s what’s the matter with the Greeleyites.—Traveller.
The Hartford (Ct.) Courant thinks that to
uccu

wuaiowui,

jiii.

vireeiey,

wmie

epito-

auizing the Cincinnati platform, should have
made his ninth article read something as follows:
Ninth—That the patriotic devotedness aud
inestimable services of our fellow-citizens who
as soldiers or sailors
upheld the flag and maintained the unity of the republic, or who as soldiers and pirates struck down the flag and nobly
battled for the destruction of the unity of the
republic, shall ever be gratefully remembered
and honorably requited,

STATE

NEWS.

ANDBOSCOOGIK

COUNTY.

Professor Butler has resigned his professorship of systematic theology in Bates Theological school, to take effect iu June, 1873.
The Lewiston Journal is informed that
parties from Boston have been looking over the
power at Sabbattus, and arranging to establish a cotton mill, where the saw-mill now
stands.
water

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The North Star says

a

few

since,
days
Golden

boy belonging to one Hugh
Kent, was drowned in the river.
not yet been recovered.

little
of Fort
His body has
a

The North Star says Mr. E. A. Jackman of
Sherman, who was at Woodstock, N. B. last
week, rescued from drowning a four year old
lmy of Mr. Shea, who had fallen into the St.
John, while at play with logs. He was so far
gone that it took half an hour of chafing to
bring him to life.
The North Star says Commissioner W. W
Thomas, on his way to New Sweden, left Portland by the night train on Thursday
morning of
last week and reached Fort Fairfield
Friday
noon.
He came by the N. A. and E.
railway to
McAdam, by the New Brunswick railroad to
Woodstock and then by steamer to Tobique.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The house of Moses H. Harlow on Flagg St.,
was damaged to the cxteutof §150
by
fire and water Thursday forenoon.
There was
an insurance.
The old homestead on the corner of
Winthrop
and Warren streets in Hallowell,
formerly belonging to the estate of the late Moses Lakeman, Esq., has been purchased by the Trustees
of the Maine Classical School,and the old house
will be taken down and and a large building
erected in its place, designed for a boarding
heuse, to accommodate the students.

AugUBta,

KNOX COUNTY.

The City Council of Rockland charge $75 for
a circus license with its attending shows.
Hon. T. H. Hubbard is to address the Reform
Club at Rockland next week.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Janies Buckley of Bangor, was assaulted and
robbed in Boston on Wednesday.
Among the
articles stolen foom him was a check for his vaat
the
for
it
Lowell
He
lise.
applied
depot and
gave such a minute description of the articles
contained iu the valise that it was delivered to
Later in the day a man appeared with
him.
the check and said John C. Alley had scut him
to get the valise.
Shortly after Ally was arrested on suspicion of the robbery.
Upon Ally’s
check on the Boston
another
person was found
and Worcester railroad.
The highest tide of the season occurred at
Bangor Thursday night The water overflowed

Small

light expenses and

With

Profits

cheap

as

J.

All

J.

E.

MOORE,

May 21-sndtf

Du

Pouts

Gunpowder

Rifle,

Sporting and Blasting in nay
quantity, and of aiandard qualityWholesale and Retail.
BAILEY, Agent

G. L.

for Maine,
48 Exchange st.

_myl8sntf

Sc hi otter beck’s Moth A Freckle Lotion !

Prejiared by

SEELING AT COST!
large stock

of

Bug-

gies,Phaetons, Ac., Ac.,
JOHN

5 months.
In Brunswick, May 16, Mr. David S. Dunlap, aged
81 years.
In Topsnam. May 14, Mrs. Betsey, relict of the late
Dea. William Barron, aged 74 years.
Iu Deer Isle, May 3, Mr. Abijah Haskell, aged 91
In Sedgwick, May 3, Dea. Jessie Billings, aged 94
years! months.
Iu Washington City, D. C., May 18, Mrs. Helen P..
wife of Ww. B. Gurley, and daughter of L. D. and
the late Helen Paris Gilman.

at

TE3ST PER CENT.

INVESTMENTS:
Kansas Registered Municipal Bonds.
Principal
City.

Nlinialurc Almanac.mar 93*

paid by

and lnt.

the

a

|

State,

New York

in

through

y medical

cold water.

Frescoed in oil
Schumacher; cellar
cemented, lathed and plastered. Lot over 5000 feet.
This property Is situated in a
part of th e
city, and will be sold at a price favorable for occupancy or investment. May be seen any day from 4
to 6 p. m, Mondays and Srturday excepted.

FINE SHIRTS!
MADE TO ORDER FROM

Schs Fanny Barney, uab.es, and American Chief,

•

TiDauipni

n

«>■

^

Bath

O’.

Bangor
Chicago

g’t

7>a
7'.

Portland Sc Bechester B. B.
I.eeds Sc Farmington B. B.
Central Bhilroad, Iowa, Gold,

FOB SALE BY

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 19th, ship Charlotte, Austin
W.
Newport,
FERNANDINA
In j»ort 19th, barque Harvest
Home, Dickey, for Montevideo; brig J M Wiswell,
Leckie, for Carthagena.
BEAUFORT, SC—Old 13th, sch Farragut, Hart,
Rockport, Me.
WILMINGTON—Cld 20th, sch Hattie E Sampson,
Davis, Boston.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Cld 21st, sch Maggie Mu 1vey, for Boston.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 21st, brig Wm H Bickmore,
Bickmore, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Cld 22d, schs Harriet Baker, Webber, St Pierre, Mart; Hattie Coombs, Jameson, Rockland: John Famhain, Chase, Portland.
Slti 22d, shin Uncle Joe, for Rotterdam.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 22d, sch Qnoddy, Fanning,
Portland.
Ar 23d, brigs Elizabeth. Ames. Sagua; HattieS
Bishop, Webber. Matanzas; sths Bowdoin, Randall,
Portland; Virginia, Small, from Windsor, NS; L W

H. M. PA YSON,
39 EXCHANGE AT.,
ap2sntf

PORTLAND.

PAPERS^

ROOM

LOTHROP,

Exchange

DESIRABLE
To

Gold

A

Leaf

Especial

All

STYLES

of

DEVOS

&

The genuine Win. A. Batchelor’s Hair Bye producIMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or auy injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y
SX
DAW
1Y
_jyll

COAL
In

a

$7.50

at

Retail way $8.00—and
will book engage-

we

ments for Winter Lots'

continuency

during

the

of this notice.

JOS. II. POOR A BRO.
May 18-sn

GLOUCESTER—Ar 23d, sch P S Lindsey, Hamilton, Portland for Wareham.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 23d, sch Andes, Linniken,

tf

RECEIVED !
ANOTHER

FOREIGN FORTS.
Melbourne prev to April 14, ships Archer*
Evans, San Francisco ; Comet, Bray, do; Hermon,
Minott, do.
At Yokohama 23d ult, ship Itaska, Rush, unc.
Ar at Kong Kong 20th iust, ship Valparaiso, Manson, San Francisco.
Ar at Hong Kong 1st ult, barque Garibaldi, Noyts,
Saigon; 9th, Alden Bessie, Bessie, Portland, O.
Cld 1st ult, barque Malleville, Waite, Sau Francisco.
Ar at

OF

NEW GOODS
FOB

FROM

I'lail-

NEW YORK & BOSTON MARKETS,

A Book for Every Maa.
“SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Ner-

vous

and

Physical Debility,Hypochondria, Imimtencv,
or Seminal Weakness, and all ether
arising from the errors of youth or the in-

Spermatorrhoea
diseases

discretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true wav to health and happiness. It is the cheapest ani best medical work
ever published, and the
only one on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautifril French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTIprice.
TUTE, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and experience.
m

Arat

Halifax

Cld at St

lust, brig

20th

John, NB,

17th

Flor^nco.

Blacksmiths' and steam use, for sale in lots to
purchasers, at lowest market rates, by

suit

RANDALL, McALLISTER

Blanchard,

NSW’ March

p-imouthaEUtta
Ji^ans Antworf>

Callao,

'rom
tt.

Lisbon, Dunning,

(inJmwVSi1*™812ledlclne
GOODW IN & CO.,
Boston, and
sn

SPOKKN.
15, off Gun Cay, brig Annie W Goddard, from
John, NB lor MatanzaB.
May 18, lat 30 40, Ion 68, barque M B Stetson, Irom

Cieufuegos.

stomach

Impure

or

world-

all

GEO. C

druggists,
fe27

COAL.
I

am

aow

#8.00

selling flrat-class

COAL.

Coal at

my21oodlw

DENNISON,
170 Commercial St.

FISHING TACKLE!

have sold

We

weeks to

general assortment for

BROOK AND

LAKE

Wholesale and
Also

PK8HXNG,

Retail.

everything the Gunning line.
BAILEY, 48 Exchange

Full

a

Sign of the “Golden Rifle.”

my7eodtf sn

“WEBER” and other emlDent makers,
PIANOS. Sold by ED. B.
ROBINSON,
3

CHAS. W. McKENNEY.
my25*2w

On and after Monday, May 27th,
1872, Steamer SKBAGO will make
d*Uy
trip, over the Lakes between
|ABsnr\
Harrison, Bridgton, Naples and
^^^^R^ff^^BvSebago Lake station, running as
follows:
Leave Harrison daily, (Sundays excepted) at 8 30 a.
as., No. Brldgton 8 46. Bridgtou 915, Naples 10 06,
connecting with trains over the P A O. R., arriving
ia Portland at 255 p. m., which con nee t with the afternoon Boston trains and with trains going east.
Returning leave Sebago Lake Station on arrival of
train leaving Portland at 110 p. m„ which connects
with morning train ftom Boston, arriving at Naples
at 4 30 p. m., Bridgton 5 30, No Brldgton 6 00, Harri-

Calioon Black, opposite City Hall,
AT REDUCED PRICES.
eomly

for

#l,i !H)

principal

on

iLe

and interest

lew

a

lUIWUlIh,

UW1

remainihg.

particulars furnished

on

application in j^rson

by mall, to

or

Messrs. Swan &

Barrett, Bankers,

PORTLAND.
—om—

W. B. SHATTICK A Co., Bankers
GENERAL AGENTS.
wig

23

Nassau St., New Turk.

Undoubted

Security,

GOVERNMENT

BONDS,

9 1-2 Per Cent,

the Investment.

on

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD
BONDS OF TBE

Logansport,

Crawfordsville

South-Western Railway

and
of In-

diana.
THEY BEAR 8 PER CENT.GOLD

INTEREST, PAYABLE QUARTERLY IN NEW YORK, FREE
OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND
ARE COUPON AND REGISTERED.
The ssne is limited to $16,300
per mile, in denominations of $ 1,000, $500 and $100.
This road, 92 miles long, affords the shortest existing outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne,
Logansoort, and intermediate points for the celebrated Block and Bituminous Coals of Parke
County, as,
also, tor the large surplus products of the rich agricultural and mineral section of the State which it travFor the present we are
oftering these Bonds at 95
aud accrued interusi in
currency, or will exchange
them for Government Bonds, or other marketable
securities, at tbe rates of the dar.
Further and full particulars, with
and
pamphlets
‘“rn*s°e<*
ul on I'ortonal or written
appll-

eatlon
Jones &.

6 15.

Schuyler,

Nw. 19 Pine St,, New Ywrk.
FINANCIAL AGENTS OF TBE COMPANY
mchl9d&w3m
w!2

SILKS,

JAP. SILKS.
JAP. SILKS.
Striped Jnp. Sitka, (kcat enmity),
<<
“

“

S3 eta.
50 ctB.
32 1-9 eta.
32 |.g rta.
93 eta.

“

_

Japanese
Pepliaa,
“
“

PARASOLS.

PARASOLS.

daily line ofStages will connect with the Steamer
at No Brldgton for So Waterford. Waterford and No
Waterford.
N. J. WALES, Agent.
Bridgton, Me., May 22d, 1872.
my2Stf

Cashmere & Paisley Shawls,

UNITED STATES

At extremely Low Prices. They must be closed before June.

A

internal

Kevenue!

Collector’s Office, First Dibt. Mb., )
No. 1 Exchange St.,
Port laud, May 23, 18T2. )
HEREBY give notice that I hare received from
the Assessor ot Internal Revenue for said First
District of Maine, the Annual List of Taxes and
Special Taxes (License) assessed for the year 1872;

I

that the

same

have become dne and

that I will, by myself
collection thereof:
and

or

deputy,

are

payable;

attend to the

At my office in Portland, daily, (Sundays excepted
from this 23d day of May, 1872, to June 10, 1872, In-

At very Low Prices—60 cts and upwards.

HOSIERY.

HOSIERY.

At attractive

LU VELL &

prices.

(JOMFAflY,

Congress, Corner of Brown St.,
_PORTLAND. _my21dtf eod

SPRING
MILLINERY.

clusive.

I have made

arrangements, whereby parties in Bidowing such taxes may pay the same
Chapman, Esq., Cashier of the Biddeford
National Bank, during Bank hours, at
any time prior
to June 10,1872.
Parties la Brunswick owing such taxes may
;>ay
deford and Saco

NEW

8TYLE8

toR. M.

same

to J. P.

Wlncbell,

-AHD-

FRESH

Cashier of the First Nat-

ional Bank of Brunswick, during Bank hours, at
any
time prior to June 10, 1872.
The
Internal
IP
Revenue Act requires no further
notice of Annual I.ist than the
foregoing, except the
Special Notice to be mailed to all parties who lieg'
lect to pay within the time above specified, for the
issuing and service of which the law provides that a
Foe of Twenty Cents shall be charged.
All jiersons assessed

aro respectfully requested to
themselves accordingly.
FRANKLIN J. ROLLINS, Collector.
my25-law-3t-Sat.

Diamond A

Gold

A company now forming for the purnnse of transportation to the Mines of South AfHca hare purchased au A 1 clipper bark of superior accommodations,
with provisions for six months, for one hundred men,
to be owned in shares by said company of one linmdred at Three Hundred Dollars each. To sail at an
early day. Parties desiring to join the enterprise
may apply in person or by letter to the undersigned,
who are tne only authorized Agents for the CompaELISHA CROWELL A CO.
ny.
Box 3441.
8 Coenties slip, New York.
inay23 d&w It w22

For

BEST

Sale.

two and one-half story house, No. 47, corner
of Wilmot and Lincoln Streets, esntaining nine
rooms besides Sink rooms and closets, eellar cemented, brick cistern, furnace and gas. The premises can
be examined daily (Sunday excepted) from two to
four p. m.
Also h lot of land on Franklin st., near the Park.

ray25tf

SALS IN OORHAIN—The desirable
resldeuce of the late Capt. John Farnham. with
Bne lot; will be sold at a bargain; within three minutes walk of the Depot, Stores and Churches. Injuirc of A. F. (1ERRISII, Portland, or R. G. HABDfNG, Gorham, Me.
my25MWAStf

SECOND-HAND JUMP SEAT ROCKAWAT.
made by Kimball, in good order. Apply to
JOHN T. HULL, 48 Union St.
my23is 3t

all who

use cemsnt
or wells.

rOblow pij>e,

pips for sewers, drains,
my23eodlw
|

QUALITY,

M. A. BOS WORTH'S,
146

Exchange

Mrs.

M.

H.

St.

NEAL,

*0

of Portl»nd “d
vicinity
aa»ortment of uew millin'»U kind., and all tho«) ladle,
that find
t difficult to get a tarnnot or hat
trimmed to ault
them in «tylo and price, will pleaae call on
??

that she
haf ath«tine

Wns. NEAL,
3»S C.agKH S|., bead of Cn.ro,
and
Bleaching
Pressing done In good order.
May JhUw

CALL AND SEE
UNTKW

PAISLEY SHAWLS
A5D

BLACK

A

Protection & Free Trade

GOODS,

-AT-

Fields

FiAiiUs.

myX7

are

One Million In the last

over

small amouut

CARRIAGE FOR SALE.
8t.

both

.nJ Sx Si__

.1

in

G. L.

October,

i----w.wana,

FOR

A

any ftituxe fin axial event.

Mortgage and

Trust Companies, and for the Investment of

Tnn.l

may

THE

For Fall and Winter Engagements.

as

First

being payable In gold In New York.

jDajA
will

f8.C0 delivered.

97.30

Hamburg

Boston for

eodl6w

New

Ar at Amsterdam 10th
Inst, St Cloud, Ames, New
Orleans.
Pat back to Cuxhaven IXth
inst, Henry S Sanford,
Dunpby, from
for Callao.

May
5t

diseased

»

success has proved
™Jehn of unrivalled
in the

19» Portland, Smith, Singapore

mh Ult’ William Wilcox,
Crocker,

pay.

however bad it

OF SOUTH AFRICA.

ssa kls-ss
C^tivcnesn, Scrofula, and all dlffl-

certain

are a

first of April and

Sebago Steamboat Co. JAP.

Ho I For the

W. E.

Adams, from Siu-

no

“Buy Me and I’ll do von Good.”_DR
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS No
drugs, no poisons, nothing deleterious, nothing but
healthy roots and herbs, such as Sarsaparilla, Wild

WaKoU
J
*

[Latest by European steamers.]

t3T*No cure,

govern

inst, brig A H Curtis

Ar at London 13th inst, Wallace,
rapore.
SW to Penarth 10th, Pacific,

& CO.,

interest, and the final payment of ihe

are aa

erses.

following Testimonial:

cheerfully recommend all those afflicted with stammering’ to place themselves under your treatment, as

60 Commercial Street,
my20sn tf_
Opposite Custom House.

tficbols, Havana; 2tst, ship America, Bartlett, Liv3rpool; barque Caimel, Patten, Dublin.

aoid, EongWCSe’
Mch

ARRIVED

Hat-

teras; Elizabeth, Ames, Delaware Breakwater: sch
L W Wheeler. Lewis, Boston.
At Harbor Island, Jam, 17th inst, schs E K Dresner, Reed, and Frank Treat, Sawyer, for New York
waiting cargoes; Allen Lewis, Lewis, for Baltimore’
Portland.

COAL.

Cargo of Freeh Mined George’s Creek
Cumberland Coal,

For

!

Hollis, May 25th, 1872.
Prof. Libby.—I take pleasure in stating that you
have effected the remarkable cure of my son, impediment of speech. He is now entirely cured and able
to converse fluently without the least hesitation. I

the

JUST

Kennedy,

of

_mar25-dly

CUMBERLAND

^

Permanently

case

uuuea-

AMD

LilBB^T

I am sure you can cure any
be. I remain youra, Ac.

as

MORE INCOME

Congress St., Portland.

Recul the

a sura

attended with the nncertaiu-

not

the rate of 7 per cent, per annum, payable

ADVERTISEMENTS.

909

small

so

of projected enterprises, and the
prompt pay-

They are

THAN

as

and

and for

links

seldom In the market.

Marriage.

Effectually

Tailor,

The

are

PAYING 60 PER CENT.

STAMMERING

—AT—

A. 8. FERNALD’9, merchant
91 Middle Street.
myl8sn2w

mile,

tieo

An

CURES

Office,

the Entire Interim!

While railroad bonds may be plen-

luay2d*wlai

Congress St.

PROF.

son

SPRING AND SUMMER.

—

brigs Sami Lindsey, Small, North

INVOICE

bonds.

safe.

iayam^^

Bangor.

Havana.
Sld 11th,

give

and

Happy Belief far Vaasa Mea from the effects
of errori and abuses in early lire. Manhood restored.
Nervous debility cured. Impediments to
marriags
removed. New method ot treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books and Circulars free, in
sealed envelopes.
Address HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
mcbl6dsn3m

01 Exchange St.

raid, much

are

aUy

STYLES!

t,t,

On

CO.,

es

Ellsworth.

Louise, Simpson, disg.
Ar at Sagua 10th. barque S W Holbrook, Polleys,
Havana; 12th, Antioch, Linnell, do; 13th, brigs Sau
Carlos, Atherton, New York; 14th, F I Henderson
Henderson, Matanzas; 16th, barque W E Anderson

investments,

BEST QUALITIES 1

called.

Batchelor’s Hair Bye.
This superb Hair Dye is the best in the
world—perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous*; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.

do for Calais.

Sld fm Remedies 15tb, brig Acelia Thurlow, White,
Baltimore.
In port 14th, barques Montana, Mudgett, and E A
Hoffses, for North of Hatteras; sch Marv

to

U. S. Bonds and ether marketable Securities allowed full price In. exchange.
mch23en eod3m

Papers

which will be sold at reasonable prices.

May 4-sntf

BOSTON—Ar 23d, brig Samuel Lindsey, Small,
Sagua; schs Tookolita, Reed, Kingston; G* W Reed,
Joy, Bangor; H H Day, Wakefield, Gardiner.
Old 23d, schs Ella, Montgomery, Machias; J P
Merriam, Clark, Bangor.
Ar 24th, schs M S Hathaway, Cole, Philadelphia:
Doris, Kiel, Ellsworth.
Cld 24th, ship Frank Flint, Meldrum, St John, NB;
brig Ponvert. Alien, ltichibucto, NB.
SALEM—Ar 23d, schs Henry, Merritt, Elizabethport; Howard, Wooster, Rondout.
BE VERLY—Ar 22d, sch Fair Dealer, Remick, from

Richardson, Caibarien.
Sch Kate Carlton, for Portland, 400
Chartered
hlids sugar at Matanzas, at
pr hhd; sch W L
Bradley, for Baltimore, 400 do do, $6J.
In port 18tb, barques Investigator, Ford, for Falmouth, E; T K Weldon, Colson, lor Baltimore; brigs
Adelia McLoon, Munroc, for Quebec; Caprera, Pendleton, and Nlgretta, for North of Hatteras; sch Wm
Arthur, Hutchinson, for Philadelphia.
Ar at Matanzas 15th, barque Mendota, Perry, from
Philadelphia; 16th, brig J B Brown, Bain, Baltimore.
Sld 14th, barque Faunie, Wiley, Oaeenstown; 15th,
8ch Abbott Devereux, Rich, Baltimore; 16th, brig
Alice Starrett, Hooper, Philadelphia.

deposit
City Bank.

V—-»■

prices of a few of the most desirable Bonds:

NEW

attention is

LOTHROP,

Walton, Rich, from

St Jago.
Ar at Havana 13th, brig Merriwa, Waterhouse,
Sierra Morena,(and sld 15th for North of Hatteras;;
schs Willie Martin, Noyes, Pensacola; Alzena, Boynton, Sierra Morena, (and sld 14th for Philadelphia);
14th, brig Clara Louise, Henraken. do, (and sld 16th
for Delaware Breakwater); 16th, barque J G Norwood, Harkness, New York; brigs Tally Ho, Cbisham. and Alex Nickels, Peterson, do; 17tb, barque
Sanay Hook, Barstow, do.
Sld 14th, barque Elba, Peterson, New York; sch
Nellie Bowers, Stackpole. Montreal; 15th, Marcia
Reynolds, Houghton, Caibarien; 17th, C F Young,

any

ac-

DECORATIONS. &e.

for Portland; Sea Dog, Allen, from
Brunswick, Ga, tor do; Col Eddy, McBean. ami
Sedona, Wall, Port Johnson for do; Challenge, Armstrong, Elizabetbport for do; Sarah Wooster, Leland,
do for Beverlv; Grace Cushing, Bailey, do for Bath;

Tibbetts, Allen,

as on

on

Burlington. Cedar Rapids and M innssot* 7s.92J
Indianapolis, Bloomington and Western 7s.90
Logansport, Crawfordsville anil S. W.. 8s.95
Chesapeake and Ohio 6s. 94
Connecticut Valley 7s.96
New York and Oswego 7s.95

A Full Line of Mouldings,

BEDFORD-Ar 22d, sch Wm H Rowe, Whittemore, Georgetown.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 22d, brig Jessie Rbynas, Hall, Sagua, for orders; schs lvalmer, Lambert,

teras; 15th, barque Signal, Whitney, do; 16th, barque
Isaac Hall, Colcord, do.
Ar at Cieufuegos 8th, barque Gertrude, Carlisle,
Portland; lltli, Norah, Richardson, Kingston; Jas E
Brett, Nickerson, StJago; brig Alfaraita. Wallace,
StJago; L W Eaton, Wood, Barbadoes; sell Aunie

below the

CO.,

lit.

Bronze

all Its

CHAS. CCSTIS A CO.,

their

and

expenses

More Ilian

GRADES.

OF ALL

NEW

At Tarragona 8th inat, barque Courser, Marden, for
New York 20th, ldg.
Sld ftn Cadiz 26th ult, brig L Staples, Herriman,
for Buck sport, Me.
Ar at Liverpool 10th inst, ship Ellen
Southard,
Woodworth, New Orleans.
Ar at Demarara 10th ult, sch Helen A Bowen, Alexander, New York.
Ar at Cape Haytien 3d inst, brig A J Ross,Wyman,
Wilmington. NC.
Ar at Trinidad 0th inst, sch Paul Seavey,
Lowell,
Jamaica.
Arat Cardenas 10th inst, sch Walton, Maguire,
Bath; 13th, ship Missouri, Bursley, Havana; sch
Grace B West, Lord, do; 14tli,
brig Mary C Comery,
Comery, St John, NB; 15th, brig Richmond, Powers,
New \ork.
Sld 13th, schs Windward, Ellis, Delaware Breakwater; 14tb, Emily Curtis, Barbour, North oi Hat-

inquiries relating

invite

LATEST

comprises the latest and most

Theh stock

Bangor.

cieco.

ing

Its mortgage debt is $18,306 to Ihe

The road is already earning, after all i-i crat-

mile.

MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS t

DEVESTS

01

Percy, Colwell, Dennysville.

mi ouii

the entire South.

DEALERS IS SECURITIES,
we

993

PAWrTUCKET—Ar 22d, sch B L Congdon, Lord,

ducu,

Bt., Bwln.

Mtale

celebrated Block Coal fielda of Indi-

ana, and by way of Evansville and Nashville with

have but

apOsn eod3m

sonville.

x

raate with the

each, have forty years to run, and hear Interest at

As

_

PROVIDENCE—Ar 22d, schs Monadnock, Hammond, Jacksonville; A K Woodward, Woodward,

uit, ouijr mum,

Europe.

NEW AND SPACIOUS STORE OF

Bryant, Holmes, Prava.
Old 23d, barques G W Rosevelt, Herriman. Havana;
Palo Alio, Clapp, for Matanzas; brig Caroline Gray,
Charleston; sch Addie Ryerson, Pike, Boston.
STONINGTON—Ar 23d, sch C Matthews, Lunt,
Bangor.
NORWICH—Ar 22d, sch J G Drew, Carter, Jack-

i.ui

cor.

lateral allowed

Railroad

through sns of the richest portions of Iltlnda
Indiana, connecting Chicago by the shortest

The bonds

collections promptly acknowledged.
We do a General Banking and Commission Business, negotiate Bonds, Stocks, Motes and other Securities, make collections throughout United States and

AT TUB

land.
Ar 23d, schs Old Chad, McClintock, Harbor Island
6 days; Georgietta, Lord, Aux Cayes, 17 days.
Ar 24th, ships Carrie Reed, Crowell, Calcutta; John

jnni

and

A CO.,

—Ill

ROOM PAPERS!

Wheeler, Lewis, Sagua.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 23d, brig Hattie E
Wheeler, Bacon, from Cardenas, for orders; sch
Windward, Ellis, (lo do.
NEW YORK—Ar 22d, barque James Welsh, Hammond, Barbadoes 15 days; brigs B lnginac, Austin,
Cienfuegos; H H Wright, Meyers, Matanzas 7 days;
Dou Quixote, Ray, Remedios; Clara M Goodrich,
Look, Sagua 8 days; schs Laura, Roberts, Jacksonville; E Flower, Hale, and Yarmouth, Baxter, Port-

xu

real,

Danville & Vin-

cennes
kuna

principal,

BANKERS,
N«. 1 Deraashire,

('■

7’s
7’s
Atchison, Topeka Sc Sante Fe, Geld
Northern Pacific, Gold,
7-30’s

damage.

Light, Young,

F. A. HAWLEY

Onf.nf

aid P & B

umuiin

Portland

HEHORANDA.
Sch Rocket, of Calais, had head of foremast carried
away, with all attached, on the 16th off Kendall’s
Hoad, during a heavy blow. She put into Eastj>ort
and from tnence was towed back to Calais to repair

More

Chicago,

and

Farnsworth.

Fred

Congress St.
s,t,&th

counts, subject to check, drawn

BOND S !

—

Machias:

THE

We do notflresitate to recommend them

BANK OF DEPOSIT.

Four per

pr.i?AMirn

Steamer Emperor, (Br) Suite, Yarmouth, NS—John
Porteous.
Brig Minnie Miller, Leland, Las Tunas, Zaza—Goo
S Hunt.
Sch Eclipse, (Br) Seaman, River Herbert, NS.
Sch Moselle, (Br) Bennett, St John, NB
John
Porteous.
Sch Oregon, Miller, Rockland—J E Farnsworth.
Sch Success, Robinson, South West Harbor—J E

my35oSt

ment of the

Apr 27-sntf

Haverhill.

C»n be Ordered Through News-Dealers.

to the

29$

by

PRICE FIVE DOLLIES

ROWKLL A CO., Pab’ra,
41 Park Bow,!R. f.

OKO. P.

ty, those upon paylxo

MEASURE t

(UAH. CSSTII & CO.,

growing

Fundy.

FOR 187 a
NOW READY.

iugredients.

ap#sn sod 3m

two of the

an

Newspaper Directory

llostetter’s Bitters increases the efficiency ofthepure-

FOR_SALE.

Eastport tor Boston.
Sch Hume, Spaulding, Salem.

facilitating

in its

to bear upon the debilitated and disordered organs
that require renovating and regulating: and it is in
this way that the pure essence of rye incorporated in

First-Class Residence at the
West End.
No. 35 Carlton. St., Near Fine.
The southerly half of a new three story Brick and
swelled front mastic block; built by the day, in the
best manner; 13 rooms, including bath room; hot anti

ARRIVED.
Steamer New England, Field, fin St John, NB, via

system

Aleohol, even

operation.

A
!I4.

and otherwise

purest form, is
not so much a medicine as a motive power, by which
the specifics of the vegtablo kindom may be brought
their

Llbby’a Corner.

near

front

were

juices combined In the preparation are the
Impart vigor and regularity to the weakagents
ened and disordered organization, the spirituous
principle being chiefly useful in diffusing their influthe

SALE.

AMERICAN

ou

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

If it

that

For aalc by Crab. Dwight, (Agent for Woitem
Bond Board, Kansas City) No. 76 State Bt., Boston.
w21
myl8sn3in (law

Sun rises.
.4.30 I Moon rises.10.50 PM
Sun sets.7.24 High water. 1.15 PM

a

taken into consideration.

are

my2Btf

This let
main avenues
leading into Ihe City, of mare than MOO ft.
It will be said in lots la snil purchasers on
easy terms of payment, er will be exehang.
ed n part, ar Ihe whale far City
Properly.
Knqnire at CUSHMAN'S FRUIT STORK,
No 306 Congress Store.
my24 tf
has

stimulant the article is absolutely free from
every thing objectionable; but this is only one of its
As

A. M.

*

B. Brawn

presented would be a serious oue indeed,
of agents was limited to the adulterated liquors and
wines of trade. It vanishes however, when the absolute purity and extraordinary restorative properties

ence

ADAMS, Saccarappa, Maine.
xnyl4sn eod 2w

NINE AND

Conway at 11,30
Portland, May 28, 1*72.

eetable

Covered Beach

and Two Seated Wagons,

Iu Sebago, May C, Mr. John Douglass, aged 89 years

Office at tire M. C. K. R. Depot.
J. HAMILTON. HuptTMIeuiltnl.
Freight trains leave Portland dally at 6.30 A. M

Ticket

Feel of Land, situated in the
1000,000
laws ef Deeriag, apposite land of J.

nothing more than an
excitant its effects would be fleeting. It might refresh and revive the system for a few minutes, but
could produce no permanent benefit. The stimulating elements of the Billers is a means, not an end.
The tonic, anti-billous, dopurative and aperient veg-

a. SCHLOTTEBBECK Sc CO.,
Apothecaries and Chemists, Portland, Me.
For sale by all Druggists.
myl4an tf

A

a tJt&r"

if the class

recommendations.

A.

Flagg

BridgtVm

FOR

Physicians throughout the world agree as to the
necessary for diffusive stimulants in medical practice,
but complain, and with good reason, of the impossibility of obtaining them pure. The difficulty here

of Hostetter’s Bitters

dally.

At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls ami PorterAt Brownfield for Denmark and
At Frveburg for Lovell, and North Lovell
and with
i^iw,u fur

and North

STREET.

Whslessae (Stimulant, That la Absolutely Pare.

A

train““om

&.

Their hearts and voices to attune
In praise of peace throughout the earth;
Many from distant lands will come,
To Join us in our pleasant home,
*tAnd nelp extend tho jov and mirth;
The Boys will be there—full of glee,
To witness this “Grand Jubilee,"
In handsome “Suits" from head to feet.
Which they have bought at Groruk Fenno’s,
Where now so many Boys buy “Clothes,"
Comer of Beach and Washington Street,
Boston.
apl3sn3m ch wk
my 25

AGENCY!

rnn^as follows:

pV

WORLD’S PEACE JUBILEE.
Thousands will gather here in June,

Successor to C. B. Atwood & Co.

R.

*
Leave Portlaud,
7.30
i
Leave N. Conway, ti.05
i2.iu
Connecting with trains and Steamers to and from
Boston.
•’
Steamer “Sebago
for Naples, Bridatnn and H irrison, conneclewith 1.10 P.
Portland.

THE

invited to attest this State-

are

H.

OUDENSBURU

ST AO KM
Connect 1.10 P. M.

my25sntf_

ment.

DIED.

Apalachicola for
Georgetown DC

in

LUCAS,

B.

EXCHANGE

31

State.

Express Wagons,

Ellsworth.
Ar 23d, sch

geods

Hole AgEsts la Portland for the
LAFL1IV A BAUD POWDER C O.,

any

as

House iu the

Trumbull.

Grant, Rockland for New York.
Sch James R, Grant, Rockland for

hand a seasonable stock of
his Hue, including

on

Fishing Tackle,
Gunning Material,

to sell

guarantee

we

goods

city,

Sch Iodine, Tarr, Gloucester.
Seh A B Littlejohn, Mclntire, Bay
Sch Liberator, Knight, Westport.

stand)

AND

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan, Pimples,
Moth Blotches, Freckles und Eruptions from the skin
rendering it soft and fresh, and imparting to it a marble purity.
Price 50 cent* per botLe.

Friday may

Sr^ 'ss^',t|1

Machinist's Tools.

In this
May 22, by Rev. W. E. Gibbs, Alvin A.
Dennett and Miss Flora J. Gilman, both of Portland.
In Ferry Village. Cape Elizabeth, May 22, by Rev.
B. Freeman, William L. Libby and Maria Parsons,
both of C. E.
In Bridgton, May 12, Daniel Harmon and Sarah H.

MARINE

doon below his old

PORTLAND A

On and after Monday, May 27th, and
TTrTiiT~¥rii7.—1
HBKvsIHWmuPtd further notice, passenger t ruins

STREET,

EXCHANGE

Streets.

MARRIED.

In Boston, May 15, by Rev. J. Reed, J. Clark
and Miss Ella Gray, both of Portlaud.

St

Where he has

Congress and Exchange

Corner of

Cloudy Sky.

a

HAS REMOVED TO

NO.

I. E. MOORE'S,

AT

WASHINGTON COUNTY

The Eastport Sentinel says a few cases of
sotted fever had appeared in Perry.
It has
about disappeared iu Pembroke.
The Sentinel says a young man, a sou of
Aaron Leighton, of West Lubec. last week fell
upon a stone, which broke his ribs and otherwise injured him internally, so that he lies iu a
critical condition.
The youth is sixteen years
of age.
The Calais Advertiser says a child uamed
Della Gardner, of Milltown, aged seven years
and six months, was so badly burned on Thursday last, by her clothes taking fire, while playing around a brush tire, that she died on Sunday night. The clothes were nearly burned off
her person before she reached her house, a few
rods from where she caught fire.

Wind and

J, B. LU CAS

(four

select from in the city,

—

A New York paper declares that the
person
who commits suicide by jumping from a
ferry
boat is an unqualified nuisance, on the ground
that it occasions delay and painful excitement
to the passengers.
A convict in the Michigan penitentiary has

to

Mr. E. K. Gregory, aged about 30 years, was
drowned in Caribou Lake, last Friday. He, in
company with another man, was sailing in a
birch canoe, when it upset. Mr. Gregory went
down, but bis companion clung to the canoe and
drified ashore. The deceased was a son of Mr.
E. H. Gregory, formerly landlord of the hotel
at Corinna, and was unmarried.

A Southerly

of the Best Stocks to

one

new ADVERTISEMENTS

-g._--

■■

BUYERS of DRY GOODS

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Bev. Mr. Guild has decided to remain at
Perry as pastor of the Congregational church
of that place.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
■

SILKS

--AT-

EASTMAN BROS.,

apfiOt33*

CO"f«RESS

ST.

Annie Louise Cary a* a Vocalist.—Our
national pride is not promoted by the fact that
w» have to depend almost entirely ujion Europe
for our most fiuished vocalists; that in the galaxy of sweet singers that have charmed us with
their melody and gained a warm place in our
hearts, so few are of native birth. We have
Medarne Van Zandt, Kellogg, Adelaide Phillips, Miss Cary, and a very few others to occupy the places on the lyric stage. Each has her
favorites, and each has won brilliant triumphs.

PR ESS.

THE

SAIYRDAY M0R5ING, MAY 25,

1872.

CITY AND VICINITY.
New

Advertisement* To-I»:iy.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Real Estate-F. O.
Bailey & Co.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Hostetters' Stomach Bitters.
Itemoval—J. B. Lucas.

Stammering—Prof. Libby.
Sebago Steamboat Co.
Directory—Geo P. Rowell & Co.
Real Estate for Sale—R. G.-Hard lug.
ltockaway for Salo—John T. Hull.
Internal Revenue—Franklin J. Rollins.
P. & O. R. R—J. Hamilton.
Ho for the Diamond and Guld(Fields.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Chronic Catarrh—Dr. Morse.
Uterine Tonic—Dr. Morse.
173 Foro St.—Geo. W. Rich & Co.
Carpets Renovated—16 Market Square.
Straw Hats, &c—W. L. Snell.
A Novel Enterprise.
Girl wanted—131 Oxford St.

aud

7J

Preaching at

p. m,

3 p.

at 10,30 o’clock;
»A‘ £*’
Communion

p.

General

This

ions before us, we should emulate their exertions and make the concert a grand success,that
shall equal the similar event of last year.

m.

Arrivals.—E. P. Edgcomb, St.
Louis, D. E. Cross, Beverly, D. C. Peck,
Bridgeport, M. E. Edwards, Boston, A. Patten,
do, are at the St Julian.
Hotel

H. C. Newhall, Boston, S. H. Dawes, Harrison, Frank Robinson, Harmony, Geo. Bearse,
Boston, P. J. Potter, Hartland, are at the City
Hotel.
S. G. Pike, Calais, Charles Drew, New York,
Robert A. Cleaves, Bridgton, Geo. P. Stone,
Boston, J. W. Mackaie and wife, Montreal, F.
J. Watts, Norridgewock, P. Richmond Pratt,

m., at 3 and 7.00

Boston,

at the United States.
San Francisco, H. W. Eddy
»nd W. J. Woodworth, Worcester, Sam'l Mcmaster, Nova Scotia, C. W. Whidden, Antagmish, N. S., J. B. Lewis, Hartford, C. Townsend, do, G. W. Ware, Philadelphia, Edw. B.
Hale, New York, H. H. Morgan, do, are at the
Pal mouth.

Mass.,

Geo- c. Needham, the
ntwl
J.,

TiTf»0/vh nmntlnn

The Portland

Inhabitants of Ilarpswel).
road. On trial.

vs.

In-

for the same company, one of which
s for a shifter of trains and cars, the tank of it
>eing over the boiler and the coal bin in the
:ab.
It has only two pairs of wheels, drivers
ti feet diameter.

;wo more

The company has as much locomotive work
hand as it can possibly attend to. It has 24
engines to build for the Graud Trunk Co.,
ive for the Canada roads and twofor the E.
rod N. A. railroad Company.
It has a contact for .30 box cars for the Eastern E. R. Co.,
15 of which are about ready. They are bulit in
:he strongest and most substantial manner.
>n

Saturday.

Howard & Cleaves.

Haley, Givecn,
Putnam.

Brief Jottings.
Steamer New Brunswick will make an extra
trip to St. John to-day, leaving Atlantic wharf
at noon.
The annual election of officers in the Army &

Navy Union,
evening next.

takes place at 8 o'clock

Monday

Strawberries are retailing in the market for
twenty-five cents a box.
G. B. Davis has purchased the Trowbridge
estate on Brackett street, and will remodel and
improve the property immediately.
Fresh selmon have come.
Brown has a new picture of Venic at Hale’s
store.
No business before Judge Morris of the Mu-

nieipal Court yesterday.
The first class of the High School will make
an excursion to
the White Mountains next
week, remaining three days.
It is expected that Bev. Phillips Brooks of

Trinity churoh, Boston,
Sunday in June.

some

will preach in Portland
,.

Three cases of small pox have occurred at the
Alms House, one of them resulting fatally.—
The

Mr.
understand that
rhomas O. Goold, the veteran conductor on the
irand Trunk railway, has resigned his position
rod it has been accepted.
Mr. Goold entered
he service of the company in 1848, and was the
tecond conductor appointed when the road went
nto operation, G.G. Waterhouse being the first
Hr. Goold has never been absent a day on account of sickness, and we do not remember
hat any passenger under his charge has ever
>een injured.
Very few men in this couutry
tave a wider circle of acquaintances than
Mr.
( ioold.

his annual visit

1 o’clock.
Besidents of Gorham and other stations this
side, on the Portland and Bocliester railroad,
on Tuesday evecan attend the Cary Concert
ning and return home by special train at the
close, for $1.00 for the round trip, ineluding the
admission ticket.
We are informed that the furniture of the
new Baptist meeting house at Buxton Centre
was furnished by Theodore Johnson of this city,
and not by the parties mentioned in the Press
at

report of yesterday.
drill in front of

The Maine Central Railrod bridge across the
Androscoggin at Topsham, is about complete,
md it is announced that trains will begin running over it on Monday. The energy which inspired the reconstruction of suclra piece of work
in so short a time, is beyond praise. The new
structure is built upon the abutments and piers
of the old bridge, and no delay will occur hereafter to the business of the road, either by the
erection of the iron bridge or the change of
rails from the present to the new one. Mr.
Lunt, the Superintendent of the road, has given this work his careful supervision, and has,
by his example, infused a remarkable degree
of zeal into the work. The public will quickly

Wat.—Nearly

all the

mem-

with the Mayor, City
Engineer, and some of the Directors of the
Portland & Rochester Railroad, made an in-

bers of the

spection

City Council,

of the

Marginal Way yesterday

after-

Some weeks ago the City Engineer reported that the progress of the work was unsatisfactory, owing to the nature of the flats
for a considerable distance on the line, the mud
being soft, almost liquid, and without bottom,
so that the earth deposited, sank or slid off,
and that a continuance of the work nnder such
conditions was throwing money away. He recommended that work be stopped under the
present contract, at least until a thorough investigation could be made, and more favorable
At the last meeting
means could be devised.
of the Council an order was introduced to discontinue work in accordance with these suggestions, but it failed to pass, some of the members urging that as the contract was in force,

noon.

damages to the city might follow for a breach
of the conditions, and suggesting that an investigation and conference he had at an early
day. The terms of the contract provide for
Ailing in so many yards of earth at a certain
price, and no more; but since the bad place referred to has been discovered the city has adoptsystem of grilling, which looks feasible.
Piles are driven through the mud to hard bot-

ed

a

Interest,

17.82

$107.82
Defendants putin offer to be defaulted for $27.
Eliza A. Thompson, wife of Joseph Thompson, deceased, says that her husband did not have any inintelligible account. He was very industrious and
economical, worked the time charged except now and
then out for haying, funerals and friendly visits. The
credits

Defendant* second, then admitted that about $90
certainly due and probably more, but refused to
pay at first, because administration was taken out,
and after administration then sought to cut down the
amount. A year ago the three defendants testified
and reduced the verdict below the offer.
Plaintiff excepted, because defendants were admitted to testify, and the full court ordered a newtrial on that ground. At this term they are excluded. Verdict for plaintiff. Adjonrned.
DUO

HISJ

XOOf,

JHU,

♦16.07. There was an offer to be defaulted at that
time for $27. This la the third verdict, each of which
has been below the offer. This Is substantially a
verdict fbr defendants and gives thorn coats.
Joseph G. Harmon vs. Martha J. Moore, administrators. This case was made law, on report, May
term, 1871. The action was upon a receipt given to
plaintiff as a Deputy Sheriff to release a wagon and
two horses from attachment. The defense was that
the wagon and horses were in nse to convey the
United States mall and that therefore the attachment was Illegal, and the receipt for that reason
void. The fall court sustain the defense.
Moore.
Julia

Copeland.

McCrfllls

vs.

Daniel Wentworth.

Breach of

promise of marriage. Parlies born about half
tury since and before married. On trial.

Emery.

Wm.

a cen-

Hamilton.

Copeland.
Grand Jury came in, reported and were disSeventeen
Indictments
were found
charged finally.
as follows:
Five, adultery; one, fornication j one, assault with intent to kill and murder; one, aiding a
lottery; two, compound larceny; one, larceny; one,
The

larceny from persons; one, assault and battery; one,
defective highway; one, common seller; one, drinking house and tippling shop.

Little One a Home.—A male

child, ten months old, is in need of Borne kind
lady to adopt it It is a beautiful boy, healthy,
paivLibagCj
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*mo

vu

avtiovv

the attention of all who see it. How many
loving, sorrowing hearts with a room therein
made vacant by death or otherwise, that would
yearn to shield this babe from the rough road
it must otherwise travel, there are, who, if they
could hut see this cunning little fellow would
rejoice to call him theirs. Who will take the
baby? “Au angel in the house,” is one like
this—and she who shall clasp him to her heart,
and intervene betwesn him and harm, shall be
blessed indeed. Any one desiring to see the
darling can call on its guardian, J. C. Shirley,
esq., 43 Brown street.
Eagle Sugar Refinery.—This Refinery is
now manufacturing sugar, from molasses, to its
fullest capacity, turning out 100 barrels a day
of as handsome sugars as are to be found anywhere, and which find a good and steady market io other States. Mr. George S. Hunt is the
Agent, and Mr. John Sparrow Superintendent
of the works.
The annual public meeting of the Bible SoMaine will be held at the State street
Church to-morrow (Sunday) evening, at halfpast 7 o’clock. Trustees’ report will be read,

ciety of

these

funds of the Society.

system,

increases the expense of the way. That part
of the road around the poiut of Munjoy is in
fine condition and is in an advanced state. The
contractors have already made a big cut through
the hill, and have out a very large amount of
earth. The whole matter will come up for action at the next meeting of the Council, and it
is to be hoped that some means may he devised
work. We hear it
to complete this important
of the unfinsaid that by reducing the width
ished part of the street it may be built very
within the amount of the appropriation.

nearly

forenoon Sheriff Perry

made several siezuros of Rhode Island Hop
Beer from Charles McCarthy’s, on York street,
and from Michael H. Cunningham, on Commercial Street; in all about eight and a half
barrels. The sheriff was induced to make
these seizures by
representations that this beer
is more
intoxicating than ale. An analysis
shows that it Contains
about 5 per cent, of alcohol, or about two per cent, more than
“present use’’ ale.

$5000.

perance reform.

tom

and cut off even with the surface. On
are laid lengthwise of the street stringers,
which are bolted down. Across these a gridiron of logs is laid to hold the earth, and on
the outer side a timber bulk head is constructed
to proteet the earth from the action of the tide.
So far the plan seems to be successful. This
however, is outside of the contract and

David B. Ricker, of Portland, assignees. Mr.
Allen’s liabilities amount to about $12,000, a
large portion of which is due to Portland parties. His assets will probably be not far from

He will speak at Music Hall to-morrow evening, aud lie earnestly invites all, of every class
and station, to come and hear him, and encourage, by their presence and acts, the great tem-

Auiciivou

Those who are afflicted with stammering or
other impediments of speech that are not the
result of defective vocal organs, should consult
Prof. Libby, whose advertisement may be found
in to-day’s payer.
Bailey’s Cibcus and Menagerie.—The
Nashua, N. H., Telegraph, says a good word
for this institution, which performed in that

city

Fatal Accident.

Bath, May 24.—Leander Miller of Waldo
boro, employed on the construction train of the
Knox and Lincoln railroad, attempted to juinj
on to a moving train this
forenoon, near Nobleboro, and fell, the cars passi ng over both legs
and mangling them in a shocking manner. He
taken to his home.
He was 28
age and has a wife and two children.

last week:
The circus and menagerie that gave a performance on the grounds at the head of Franklin street yesterday afternoon and evening,
although a 25-cent show, is pronounced by
those who never miss going to exhibitions ol
the kind, to be the best as a whole that has visited Nashua for many yerrs. The animals were
numerous and of the best specimens, clean, in
good condition and very attractive. The performing was artistic and entertaining throughout; in fact so easily were all the difficult feati
accomplished that no part was painful to wit
ness because of the fear that generally prevnili
in an audience that there is a probability of at
accident. Senior Sebastian’s bareback riding
with his infant son, was the most perfect ant
wonderful feat of horsemanship ever attemptet
in this city. The grace and ease with which hi
and through bal
jumped the lioop,over banners
loons, and the exhibition of nerve on his am
the boy’s part, won the admiration of all am l
received the plaudits of the multitude. Thi >
artists of tb !
lady equestrians among the best
to any w >
ring, the gymnasts were fully equal
as
funny.
have seen and the clowns qufte

_

Nathaniel Littlefield, of Lyman, is grading a half mile trotting course near the Jackson school house, on the road to “Goodwin's
Mills’’ in Lyman.
The house and outbuildings of Mr. Henry
Howe, in Lebanon, was burned en Thursday.
Loss about $800, and covered by insurance.

Pratt, Jr., the great American
now honoring Biddeford and Saco
distinguished presence.

Daniel

Traveller, is
with his

The Timet announces the return of Mr. A.
P. Hyde, who has been running a cotton mill
in Nashville, Tenn.
MISCELLANEOUS

NOTICES.

The best way to save yonr temper.
Have
All you
your carpets cleansed on the floor.
have to do is to look on.
Office 16 Market Square.
Mr. Silas W. Berry of Waterville, this
State, was severely troubled with chronic catarrh in connection with pulmonary disease,
which was the cause of frequent spells of asphyxia or impended animation. He has lost
five sisters who died of consumption, which
caused him to feel much alarmed about him-

Berry was fully restored to health by
Inhaling Remedies.
my25d&wlt

Mr.

self.
the

years ol

was

WASHINGTON.
The Tariff Bill.
Washington, May 24.—The Committee on
Finance completed their work on the tariff and
tax bill this
evening. Amoug the amendments
are the follow*:—Oat meal l-2c a
gound; potatoes 10c a bushel;dressed calf skins 25
percent,
advalorem; cotton bagging 11-2 to 2 l-4c per
square yard, according to quality; all mechinery and parts of machinery designed only for
and adopted to be used for steam towage on
canals, and not now manufactured in the United States, to be admitted free of duty for two
years. The Senate have added the lumber clause
heretofore embodied iu the bill. The Committee have stricken out the House book clause
and placed books and other printed matter under the 10 per cent reduction. The House has
also stricken out the clause relating to all kinds
of copper; also the section
providing that onethird the duties on imports
may be paid in currency. The committee have changed the consolidated tax on distilled spirits from 65 to 70c
but hare made some reductions in other parts
of the bill. The Committee in effect leave the
a<?ffregnte tax about the same as that fixed by
the House.
The Committee has changed the
uniform tax on all kinds of tobacco from 20 to
24c per pound. The Senate will act
upon the
bill to-morrow.
The

position Association.
The Senate then took

receipts
$3,115,815.

National
Grant

Wilson

Nominated.

use

of Dr. Morse’s

A fine selection of French and American
Flowers, just received at W. L. Snell’s, 337

Congress

St.

Mr. Morse's Uterine Tonic,the base of which
is much used by eminent physicians in Europe.
It is an agreeable Aromatic Tonic. It contains no buchu nor minerals, but is composed of
articles from the vegetable kingdom, possessing
far greater medicinal and tonic properties. It
is prepared for the express purpose of setting
all things right with both sexes, from the age
of twelve to the greatest age. The labels on
the bottles explains the particulars. While

writing the above notice, a letter was left by
the carrier, written by a yonng lady patient,
reading thus, “lam happy this morning to be
able to say, that I am feeling much better than
when I commenced

taking

your medicine. My
lungs
truly better, for I do not spit any
blood now. My strength, tos, is greatly improved. I would like another bottle of the
are

my25d&wlt

tonic.

A la hob assortment of fine straw Hats and
Bonnets, just received at W. L. Buell's, 337
Congress St.
__

Girl wanted to do housework at 131 Oxford st.
A [Novel Enterprise.—By an announcement in our advertising columns, it will be seen
that Messrs. Elisha Crowell & Co., of New
York, an old and reputable house, are fitting
vessel for the diamond fields of South Af-

up
rica.
It seems to be an excellent opportunity for
young men of an adventurous turn of mind,
who want to see the world, and at the same
time have a chance to make their fortune.
a

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell to-day, at 10
o'clock, a nice assortment of Furniture and
House-keeping goods at house 3S Elm street.—
At 3 p. m. the coasting schooners Eliza Ellen
and Henry Clay, on east side of Widgcry's
wharf.
173 fere Street
still continues to be the very best place to buj
Geo. W. Bich & Co.
Clothing.

Aster, Amaranth,Balsam Stocks and Zinnit
Plants, for sale by Kendall & Whitney.
22—4t.
The

headquarters

Cabbage and
Whitney’s.

for

Plants is at Keudall &

Tomatr
22—It

New York, May 24.—The National WorkConvention to nominate candidates
for President and Vice President of the United
States met yesterday, in accordance witli the
call of the Workingmen’s Central Union of the
State of New York. The convention was called to order at 2.20 o’clock, bv Col. Hedmond of
New Jersey, who was elected temporary chairman.
The usual committees were appointed.

ingmen’s

A na.il of tliP

nil

slimrod

Hulanxiloa in

a4fo..,l

in 11ii

from thirty States to the number of over
hundred. A permanent organization was
effected by the election of Col. Gibbons of New
York, as chairman. Col. Gibbons on takiug
the chair eulogized Grant’s recent action in regard to the 8 hour system, and said he was the
only man who could be trusted by the working
classes. A series of resolutions were
embodying the following principles:
The reduction of the national debt; unconditional settlement of the Alabama claims; enforcement of the eight hour law; low rate of
interest as a common national law; encouragement of
shipbuilding; giving the United States
mails exclusively to American built ships; and
sympathy with nations struggling under op-

reported

Tkc Strikes.

Union Hill, Jersey
City, destroyed Clare’s piano manufactory and
contents, together with the dwelling house of
the proprietor. Loss $50,000. A fireman named Hoffman was seriously injured.

edgement
“I

Street Parain.

wounded, I

jnred.
Poet Jervis. N. J., May 24.—The Cincin

nati express

in collision with a wav trail
Otisville, while going at the rate of 30 ai
hour. The two engines were shattered badl;
and the baggage car completely telescoped.Baggage master Bower of Patterson had his lej
broken in two places and was otherwise badl;
hurt. Charles Leonard, engineer, and Davir 1
Kent, fireman, were also iujured. No passen
gers were injured. The track is now clear.
came

Union Pacific land

vtoit hi.

In

Domestic

MAY

CoaNting

Hermann

Cary,

CARY.

The undersigned will join in the above sale to the
Interest of Charles Bliss and of O. & C.
LYDIA L. BUSS, Administratrix.
Hr on account of the storm tho above sale was
postponed to Maturdaj, tiny 13, at 2* o’clock.

Administratrix Sale.
T SHALL sell at public Auction, on the premises.
the 27th day of
May next, at 10
clock,
M., the Homestead Farm of Otis Trickey,
late of Westbrook (now
Deering).
8itu»te-l in the towns of
Deering and
Cape Elizabeth, on the road leailing from Portland to
Buxton, and about four miles from Portland, and

4”'' Monday
o
A.

consists of about thirty-two acres of land with
House,
ant^ out-buildings tbereon—three and one■« 1^*1
eighth acres of which land with the buildings thereon
has been set off to the widow of said
deceased, as her
dower in said Heal Estate.
The whole of the estate,
including the reversionary
Interest, of the widow, will be sold.
Terms made known at time of sale.
RHODA B. TRICKEY, Admx.
F» O. BAILEY Sc €Oi, Auctioneer*!.
Deering, April 24tb, 1872.
my22-dtd
__

Kotzschmar, Pianist,

[Portland Band,
Will

give

a

concert at

CITY HALL,
On

The White House, its Furniture,

Stock, Farming Utensils, Ac.,
At Auction.
TUESDAY, May 28tb, at ten o’clock A. M.,
ONTmrx8/1**].1*10
known and desirable property

White House,” situated about four miles from
in Westbrook, Me.; the
buildings on said
property consist of thej house containing 29 rooms,
and dancing ball, pantries, <fce., tine cellar,
plenty of
water, heated throughout with Magee Furnace new
last winter; it is so arranged as to be
converteasily
ed into a double house; large bafn well filled with
stalls, and other conveniences, Horse and Wood
Sheds, Ice House containing 30 tons of Ice. There is

Tuesday Evening, May

28th.

Portland,

One-half of the net proceeds to be devoted to
the Maine General Hospital.
Tickets $1.—no reserved seats.
B^Tickets to be had at Hawes & Cragin’s, Stockbridge’s, Gilkey & Co’s., Schlotterbeck’sjfale’s, Chas
B. Green leafs Drug Store, cor. Gray aud Brackett
street, Whittier’s, and at the door.
Doors open at 7 o’clock; concert to commence at 8.

May

22-dtd

GRAND-PICNIC

A

AND

—

—

BALL !
This entertainment will

come

off at

LAKE SEBAGO,
Next

Wednesday,

about 7

This projierty for the laat five yearn ha, been In tho
bands of a gent 1- man who has
constantly been makand has spared neither labor nor
money to make this property convenient and comfortable; it Is In thorough repair, and is to-day the most
popular aud best
public establishment in the
vicinity of the city of Portland.
Immediately after the above, will be sold all the
furniture in said house, consisting of Eng. Brussels,
Tapestry and Ingrain Carpets, Parlor Furniture, B.
W. and green rep and hair-cloth, 3
very large French
nlate Mirrors, What-Not, Centre Tables, Painted
Chamber Sets, Toilet Sets, Hair Upholstered Spring
Beds. Feather Beds, Hair Mattresses, Comforters,
Blankets, Sheets, B. W. extension Tallies. Oak Dining Clrafrs, Crockery, (Haas and Silver Plated Ware,
v^uiiery, curiums, hocks, ?>aie, Dt^k.uar Ifiiruitnre,
Glasses. Ac., Parlor, Office, Cow aud Wood Stoves,
Magee Cook Stove No. 10, together with the entire
Kitchen Furniture. Also 1 Cow, 3 Hogs. Hens and
Chickens, 2 Beach Wagons, I Jenny Lind, i Sleigh,
trimmed; 1 Pune, 3 single and double Harnesses.
Farm
and Hay ltack, a large assortment ot
Farming Tools, Ac.
F O
BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
May 20-dnl

are

selling

Northern Pacific Railroad.
mium

up-

At the present Gold preper cent, interest—over one third
than United States 5 20’s. Their elements of

they yield 8J

strength and safety are

following:
obligation of a strong
corporation, which represents in its Shareholders
and Managers large captal and railroad experience,
and is engaged in prosecuting a business enterprise
I.

They

whose

are

the

the standard

great usefulness and solid

suocess are

not mat-

ters of doubt.
mon-

They are a first mortgage on the Road, its
Right of Way, Rolling Stock, Telegraph Line, EquipII.

1862, 90}; do 1803,

ments and

Franchises.

They are

first lien upon the Traffic or net
The net receipts of the first
Trans-continental railroad, in the second year after
III.

a

Earnings of the Road.

compleii n, and mainly from Local Business, were
equal to li.us per cent, on the total estimated cost of
Railroad.
TV. They are a First and Only Mortgage on a
Government Grant of Land, which consists of 12,fe00
acres for each mile of Road throngh the States of Wisconsin and Minnesota, and 25,600 acres a mile through
the Territories of Dakota, Montana, Idaho and Washington. In average fertility of soil, heolthfulncss and
the Northern Pacific

mildness of climate, diversity and extent of resources,
the belt of country comprising this grant is such as to
render the lands very valuable, and insure their

speedy sale and cultivation.—Sold at the average
price realized by other land grant roads, the real estate endowment of the Northern Pacific Company
will produce more than three times the issue of bonds

COAL

saw

The

Vessels.—American Vessel
Crushed.
Halifax, N. S., May 25.—Reports from the
eastward say that the coast continues obstructed by ice, seriously affecting business. The
Magadalen Islands herring fleet was compelled
to return without reaching the fishing grounds.
The ice impenetrable.
The American schooner General Meade was
crushed by ice in attempting to force her way
through. The crew were saved. The Strait of
Canso is full of vessels unable to proceed.
Ice Round

$8.00.

mile.
The Company is nsw offering for sale to
settlers aad Coleaies Three Hillioa Acres
of its loads in Minnesota, aad a large area
on the Pacific coast will saoa he placed on
the mnrket. Many thoasaad acres have
per

winter lots of

Best Lehighs,

already

far

the

sf ST.SO per tnn.

anna

CHESTNUT

aad the Beads
at 1,10 into
ket prices.

COAL,

At 96.73 per Tnn.
Satisfaction guaranteed in all
before purchasing elsewhere.

JAMES

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Daniel Webster Appleton, who was so severely burned in a lock-up in the suburb of Boston, died in the hospital Thursday night.
In Boston, Thursday, George Warden alias
Marsh, a noted pick-pocket, was shot in the leg
by an officer, while attempting to escape arrest.
The Board of Indian Commissioners in session in New York, awarded half a million of
contracts Thursday.
In the U. 8. Circuit Court at Indianapolis,
Thursday, Judge Davis issued a decree for the
sale of the Indianapolis and Cincinnati Junction railroad by W. W. Griswold receiver.

1BV

&

20

cases.

Give

us a

JUST

at all times convertible

are

the Company’s land

St.

H. M.
WM. E.

ed

delegates

to

cuuaw.

WOOD,
uifu-uttwiiu

1W.CE A R K,

ARRIVED!

James &

Philadelphia.

A convention of Democrats of the 10th Mass,
district endorsed the Cincinnati ticket and
elected delegates to Baltimore pledged to that
ticket.
The English people continue to be interested
in the pending action of the Senate on the treaty amendment.
At the meeting of the Centennial Celebration
Committe, Friday, plans of architecture were

IK

suit, by

presented.
Ella Flannagan of Boston, stabbed
Fanny, Thursday night, in a dispute

Williams,
A

COMMERCIAL ST.

306

£1111 Supply Guaranteed the Entire
Season at the Lowest Rates.

myaitf

SPECIAL NOTICE

SEASON

CommisHioners have fixed upon the very low

THE
price of One Dollar

in

a lot, for keeping the
first rate condition througq the season.

same

Payment to be made to the City Treasurer in advance, and it is hoped that all persous having an interest will avail themselves of this privilege.
JAMES BAILEY,
J. S. PALMER,
C. E. JOSE,
Trustees.
myleod3w

lover.
Arch Duchess Sophia, mother of the ErnperFrancis Joseph of Austria, was, at last accounts, rapidly sinking with typhoid fever.
Queen Victoria’s birthday was celebrated yes-

ICE HOUSE, MARKET STREET
AND

No. 32

terday.

of them

Miss
the

Fatally.

for the fourth time at
Lane Theatre to a crowded and en-

Croasdale

thusiastic lioase in the role of Lucia.

Providence, Friday, Miss Julia E. Evalett,
aged 22, got a verdict of $16,000 against Thos.
Grace, a»ed 69, for a breach of promise. Julia
gets good pay for a few days of Grace.
John J. Hanna of Nova Scotia, committed
suicide Friday morning at Stoningtou, Ct, by
jumping into'the harbor.
Lewis W. Clark of Manchester, lias been appointed and confirmed Attorney General oi

Super Phosphate

J. F.

In

FOR

SALE

Mudock, convicted at Baltimore for a violation of the enforcement act of Congress relativj
to election, has been sentenced to pay a fine oi
$500 and $300 costs. Exceptions were filed.
Gen. Greaves, who was present at the hattli
of New Orleans in 1815, died at London Tliurs

Andy Johnson Generally.

Nashville, Tcnn., May 24.—The Union &
American says that Andrew Johnson is willing
to become a candidate for Congress for thi
State at large under the law giving Tennesse-

price lower than any other
Quality good,
liable Super Phosphate.
ap271slra

additional representative. The friends o
Gen. Cheatham wish him to announce himsel
for that position.
The scandal about Mrs. Harrold and Andrei
Johnsou is pronounced false. Mrs. Harroli [
was the wife of a warm friend of Mr. .Tohnsoi ,
and an exemplary Christian. The cruel am l
unfounded report of her seduction drove her t 1
suicide in a moment of temporary insanity.
Terrific Tornado—many Buildings De
strayed.
Chicago, 111., May 24.—Last evening a terrifi
tornado jiassed over several counties on th
Mississippi river in the central portion of tbKastern Iowa and Western Illinois. It appeal
to have moved in a southeastward direction
Accounts from Des Moines county, Iowa, am j
Adains county, Illinois, state that every move
able thing in its track was swept awav, tree
uprooted, fences scattered, telegraph poles an
lines demolished and many barns ami house >4
unroofed and blown down. So far as heard n
loss of life. The destruction of property wa ,
very great. No details yet.

near

A Town Destroyed by Fre.
Cincinnati, May 24.—A special says that th 3
the business portion of the village of Haysvilli
near Ashland. Ohio, was destroyed by fire laf t
night. The fire originated in the drug store < f
8. K. Black. The loss is estimated at $30,(XX 5
insurance light.

The

Pall Mail Gazette says the Americai
a style
which is simply perfectior
and that between it and the Londoners,the dif
ference is plainly visable.
Chas. A. Edmunds, Land Commissioner oi
the State of Micbigau, was acquitted by thi
crew

pull in

Leavitt,

ns a court of impeachment.
The fire in the building occupied by Mariot
& Co., safe makers, New York, damaged stool
and building to the amount of $105,000.
In New York the strikes have extended to tbi

stone

Having secured their stock

PURE

polishers, ship joinen

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Foreign Export*.
LAS TUNAS. Brig Minnie Miller.—212,472 fee t
lumber, 2 spars.
ST JOHN, NB. ScU Moselle.—1100 bbls flour, 2 1
puncheons spirits, 54 bbls oil, 23 mowing machines.
RIVER HERBERT, N. S. Sell. Eclipse.—1 lc
machinery, 13 bbls flour, 210 galls oil, 2 bbls pork, >
do beef, 2,000 bricks, 12 pkgs merchandise.

of

Or

For

;

__

(ypiease bear in mind that I have no connectioi
with any other store on the street, and I war
rant everv article to prove just as represented, as [
thoroughly understand my bnsiness.
J. F. StftK, 171 Fore HI.
niyil.it!now

*

Notice to Tax Payers.

you have your
burdens will be

IF

uable.
For Sale.
PROVISION .tore—one of the belt locations 1
Portland. A small saleable stock. Sold cb a,

/ISSS

"

JOnDANIELetjM:

$7.50.

Large Let of All-Wool Teats, woitl
from 99.50 to 94.00 for 91-50 tack.

J.C. PROCTER. 93 Exchange Si.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

A

--

Receipt* by Railroad*

A

SOLICITED.

mrl2dl»tf

au see

SCOTCH SUITS,
ALL WOOL
Worth $13.50 tor $9.
A Good Business Suit

ICE!

Office, No. 14 Cross Street

the goods and yon will buy.
in the business, and thoroughveteran
SISK is a
ly understands the wants of the people.

then call

*

DAILY OR FOR THE SEASON.
AT LOWEST HATES.

ORDERS

rear of 47
Said property consists of a one
half story house; 8 rooms; arranged for two
families; good stable, Ac. Lot contains about 2000 ft.
of land. This is a good
property for a mechanic, or
for investment, and will be sold upon easy terms.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctra.
my24td

Washington street.
and

one

1*7 $• 8. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.

Farm in Falmouth at Auction.
shall sell at public auction on Saturday, June

WE1st. at 3 o’clock

p. m., on the premises, the
Farm in West Falmouth, near Blackstrap Hill, known
as the Ruftis Stanley arnn,containing about one hundred acres iu good state of cultivation, well wooded
and watered: in healthy location, and pleasant surroundings. There is on it a good one and one-hali
story house and barn: and also a young and thrifty
orchard of about one-hundred trees in bearing. This
Farm will be sold without reserve, and for occupancy
or investment is
very desirable.
Terms liberal, made known at sale.
my23td

Administrator's Sale.

Valuable Lot of Laud at Auction.
to

license from the Hon. John A. WatPursuant
erman, Judge of Probate within anil for the
a

County of Cumberland, granted at a Probate Court
held on the third Tuesday of April, A, D.. 1872, at
Portland, in said county, I shall sell at public auction, <m the premises, on Saturday, June 15th, 1872,
at three o’clock In the afternoon, a’ lot of land belonging to Happy Moxse, late of Portland, deceased, and

northerly

situated on the
corner of India and Federal
streets in said Portland: said lot being 49 feet on India street, aud running back about 183 feet and containing 9000 square feet more or less.
The above described lot contains a spring of pure
water, and a valuable bank of gravel.
Terms made known at sale.
W. W. THOMAS, JR.
Administrator with the will annexed of the estate of
Happy Morse.
F. O. BAILEY A C O., Auctioneers. »
Iaw3w-Sat

Administrators Sale of Real Estate
At Auction.
License

to
from the Hon. John A.
PURSUANT
Waterman, Judge of Probate within and for the
I shall sell at
of
a

Cumberland,
public aution
the
premises on Saturday, June 29th, 1*72, at

three o’clock, P. M. the one and one-half storied
dwelling house and lot situated at Morrill’s Corner
in Deering, on Cedar Street, fifty-one feet on said Ce-

dar Street and runlng liack the Portland A Rochester Railroad holding Its width, containing 12.087 feet
belonging, to the estate of the late John Lowerv, deceased.
EDWARD P. BRIGGS, Adin’r
lwdew my24d3wlaw-Fri
Deering May 23, 1872.

Valuable Mill Property at Auction
near LitUe Falls, iu Gorham,
Maine.
TB7ILL be sold on Saturday, June 1, 1872, at It o’-

▼ v
clock, a. m.—the valuable property known as
Drgsis’t Mills, situated on Little Kiver, consisting of an excellent water power; dam 8 feet, with
right to raise the same 18 inches without damage from
dowage. A large mill yard connected therewith,
with the following buildings on the same, to wit:
One Saw Mill, erected in 1865). 60x20, containing ono
of Herrick’s best circular saws for large lumber: one
small circular saw; one new Jig saw; 2 of Kicker’s
best planing Machines, one 24 inch, new, the other 18
Inch, in good condition; one Shingle Machine and one
table saw. There is also a largo shop 2} story high.
30x30, with L 26x20, painted and clapboardod, ana.
suitable for manufacturing purposes, it being so near
the mill, machinery therein can be run by shafting
extending from the mill. Also, a Stable 16x18.
Terms made known at sale. Said property is near
two villages, and 1-4 mile from Railroad Depot.
J, & G. J. DEGUIO & CO.
JOHN O. W1N8HIP. Auct.
w21
Gorham, May 13, 1872.
royl8d&w td

& BRADLEY

AUCTIONEERS,
!»•. r« FEDERAI. STREET, BOSTON.
Hold Regular Auction Sales
every Tuesday of
Bry Gauds, Wsoles.. Clothing, Carpets,
Eaury Gauds, fltraw Gauds At Rats.
Also, every Thursday, sale of Boot, sail Shoes,
Including New York City flair Gauds for ths
retail trade.
MW*8
apgtcodSm

J. S. BAILEY * CO,,

built of Cement Pii>e you
and your Real Estate val

sewers

light,

myileodlw

_

Jol
Job Printing.—Every description of
and at the lowes
executed
promptly,
Printing
10 j
prices, at the Daily PB»»» Printing House.,
M1*a**sWmSt.

Exchange

—and—

^lTJCTIOJSTEERS

!

EXCHANGE MTREET.

below Merchants’ Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAII.ET,
aplttf__GEO. W. PARKER.
Next

Read the List of Prices !

Families, Hotels, Stores, and Ves
sets any quantity wanted

S3T"

and Lot at Auction.
at
we shall

12 o’clock M.,
May 31st,
ONsellFRIDAY,
the property No 2 Linden Court,

NO. 44

At Less than the Prerent Illarkel
Value S
Being a stock purchased to close the account of a
suspended jobbing house in New York.

Are prepared to furnish

and all departments of cabinet makers.
In Wellsville, Ohio, Friday, the officers at
tempted to arrest a noted counterfeiter namei
Taylor, whereupon he jumped into the Obii
and was drowned.

and Sfeaniboati
Steamer John Brooks from Boston.—244 bdl
paper, 20 bdls iron, 4 casks oil, 12 bbls tar, 10 boxc

Burnham & Co.

and Summer

CLOTHING,

r»

SEASON 1872.

Senate sitting

pattern makers,

Spring

ICE!

ICE!

day.

an

and

House, Stable

Commission Merchants,

STREET,

Wholesale Agents for Maine.
as

recently

westerly

A LARGE STOCK

Conant & Rand,

New Hampshire.

Cornell University. Some are so badly hurl
that they are not expected to recover.

SISK,

171 FORE STREET

BT

COMMERCIAL

as the
corner of Middle
Cross street.
Said lot is 61x96 fret, bounded
north by land of H. J. Libby A Co., westerly by land
of St. John Smith, southerly bv land
bought
by said Smith, and
by Cross st. Also
the house and lot on Cross street, now occupied by
James Todd. The house 1}
story, contains 7 rooms,
with ample closets and woodshed; go«>d cellar, large
brick cistern; water carried to the sink, gas, *c. Lot
31x76. The house was built since the fire, is in good
order and can be rented for $230.00 |*cr annum. Plan
can be seen at office.
As a matter of investment these are doubtless two
of the best anti most ccntrallv located lots to be met
with, situate* 1 upon one of the broadest aud best
graded streets in the city.
F. O. BAILEY A CO.. Auctioneers.
my22td

HOYT, WHEELER

OFFERS FOR SALE

133

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.
WEDNESDAY, May 29th at three P. M., we

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

Kellogg appeared

Duty

Ithaca, N. Y., May 23.—About 3 o’clock thif
morning the buildings belonging to W. G.
Johnson, on Fall Creek, were fired by au incendiary. One of the steamers of this city wai
stationed on the high bridge over Fall Creek,
just below the foot of the main fall. Wher
the fire was nearly out the bridge, without anj
warning or cracking fell, carrying with it the
engine and people who had congregated there,
to the number of about 200. The bridge wai
thirty feet above the water, and the whole of ii
went dowa together. Fifty persons were serf
ously injured, including some of the students oi

PRICE FOR 1872.

10 lbs. a day, from May 15th to Oct. 15th.
$5
iT
44
15
7 00
"
44
44
9 00
20 41
4t
Ice will be delivered earlier than 15thMay and later
than 15th Oct., at the name rate per month as during
the season.
mch27
apl5

To Owsen of Lots ia Evergreen Cemetery.

her sister
about a

positively

on

PAYSON,

me

could induce them to wash, and the men delibate the soap furnished them thinking it
erately
was cheese.
Prof, morse's Will.
The will of the late Prof. Morse has been admitted to
probate. It is dated Feb. 7, 1872. It
provides that $4000 be set apart to defray onethird of the cost of a monument at Greenwood,
and that the residue of h's
property he divided
into eight parts, one to
pay certain legacies and
seven to bo given h's children.
His biographer is to lie appointed by the executors, and is to be allowed free use of his books
and papers. The cross conferred by the King
of Denmark is to be returned. His gold spectacles are to be given to ex-Senator Sidney
Breeze, of Illinois. He made quite a numbei
of small legacies. The trustees and executors
are Thomas R. Walker, of Utica, Henry Day,
of New York, and Arthur Breeze Proal, cashiei
of the American Bank of New York.

0!f

Brick House No 3 Oak Street; suid house is throe
story and basement, with slate roof, centains 13
rooms and good closets, large cistern, is iu
good repair throughout; lot contains about 1*00 feet of land.
This property will be
sold, and the sale
offers a rare opportunity to secure a substantial
brick house at a bargain.
Terms at sale.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioner*.
my25td

County

BANKERS, Portland.

DEALER

rsepuuncans ot uoioraao, innsaay electHon. J. B. Chaffee and Geo. M. Chillyotte

mar-

SWAN & BARRETT,

Coal !

And for sale in lots to

at

All marketable stocks and bonds will be receive
or otherwise) at current prices in ex
change for Northern Pacific 7-30’s, without expend
to the investor. Pamphlets and full informat i**
will be furnished on application.

HAMPSHIRE

Cumberland

The

(by express

call

WILLIAMS,
306^ Commercial

bee a sold.

proceeds ef load
sales ceastitate a SINKING FI ND far the
retirement of the First Mortgage Benda,

(NO INFERIOR COALS,)
In Stack

Brick House and Lot at Auction.
WEDNESDAY, May 29th at 3$ o’clock p. m.,
we shall sell the
southerly half of the valuable

ONshall offer the valuable let of land known

at par and accrued interest, and
strongly recommend as a safe and profitable investment, the First Mortgage 7,30 Gold Bonds of the

Frankfort, May 24—1 P. M—United States 5-20's,
1862, 96}.
Paris, May 24.—Rentes at 55130c.
Liverpool, May 26.—11.30 A. M-Cotton openod
firm; middling uplands ll}d; do Orleans ll}d; sales
of the day estimated at 12,000
hales; sales of the
week 78,000 bales, of which 0000 were for export and
13.000 for speculation; stock 858,000 bales, of which
299.000 are American; receipts of the week 40,000
hales, of which are20,000 American. The actual export™* 7000 bales; stock afloat 426,000 bales, of
which 160,000 are American.
Breadstuffs quiet; red Western Wheat 11s 6d g
ll8 10d. Receipts of Wheat for the
pust three dava,
11.000 quarters. American 9000.

tranquil.”

paying

Wagon

May the 29th,

SECURITY
We

New Orleans, May 24.—Cotton quiet ; Middling
*
uplands 23}c.

gelling

cultiva-

“Thaxter Property” next below the

^.Mobile,

now

highest state of

on

more

Wcare

of laud in the

ing improvements,

STANDARD

24. -Cotton steady ;Middling up22} @ 23c.
May 24.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands

RETAIL

acres

tlon, a good orchard which bore 200 bushels of apple,
in 1870; Graj/e
Vines, Small Fruits, Asparagus Bed,

There will be Daucing afternoon and evening in
Pavilion Hall, Music by Chandler’s Band. In addition to the regular trains, an extra train will leave
Portland at lo o'clock a. m. stopping at Cumberland
Mills, South Windham and White Rock stations, and
returning after the dance.
Half fare only on all the trains will be received
from those who attend the Picnic and Ball. Fifty
cents admission to the Ball in the afternoon, and the
same in the evening.
Those who do not bring refreshments, will find the
saloon in the Pavilion amply supplied. The outbuildings and grounds are now in fine condition, and
this Grand Opening Picnic and Ball promises to be a
brilliant affair, and largely attended.
my24td

Charleston,May

AT

shall

the

bbls flour.

or

Schooner

extent of the

morn-

WITH

Receipts—7,000 bbls flour, 7,000 bush wheat, 239,000
116,000 bush oats, 0,000 buBh rye, 400 bush
barley, 2,000 cattle, 8,000 hogs.
Shipments—3.000 bbls flour, 17,000 bush wheat, 23
000 bush corn, 32,000 bush oats, 5,000 bush rye, 7,000
bush barley, 2600 cattle, 11,000 hogs.
Cincinnati. May 24.—Pork and Lard dull and
unchanged. Bulk moats dull and drooping shoulders 4}c; clear rib sides at 6}c; dear sides
6}. Bacon
dull and droopiDg; shoulders 5}c; clear rib sides 7}c;
cloar sides 7}c. Live Hogs quiet and weak at 3 80 g
4 24; receipts 1300 head. Whiskey steady at 85c.
Toledo, May 24.—Flour steady. Wheat steady;
Amber Michigan 191; No 1 Red' 1 96. Corn shade
higher at 54} for high. Mixed; 54c for low do; 59»
60 for White; 52c for no grade. OatB shade higher;
47} a} 48c for No 2; 46@46}c for Michigan; 43c for
rejected.
Receipts—1,000 bush flour; 8,000 bush wheat, 33,000 bush corn, 2,000 bush oats.
Shipments—2000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat, 50,000
bush com, 16,000 bush oats.
Detroit, May 24.—Flour dull and unchanged.—
Wheat steady at 2 07 for extra; 2 03 @ 2 03} for No 1
White. Cora and Oats quiet and unchanged.

The army
its

w

good
achooner ELIZA ELLEN, 81.40 tons, together with
her tackle, apparel and furniture.
mlStd F.O. BAILKYA CO
Aunionm.

Will Stockbridge, Tenor,

Full

European fflarkela.
London,May 24—11.30 A. M.—Consols 93|for

JSw

Henry

Win, H. Dennett, Basso, and

bush corn,

ey and account.
American Securities—U. S. 5-20’s
old, 91}; 1867; U. S. 10-40S, 89.

ON

CONCERT!

ADA

gi

Middling

AUCTION:

tackle, apparel, anJ furniture,
F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
m^ouf
»y On account of the storm the above sale was
posponed to Matnnliiy, .Tiny 35, at2J o’clock.

CADE.

Bor 081.C open Saturday

uaual.

86$

lands 23c.

Schooner

Tulhsuay, May 23d, at n A. M ...
sell at eaat side of Wldgery's wharf’
the
senooner
Clay, about S'J tons, together with

27,

Miss Nellie Barker, Soprano.

enquiry;

lands at

C, oattting

we

ASSISTED BY

Markets.

Shipments—3400 bbls flour.
Savannah, May 24.—Cotton firm;

new, and

EVENING, MAY 28, ON
THURSDAY, May 23d, at 11 A. M„
sell at east side of
Wldgery’s Wharf the

Annie Louise

New York, May 24—Evening—Cotton
$c higher;
sales 3368 bales; Middling uplands
25$e. Flour heavy;
sales 7500 bbls; State 6 45 @ 8 50; Round
hoop Ohio
7 95 @10 25; Western 6 45 @ 10
35; Southern 8 50 ID
10 35. Wheat 1 @ 2c better on
Spring, father more
sales 61,000 bush; No 1 Spring 1 76
export
@1 78; No 2 do at 1 71 @ 1 76 in store; Whiter Red
Western 1 90 @2 00; White Michigan 2 00 @ 2 15._
Corn: sales 81,000 bush; Mixed Western 73$ @ 74c
Oats heavy and declining; sales 56,000
bush; Ohio
51$ @ 61c; Western 58 @ 60c. Beef quiet. Lard heavy
8$ @ 9*c. Butter steady; new 29 @32c. Whiskey dull
at 90c.
Rice is quiet at 8$ @ 9$c. Sugar firm; Muscovado 8# ® 9$c; refining 8$@ 9$c. Coffee
firm; Rio
15 ifn l$c Gold. Molasses In fair
request; muscovado
32 @ 46c.
Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine firm at
63 @ 63$c; Rosin quiet at 3 50 @ 3 55 for strained.—
Petroleum steady; crude 13 @ 13$c; refined 23$ (ffi
23$c. Tallow steady at 9 @ 9$. Linseed Oil
87$.
freights to Liverpool dull and heavy; Cotton, per
steam $d; Grain, per steam, 5$d.
Chicago, May 24.—Flour dull and unchanged;
Wheat advanced in fair demand for future deliveries
and quiet; No 2 Spring closed at 1
52$ @ 1 53 on spot;
1 53$ seller June ; No 1 Spring at 1 58
@ 1 59. Corn
steady: No 2 Mixed 47 on spot, seller June 47$ @
47|; seller July 48$; rejected 44$c; yellow in store
at 47$. Oats steady at 40} @ 41$ for No 2.
Rye dull
and lower; No 2at 83. Barley quiet and unchanged:
no
i»ii hi oi h ouc.
v* msKev active and
higher at
85}. Pork dull and shade lower at 12 t5 (g 12 50 on
spot and 12 60 Boiler June. Lard dull anti lower at
8 62} cash; 8 60 seller Jline. Bulk meats dull. Bacon
nominal unchanged. Cattle dull at 5 37} @5 60 for
fair to choice. Live Hogs in good demand at 3 80
(g

Receipts—0000

P>o/oT™“rlt!bh h°V '* neat'f

A.T AUCTION.

CARY

98$
93$

’***

as

!

lnS-_may23td
GRAND

of

scd

M,alr*. Crockery and titans Wars,
K?tc>>^I.anct;Cook Stove, together with
thVp,,‘„?.en Furniture.

**Tr;“‘Ure1'
BAILEY & Co., Auctrs.
---•j).

Happened by Fall Stack Company.
18

Ta-

myaotd

hia original character of the

JACK
Prices

Card

CutlerT

761
78

grants..! .!...

Union Pacific income bonds....

the contest was meiely one of
The army's houor having been
saved, I exercised my soverign right and unfurled the flag of truce. It was impossible that
the immolation of 60,000 men could save
France. 1 obeyed a cruel, inexorable necessity.
My heart was broken, but my conscience was

Pax on Shipboard.
During the past three days two vessels arrived with small pox prevailing to a great extent
among the steerage passengers.
They are detained at quarantine and infected passengers
sent to Ward’s Island.
The sailing ship Europa arrived on the 21st inst., with 418 steerage
passengers. On the passage thirteen deaths occurred from the scourge, and 28 additional cases
of the infection were on board.
The ship Atbcmc. also from Bremen, arrived
on the 22d inst., with 474 steerage
passengers.
N iueteen passengers and two sailors died at
Six passengers hava died at the quaransea.
tine and twenty passengers have been sent to
The coroner has been invited to inhospital. the
case of these vessels.
The disease
vestigate
on the Atbernc consisted of small pox, scarlet
fever and measles, the majority of deaths being
children, from the latter. The impression that
the mortality was occasioned by the inferior
quality of the food is pronounced groundless,
the captain saying that all the provisions put
on board the ship at Bremen were
thoroughly,
eamined by government officials as usual, and
were of the best quaality.
The captain seems
to think that the disease was fostered by the
dirty habits of the emigrants, who were chiefly

in

TUESDAY

Chicago & Northwestern preferred.
94$
Chicago & Rock Island.
113#
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. .i.!!! li 97
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
113*
Union Pacific do.
col
Union Pacific stock....!!!!!!!! 41

desperation.

Small

Badly Hart, seme

responsible for Sedan.

will

Whatnots,

the entire
All

JIBBEWAIWOSAY.

:

am

ble,

ou

VAST

fought hcroicly with an enemy double
strength. After 14,000 had been killed

Police Superintendent Kelso has issued an
order containing the new law regarding street
processions, and requiring captains of police to
instruct the men of their commands in relation
to their duty under the law.
The New Jury Law.
The new jury law which allows jurors to
serve who have formed
an opinion
provided
they can be guided solely by the evidence, was
put in force m the trial of an alleged hotel thief

EVENING,

Appearing

6<J{
Erie preferred.”
Harlem.] ].1251
Michigan Central.
i.. i i i !! ilH
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
Illinois Central.....!!!!!*!*.! 137*
Chicago & North Western.!!!..!!! 75$

Spanish Revolution.
Madrid, May 24.—Numbers of Carlists continue to surrender to the government troops.
In some of the disaffected provinces, however,
fresh bands have appeared within the past few
days. Though small, they are very active and
have out the telegraph wires in various directions.
A Voice of the Past.
Pabis, May 24.—The Gaulois publishes a letter from the late Emperor
Napoleon, dated
Chiselhurst, May 12th’ and addressed to the
generals and couiiuaudants of the French army,
in which he makes the following
acknowl-

Fire.

Sixteen Pernenn

Erie.

The

morning on

closing quotations

Mail.i.’iii.
consolidated.! 1!

FOREIGN.

ment.

the

were

Western Union Telegraph Co.
Pacific
N. Y. Central and Hudson River
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated

service

THE

California,

two

p»ln‘e<l Chamber.Sa nml Fur«liur?*i|lSl.V?,3P*i*’
1 Phgbi'ered Spring Bed, Extension Ta-

Wights Only

MONDAY

1864.’'
[
1867...!'
If68.!.!.*!!ills
coupon.!!!!!! !l!3.
G’s... .” .117*

following

The

Stocks:

The Centennial Celebration.
Philadelphia, Pa., May 24.—The centennial
commission have fixed the time for the opening
of the exhibition on the 19th of April aud the
close on the 19th of October, 1876. All the articles for exposition are to arrive by the 1st of
January to secure proper position and classification. An invitation will be issued to
every nation to participate, and the acceptance of the
invitation is requested by March 4, 1874. The
same date is fixed for receiving applications for
space.

The strikes among different organizations
continue. The eight hour league held a mass
meeting at Teutonic Hall this morning. One
thousand men were present. About 250 bosses
had acceded to the demands of the men up to
this morning. The coffin makers have struck
work. The car builders will follow on Monday
unless their demands are acceded to by the
bosses. The German
painters are still pressing
their demands for eight liours. Tho German
strikers have passed a vote of censure on the
German newspapers of New York.
Commuuications have been received from the
eight hour league in Boston, announcing that
a general strike will take place on the 30th inst,,
and asking the German cabinet makers of New
York to send a committee to assist tne move-

to-day.

toe

returned from

Mirrors,

hi-

AT

..

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
May 24 (7.00 P. Mi) I
Probabilities—The lowest barometer north of
the lower lakes will continue moving northeastward. Clear and pleasant weather will prevail
Saturday over New England and the Middle
States with westerly winds, clear and partially
weather from the South Atlantic coast to the
Ohio valley aud thence northward to the upper
lakes. Dangerous winds are not anticipated.

Mr. McGee of New York, recommended
President Grant for renoinination, anil the Missouri delegation Horace Greeley. On takiug
the ballot Grant received 204 votes and Greeley
5 votes. The nomination of Grant was then
made unanimous. Seuator Henry Wilson was
nominated for Vice President by the following
ballot: Wilson 1(10, Edward D. Morgan 25, Colfax 24. Grant and Wilson were then notified
by telegraph of the nomination. A committee
was appointed
to prepare an address to the
workingmen of the United States. A motion
was adopted to hold
ratification meetings at
Cooper Institute.

this

uouuung

SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

pression.

A fire

iiunHinl

In part of line
consisting
Tapistry Carpet deuont
Uarlor suit in B. W. and hair
cloth, Frebeh wuf“l.
Marble-top Tables, Lace Cuatain-, kengravtngs
SltSet, B. W. and hair cloth, SavT Parlor
°nl

Celebrated Actor,

Two

ernment securities:
United States 5’s. new.112*
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.119
United States 5-20’s 1862.113*
United States 5-20’s
113
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.
114
United StateB 5-20’s 1865, new..
11*
United States 5-20’s
lift
United States 5-20’s
United States 10-40’s.,

Currency

sales.

Household Furniture at
Auction.
»t lea o’clock, wo
M,ay 25ft>,
shall sell the Eumlture
hi

Portland friends for

ernments, $ @ $ better and strong. State bonds dull.
Stocks opened steady, with but slight variations
closing of last night. Pacific Mad the leader to
exclusion of all else, opened at 78$, declined to 77$
before the call, on call fell to 74$, but rallied to
77$ on
the second call. During the afternoon it was moderately active between 77$ @ 78$, and closed at 78.—
Union Pacific was also active and strong. The
gen*,
eral market has been neglected and prices as compared with last night show a slight decline. The
market closed steady.
The
following were the closing quotations of Gov-

METEOROLOGICAL.

j

Bnilroad Collision— Several Persons In

ocimw iiim

Having Juvt

from

and. subsidy.
Mr. Wood, of New York, moved tho House
recede from its agreement and that it agree to
the Senate amendment.
Without disposing of the question the House
took a recess.

ance
two

II A I. I.

Joseph Proctor,
Tbe

$27,000,000; treasury disbursements $611,000: engagements for exj)ort to-morrow, $1,120,000. Gov-

On motion of Mr. Scofield, of
Pennsylvana,
the Senate bill, providing for three professors
of mathematics at the Naval Academy, with
the relative rank of commanders, and five witli
the rank of lieutenant, was passed.
The House then proceeded to the consideration of the Senate amendments to the
army appropriation bill. All the amendments were disposed of and a committee of conference ordered
on the disagreeing votes.
Mr. Garfield, of Ohio, introduced a bill granting the widow of Gen. Robert Anderson a pension of $50 a month, which was passed without
being read.
Mr. Banks offered a resolution for the appointment of a commission of five members, of
which the Speaker shall be President, wiih authority to sit during the recess, to revise the
rules of the House and report such changes ns
will facilitate the presentation of the reports ot
committees and enlarge the means of intelligent transactions of the general business, ect.
Agreed to.
Mr. Finklenburg, from the Committee of
Ways and Means, reported a bill regulating the
collection of taxes on fermented liquors, and
stated that it did not change the rate of taxa
tiou, but only simplified the mode of collection.
Mr. Palmer, of Indiana, presented the conference report on the post office appropriation
hill. The two committees agreed ou every
point except as tt the Brazilian mail steamship
service, in whicli the House had uon-concurred

Workingmen’s Convention.

and

recess.

passed.

NEW YORK.

Mr.

Railroad.105j

The fallowing are the forenoon quotations of South
securities:
Tennessee6’H, new...73
Virginia 6’s, new. 55
Missouri 6’s.
96$
North Carolina 6’s, new. 20*
South Carolina 6’s. new. 34$
New York. .May
24—Evening—Money easy at 4 @
6 per cent. Sterling Exchange quiet at
109$ @ 109$.
Gold quiet and lower, closing at 113$
@ 113$. Loans
at 3 @4$ per cent, for carrying.
Clearings were

proceedings for the collection of ditaxes in
insurrectionary States may he redeemed and restored to the
original owners and
their representatives within two
years ou the
payment of the taxes and costs with interest
thereon at ten per cent.
Applicants are also to
pay the value of permanent improvements that
may have been made by other persons after the
acquisition of the property by the United
States. Property not claimed within two
years
is to be sold at public auction. This act is not
to apply to property used in whole or
part for
national cemeteries or other public
purposes.
Purchasers of property from the United States
who have lost it through inability to establish a
title are to be reimbursed by the Government.
The substitute was agreed to and the bill was

for the week Mav 18th,

MUSIC

I_auction

em

rect

Receipts.

EN7*ERTAIN'.MENt<s

house 115 Kim Mi

New York Block and IVloacy Market.
New York, May 24—Morning.—Gold at 1134.—
at 5 i»er cent. Sterling Exchange 109$ @
lio$,
Stocks unsettled.
State Stocks dull and firm.

gut.
Mr. Kerr called up the Senate bill
providing
tor the
redemption and sale of lands held by
the United States under several acts
dilevying
rect taxes, and moved a
substitute, providing
that all lands held by the United States
by virtue of the

The Committee of Workingmen from the
New York Post Office, were told to-day by the
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury that the
men discharged for
sympathy with the eight
hour movement would be re-instated and that
the claims of all the men for extra two hours
work since the eight hour law went into effect,
should have early consideration.

I

Money

HOUSE.
The House metiu continuatiou of
yesterday's
session at 10.30 A.
M., but adjourned at ten
minutes to 11 without
transacting any business,
for the regular session.
^jjscmbled
Mr.
Hoar, of Massachusetts reported on the
lexas contested election
case, that Mr. Herndou, the sitting member, was entitled to a seat,
and that the contestant be
paid 82000 for his
expenses. Agreed to.
On motion 82000 was
appropriated to reimburse the funeral
expenses of Admiral Farra-

Rc.instated.

The customs

Eastern

The Senate adjourned <it midnight without
reaching a conclusion on the treaty, and will
resume the subject to-morrow.

The Senate spent five hours to-day on the additional article to the treaty of Washington,and
after recess resumed its consideration to-night
with the intention of continuing the session till
the final disposition should be made of it. The
six amendments pending were discussed
by
their respective movers and other Senators.—
The precise character of these amendments has
not transpired further than
they all all seek to
accomplish the design of the original articls
and relieve the case before the tribunal of arbitrators from present the embarrassment.

were

a

}

BMlta Slock List.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, May 24.1
Boston and Maine Railroad.140$ @ 141

EveniBg Scanlon.

Treaty.

Castom

and 27 pkgs furniture, 6 casks nails, 1 piano-forte, 1
bdls pij»e, 41 axles, 145 bdls steel, 11
pails lard, G
ndls w boards, 19 rolls paper. 4 boxes fish, G dresse
nogs, 20 Mis fish, 3 horses, 75 pkgs to order. Fo
Canada and up-couutry— l orgau, 28 bales cotton,
casks soda, 50 bdls leather, loo hides, 51
axles,
grindstone, 250 tubes, 32 tyers, 42 bags paper, 15 bale
rags, 1 piano-forte, 100 pkgs to order.

_

SENATE.
Washington, May 24.—Mr. Window, from
tin* committee of conference on the
post office
appropriation bill, made a report, which was
agreed to.
The Vice President appointed the
following
committee of conference on the bill for the appointment of shipping commissioners:—Messrs.
Buckingham, Chandler and Vickers.
Mr. Windora moved the
appointment of a
new committee
of conference ou the Senate
amendment relating to the mail service between
tne United States and
Brazil, which the House
Had refused to
agree to. Agreed to.
-I he Senate then took
up the House labor
commission bill, so as to make it unfinished
business, and then at 12.30 the Senate went into
executive session, and at 12.45 the treatv of
taken up.
VV*Tlu&t°n wasMr.
Subsequently
Cameron, from the Committee on
Foreign Affairs, reported the House
bill vO
the
Centennial National Exincorporate

were estimated.

was

logical appeals with marked interest, frequently
interrupting the speaker with hearty applause.
Mr. Woodbury proposes to organize a temperance society for working men at an early day.

XLIID CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION
»

MATTERS IN MAINE.

Balance,

James Woodbitby, who seems to be doing a
substantial good work in Portland, spoke for
the third time from the steps of the Centre
street school-house last evening, to a larger audience than on either of the previous occasions.
The great orowd listened to his earnest and

the

bYtelegraph

262.82
196.00

Credit by cash at sundry times,

his value as a public servant, and give
to the Maine Central road hereafter a more undivided confidence.

and addresses will be made by several clergyA collection will bo taken in aid of the
men.

Seizures.—Yesterday

York Cosstf 9. J. Conrt.
TERM, AT ALFRED—CUTTING, J., PRESIDING.
Friday.—Charles Kelton, administrator of Joseph
Thompson vs. Ebenezor Till and als.
Accoun t annexed for labor from June 1st, 1863 to
Jan. 11th, 1864 inclusive, 164 days making hogshead
headings 4,920 pairs at 5 cents a pair,
$246.00

recognize

Give
The Marginal

m.

Luther Bryant and Rishwarth Jordan have
discovered a parcel of real estate on Union
street, in Saco, which was not included in any
of their previous conveyances. .They immediately secured it.

to the missions of Aroostook county. During
his visit, the Bishop will ordain Herbert C.
Miller, deacon in charge of Emanuel church,
Ashland, to the pristhood.
We learn that the Bev. Mr. Needham, the
Evangelist, is to preach in the Congregational
church at Woodford’s Corner to-morrow morning and evening, and as he is expecting to leeve
on Monday it will be the last opportunity of
hearing him for the present
Preparations are being made for the hoisting
of a Greeley and Brown flag in Market Square
There will be a match game of Base Ball between the Sabascons of Gorham and the Seminary a on the grounds of the latter this after-

The Cadets had a practice
City Hall last evening.

and 6 p.

rhe small-ware aad fancy goods trade has in?reased still more; one of the leading houses report an increase of 50 per cent, in their spring
trade over the year 1871.

Commune in Paris and the ratification of the
treaty of Washington.

noon

m.

A meeting of the creditors of Col. Jothani
Allen was holden at Alfred yesterday, and
chose Samuel M. Cante, Esq., of Alfred, antf

yesterday was Queen Victoria’s birth-day;
also the anniversary of the suppression of the

on

9} a.

The Wholesale Dby Goods Tkade.—In
< onversation with several wholesale dry
goods
< lealers in
Portland, yesterday, we learned the
| 'ratifying fact that the sales for the past three
nonths have been 20 per cent, greater than for
he corresponding time last year. Oue firm
dated that some of their largest purchasers
vere in the interior cities of Massachusetts,

blamed by some
parties for bis careless treatment of the disease.
It is expected that the Boston and Maine
railroad bridge across Fore river will be com,
pleted in about two weeks.

started

at

MAY

Resignation.—We

city physician is severely

Bishop Neely has

Company.—This company

festerday turned out a splendid and powerful
freight engine, the “Androscoggin,” for the
Maine Central Company. They are building

Webb.

commence

are

Stephen Pope,

F- •• District Court.
FOX, JUDGE, PRESIDING.
Friday.—The evidence is all out in the cases
of,
Thompson vs. Steamer Clotilda, which have been on
trial for the past week, and the
arguments of counsel
will

at the Preble House.

Foster, Montreal, C. S. Lovell, Philadelphia, J. Patten Fitch, Haitford, Conn., F.
W. Pratt, Boston, J. A. Whitcomb, Lawrence,

BEFORE JUDGE LAKE.
bad

are

G. L.

Superior Court.

a

we

good example of Miss Cary and her compan-

me

Friday.—State

appreciated,

meetings

prayer

St. Mary’s Church, Catholic—Usual services bv
Father Brady.
Advent Chapel—Services at the usual hours.
SACO.
First Parish Congregational Church—By the pastor, Rev. B. M. Frink.
Unitarian Church—By the pastor, Rev. J. T. G.
Nichols.
Episcopal Church—Rev. William J. Alger, rector.
Preaching at 10} a. m.
Baptist Church—No services; Sabbath School as
usual.
Freewill Baptist Church—By the pastor, Rev. Chas.
Webber.
Freewill Baptist Church—By Wescott Bullock,
pastor.
Methodist Episcopal Church,—S. F. Wetherbee,
pastor. Preaching by Rev. Stephen L. Waterhouse.

have no doubt it will be. The Hospital is an
institution we all onght to take a deep interest
in, from personal motives and on the score of
its broad philanthropy. While we have the

rurther notice.
The Reform School S. S. wdl be held
Sunday P.
M. Coach leaves State Street at 2 o’clock.
Eterv
teacher is requested to be present.

dictment for
Mattocks.

generosity

VICINITY.

Pavilion Congregational Church—Services by the
pastor, Mr. A. 3. Rogers.
Baptist Church-By the pastor, Rev. A. L. Lane.
Second Congregational Church—By the pastor, Rev.
J. D. Emerson.
Universalist church—By the pastor, Rev. Charles
E. Tucker.
Methodist Church—By Rev. A. S. Ladd, pastor.
Freewill Baptist—By the p&Btor, Rev. J. Malvern.
The Biddeford Y. M. 0. A.—Will hold the usual

to

and

SACO

rector.

Hospital,

ought to be

and march to

RellgioM* Services.
The usual services will be held to-morrow at the
several churches In Biddeford and
Saco, as follows:
BIDDEFORD.
Christ Church—Hardy Hall—Rev. W. J. Aleer,
*

and she is now under enassist other worthy local organizations in different parts of the State.
Next
Thursday evening she will sing at City Hall in
conjunction with a number of our favorite
singers, and has kindly offered to divide the
proceeds of the evening with the Hospital.—

service the first Sunday p.m.
month. Also meetings on
Monday and
Thursday evenings at 7.30 o’clock. All from the sea
and land are cordially invited.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’
Budding, Prayer Meetings
every Sat uni ay evening.—Social Meeting
10* o’clock A.M.,1ii Munsey’s Sail
VS7/?unday
Loll, Commercial whf.
West Cong. Chapel.—Rev.
George Pierce will
preach to-morrow; Sunday School at the usual hour.
..TheCbOdrcn’e Progressive Lyceum have changed
tnelr hour of
meeting to 1 p. m., every Sunday udtil

evangelist. will
Cong. Church.

AND

thropic enterprises. Especially has this trait
been observable during her sojurn in her native
State. Last year she gave, without recompense,
her services in behalf of the fund of the Maine
gagement

side-arms,

BIDDEFORD,

greater actress. One trait in Miss Cary’s character entitles her to our warmest admiration,
aud that is the readiness with which she gives
her great talents to the furtherance of philan-

Bethel Church, 97 Fore Street.—Services Sabclock.
or each

gloves, but without
the church.

of the richness,
purity and rare compass of her voice, her delicious modulation, fine
shadings, and naive, artless demeanor on the
stage, while all confessed that Nilsson is the

p. m.

o

course, relative to the services of Memorial Day
will be preached by Rev. Mr. Bicknell. The
members of the Post will meet at their hall at
9.43 o’clock, with uniform caps, belts and white

account

bT. Luke’s
Cathedral—Sundays, 10.30 a. m.3 and
7.3op. m. Daily, 8.30 a. m. aud 5 p. m. Free to all.
St. Paul’s Church, corner oi
Congress and Locust street.—Services
Sunday at 10.30 o’clock a.m.,
and 3 p. m. This is a free
church, with free seats.
Casco St. Free Baptist
Church, Rev. A. A.
Smith, paBtor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath
School at 12 m, Preaching at 3,
Prayer Meeting 7 p.m.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Sabbath
School Prayer Meeting at 2.15. Sabbath School at 3.
S. b. Concert at 7J. Seats free. All
cordiady invited.
Mountfort Street A. M.E. Church.—Preaching at 10.30 a. m., at 3 and 7.30 p. m. Sunday School
at
4

Memorial oSbrvice.—By
invitation, the
members of Post Bosworth will attend the
memorial service at the India street Universalist church to-morrow forenoon, when a dis-

large, perhaps
largest part of the community giving Miss Cary the palm as a singer, on

New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Hayden
will preach at 1CJ A. M. Evening lecture
atH r. m.
First Second Advent Church, 3S31-2 Congress
st. Elder F. M.Drake from
Lawrence, Mass., will
preach Sunday, at the usual hours. Seats free.
Spiritual Fraternity, Army and Navy Union
H all— Lyceum meets at 1
p. m. Miss Jonnle Leys
of Mass, will speak on
Suuday, at 3 & 71 p. m.
Christian
Churc
h, Union Hall, 87 Free
.Ai>J.e,st
st.—Eld.
.Henry Pratt of Springfield, .Mass,, will
preach Sunday at the usual hours.
India St., Univ. Society—Rev. Geo. W. BiekneH Pastor. Services at 10 30 a. m.
aud 74 p. m.
la^or
speak in the morning, by request, on
lhe approaching Memorial
Day.”
First Baptist Church, Congress
st., corner ol
1*ev* ^ m*
Shader, Pastor.—Preaching at
o
3; Sabbath School at 1.45; S. S. Social
meeting at 7.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Suuday School at 2;
Preaching at 3. S. S.
Concert at 7$. All are cordially invited.
Congress St. M. K. Church*—Pravcr meeting at
a. m.

ed to attend.

the

Religion* Notice*.

Reform Club.—Mr. Fran-

of the

Murphy having received an urgent call Ui
speak at Farmington to-morrow evening, the
proposed meeting at City Hall is postponed one
week, to Sunday evening, June 2d, at which
time Mr. Murphy will speak.
The regular
meeting of the club will be held to-morrow
evening, at Arcana Hall, commencing at half
past 7 o’clock. The people are earnestly invit-

Without instituting comparisons between the
different artists, we may safely say that the
American people have given Miss Cary a position fully equal to any of these—nay, she divides the honors with the most famous foreign
singers. It will perhaps be remembered that
when Miss Cary first made her appearance with
Nilsson, public sentiment was divided upon the
question which was the greatest artist, a very

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Protection and Free Trade.

9

Meeting
cis

It. K. HUNT,

Commission Merchant and Auctioneer
IV] O 316 Congress St., will sell every evening a large
i. v assortment of Staple and Fancy floods.
in iota to suit
Goods will be sold during the day
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advauced on
description of goods. Consignments not limited.
February 11.

u

Municipal Bonds.
of

Counties and Cities In Missouri and

and KanBONDS
occasionally School Bonds of Missouri
drawing 10 |«r cent,
with semi-annual

sas,
interest,

selling

at

Coupons,
prices which net

m>m

Ten to Twelve Per Cent. Interest.
in the West, as
Darin? an extensive aoqulntnnce
of twenty years at
well us a business ncciuaintance
a specialty of these
I
am
making
home in Portland,
they are Issued,
securities, visiting the localities where
investigating them very sarefnlly and baying and
offering fbr sale only tht>ne that 1 uonsider among the
safest fur investment. They are Issued in $10), $500
and $1000 sizes, running ten or twenty years from
most
date, and are being taken by our shrewdest and more
carefal investors. They are daily becoming
from
more
capitalists
attention
popular, receiving
their
seeking both safety and profitable returns for

investments.

Government
ter"'3’

mch22 dtf

Particulars furnished on application.
Bonds converted on the most favorable

ClIARI.KM :«• HAWKES,
Parlluud
4N Rxtksa*t

moonlight alone. Wondering, amazing,
everything but heightened, 1 paused a mothe

POETRY.
A

Presentiment.

You praise me with a lover’s praise,
Mv ready smile, my winsome ways,
You lavish kiss and fond caress

On snowy brow and sunny tress;
Our hearts, you say, will no er grow cold,
But closer cling as we grow oldGrow old!

You count the years that you and I
Will watch the summer days go by,
And when our fields are turning brown,
And age like night comes softly down,
and hearts that love makes
Fond

lips,

Will brighten life

as we

grow

bold,

old—
Grow old!

And all the while you talk to me,
I hear an inward
prophesy,
That teUs me that a
year lias flown;
Each will go on his way alone.
1 shall not feel
your clinging hold.
Nor you my faltering steps uphold—
As we grow old!

*Tls not that time will coldness bring

that kiss and arms that cling;
You will not seek love’s sweet replies
In other lips and other eyes :
will hold,
Mv heart its
But, darling, I shall not grow old—

To

lip*

loyalty

Grow old!

And when your tears are falling fast
Upon a brow whose pain is past—
When all your loving words are vain
To win one auswering smile again,
Take then one sunny tress of gold,
Remembering love can ne’er old—
Grow old!

Sitting up with
A Real Ghost

a

Corpse.

Story.

It is not worth while to tell

that the
spirits of the dead never walk this earth, to
be seen by mortal eyes, after they have taken
leave of their clayey tenements—I know better,
Robert Dale Owen may write in favor
of dead men coming back to visit the scenes
of their mortal toils, and a thousand others
may write against it; it is all one to me. I
shall have my own opinion, until I try to
come hack myself, and can’t, and it is proved
tome, by the best authority.of the spiritual
world, that no one else can. You will say,
I make no doubt, as my friends have always
done, that my fears alarmed me, and that my
excited imagination caused me to fancy I saw
the person of my old friend, Dr. Fenton Atwick, and heard his voice speaking to me,
when I knew he was a crushed and mangled
corpse, or you will conclude that I mast have
been asleep. You will be equally mistaken
in either hypothesis. In the first place I was
not a timid man. I never had been afraid of
anything in earth, air or sea. I had walked
through the lone burying-grounds, and by
old churches, hundreds of times, in the dead
of night, and no “Tam O’Shanter” visions
hid ever yet caused me to quicken my pace.
I had been, all my life, a sturdy, hard-working person; so no sick, puling fancies had
haunted me through long, weary days of idleness ; working for twelve hours on the stretch
until you are wearied to death, and steeping
like a log for ten, is not conducive to romancing, nor did I wish it to be. I had no thought
of writing novels, or even “ghost stories,” in
those days. I was a plodding chancery lawyer, never venturing to make a speech, but
drudging, as I have said, for the clothes I
wore, and the food by which life was kept in
my body. Dr. Fenton Atwick had moved to
Darby-town ten years before. It was well he
had an annuity to fall back upon, for there
was no need of his diploma, or of any science
here. He had had a case of “ague and fever;” and sometimes in the authmn a few
chills—nothing more. Strange that Dr. Atwick’s should have been the first death! Alas,
Door Dhvsician. thou wast “unable to heal
thyself 1 Our salubrious climate and bracing
mountain air might baffle every effort of misum to find a victim amongst us.
But accident—the creature of fate—how unforeseen,
how Impossible to guard against its treacherous dealings 1
The veriest invalid on earth
was safer from that than hale, hearty Fenton
Atwick.
I don’t know how I got into a sort of reverie one evening—thinking of our lives, and
the popular idea that we have a “mission” to
perform. I wasn’t given to such things. I
should as soon have thought of
joining an
opera troupe—having no more idea of music
than a steam-engine—as turning
metaphysician. But there I sat, looking out at
my
window on the giant mountains, ablaze with
the golden aureola of the setting sun, with
my pen behind my ear, and a ponderous volume of Coke all unheeded before
me, asking
inyself, over and over again, of what avail
my life had been to myself or others, and
whither it was tending, until the
light died
too from the western sky, and the shadows of
or
of
night,
death, crept, darker and darker,
into the room. “Pshaw!” I
exclaimed, “I
am as visionary as a child
emerging from, or
an old man going into, the realms of the unknown. Very soon we too will be dust, as
our ancestors
are—perhaps a part of that
which the young man, galloping madly by
but a few moments ago, sent
curling into ray
window here, over my books and into
my
nostrils.
And
then our children (not
very
of
as
I
am
a
mine, course,
bachelor, but other
people’s) will look out of this very window, as
1 am doing now, and wonder what thev are
made for, and whitherward they are
tending.
And they will find themselves—in the dark,
as I am.”
I struck myself a sharp blow on
the forehead, as if by this means I should effectually floor the goblin thoughts that were
bewitching me; and drawing a parlor match
across the green serge that covered
my table,
I lit my lamp and re-opened my book. But
strange to say, I could mot collect ray
me

thoughts.

me.

$20,000
%Ve

are prepared to loan money iu iunu
$100 to auy amount denired, on tint
cln«M iuorigag«-« in Portland, Cape Elizabeth, \Ve*tbrook, or Peering* Parties desirous oI buildiug can also be accommodated with loans.
LEO. R. DAVIS Ar CO.,

“My God, how horrible!”

sep24tt

Brick House lor Sale

on

Brokers.

Lincoln

Street.
THREE story brick house, slated root, 9 rooms,
gas, water, good cellar; carriage-way across
the rear of the lot. Price only §3800; a portion of
which can remain on mortgage for a term of years.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Apply to
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.®
ray24eod3w

A

of Portland and Green Streets,
THE
best businchs locations in the
Above
ner

of the

one

the store
city.
are accommodations for four families; gas,water &c.
Property now rents for §800. Also a small lot on
Green street, adjoining the Hull property, suitable
for a small buildiug for a fish market.
Also lot 20 ft
front on Portland street, suitable for a small store.
Price low*. Terms one-third cash, balance on time.
GEO. DAVIS & CO.,
Apply to
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers,
WM. E. TOLMAN, on the premises.
Or to
May 24-d3w

Brick House For Sale.
alk of Post Office ami
WITHIN
City Hall—containing eleven rooms, gas, Sehawater. Will accommodate
families. Price
fo5000. For further particulars address BOX 905.
three minutes

my24dlw

SMALL double tenement

just
A convenient to Commercial House,
st., and the

may

finished:

projiosed

Bargain

a
of Brackett and Bramhall streets, recently occupied by J. H J. Thaver. Good cellar, good well of water, garden, gas throughout.
Terms trt suit purchaser, not over §500 down
required. May be examined between 10 and 12 A. M. and
between 3 and 5 P. M. For further jtartlculars enquire of
MATTOCKS & FOX,
marll-dtf
88 Middle Street.
Argus copy.

$3500
buy good two story House in good order.
WILL
Good lot centrally located,
Pleasant street*
a

on

Inquire of
May 11-d3w

JOHN C. PROCTER.

IjlOOT

Farm for Sale.
Pleasantly situated near the Village of Cumberland Centre ,10$ miles
from Portland. Church, Stores ami
Schools convenient. The Greely In-

_

Tstitutc situated here, where all
1_
“children aim youth” in town are admitted free, and
can obtain a clasieal education.
Said farm contains
55 acres day loam land, well adapted for grass and
grain, suitably divided into pasture and tillage; cuts
25 tons hay. Never-failing brook in pasture. Has
an orchard of 80 fruit trees,
half young. Two story
House and ell, finished throughout*; Barn40x56, nearly new. well finished with cellar full size, cistern in
same.
Never failing well of excellent soft water near
the house. Also cistern in cellar. 6 acres of w*ood in
separate lot. Good bargain may be ox]>ected if apfor soon. For terms apply on the premises to
LIVER S. COLLINS, Cumberland Centre, Me.
April 8th, 1872.
w!5
ap9deodlw& wtf

8lied

at that!”

A

To Let.
Morrill’s Corner, Deering—A
genteel
ATand
dwelling house, pleasantly located,
has 10

’“Quick,

to the dispensary!”
He followed
me in amazement to the little room in the
rear of the house, where Fenton Atwick had
kept a supply of medicines, which lie often
distributed, gratis, to the hands of a lactory,
live miles down the river. I hastily pushed
the door open, and beheld Mrs. Atwick,
standing by a desk.
As I sprang forward, she fell, face downward, on the floor. We lifted her to a sofa
but she was dead!
A phial of prussic acid was upon the desk.

steam cars

;

rooms,

the modern ap-

all

pliances, stable, &c., and is first class in all respects.
Apply to Clias. E. Morrill, near premises or W H.
Jerris, Cahoou Block.

mylltf

To

Let!

Store,

No. 149 Commercial
st., recently occupied by Messrs. Furington & Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or
Grocery Business Gas,
Water anil all modern conveniences. Annlv to
A. E. STEVENS &
CO.,
jaulfitt
146 Commercial treet.

BRICK

mch27

Tenements to Let.
convenient for small family, Sebago Water,
from City Hall.
Wm. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

my22tf

House to Let.
convenient house of 10 rooms.
& CO., 150 Exchange st.

VERY
JSRUNELL

Union St.

sept6

To Let

PLEASANT

tront
tb r*i
oc28tf

one room on

lin st.

room

on

second floor. Ab*o
49 Frank-

floor with board.
LiCt,

■ V

to let, containing?
TENEMENT
For particulars call at 31

room*.

water.

ST.___aug23

270 feet on Prospect St., and 114 teet
deep,
between 30 and 40 apple trees,
and
fruit,
yielding, some years, 30 to 40 barrels of
apples. This place presents one of the finest views
in the town. Apply to

grafted

W. H.

To b« Let,
H1HE whole or part ot the block ol Brick Stores
I
l*ortlan<i Pier.
Apply ar the Merchants National Bank,

For

Sale

or

or

ker, Portland.

THE

Furnished ttoom

to

Wanted.

To Eet.

°ortl»nd

JBRUTS,

l

Nor

n bo

1K7C

Boarders

MASS.,

myO<i2w

PROPRIETOR OF THE

HAS

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to |
any address for 25 cents. Address,

Apply

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

Jules Ch. L.

Eligible Property

Morazain,

at the scene of the catastrophe in a
few moments. And there, laid out already
xvith the grim formalities of death, I gazed
upon the dead body of my friend Atwick,
■whom X had beheld but a few hours before
in the perfection of health—a mangled and
bloody corpse, lying still upon the pavement,
•with a crowd of people gathered, like
ghostly
statues, in the twilight about it. Some of
the men had already constructed a litter. I
•was requested, as I knew Mrs.
Atwick, perhaps, better than any one in the village, to
hasten on before, and break the hideous
truth to her as gently as I could. I shrank
back appalled. Demurring and
fearful, I
should positively have declined this
painful
of
duty
friendship, but for the temporary
absence of our rector, and the
necessity of
speedy action in some one. The statement
of a great writer that there is
something not
altogether unpleasant to us in the misfortunes
of our dearest friends, is a rank libel
upon
•veil medium human nature.
I should not
have been more distressed if
Atwick,
Mary
the woman to whom I was
going on such an
errand, had been my own sister. And yet,
my acquaintance with her was very slight,
nhe was
anything but a populat woman ; she
had mingled but little with
the people o/ the
village, and had thus remained
without
friends, while Atwick himself had been a
universal favorite. I had
visited his house
on more social terms than
any one else I
believe, and thougli I had never found her
from
a
cold
and
varying
haughty reserve I
had every reason to believe that Atwick was
devotedly attached to her and his children.
If, however, I had known it to be otherwise—
if they had been to each other
objects of
mutual indifference, or sometimes even of
aversion, should I not still have hesitated to
break the quiet of a household with
tidings
of such a death t»
one of its members? Yet
1 was so stricken witli
a dumb sort of amazement, that I had realized,
nothing of my position, and had not a thought of what I was

W,'len

uponThe

f found®7
n°aTOVen
of the yard-enclosure.
gate
All at once, how°f
1 had come to do
Rtnr’wterror
Sen*<;to my soul, and
struck
the same sliuddor 1 had expenenced in
my office thrilled
me from head to foot.
There were no lights
as 1 went UP,he
^avd walk.
0ne had come on ‘he
hand

HuTV'h hT<:

fameIe^.0Ufh S?mC
uT) t! ;.a8( 1 8u'e the fi&ure of
Sstant Sn the tett,ofdM„f ♦L?U,3“
waiting for the figure with
me, to lift the kinder £
7^
sion, when the door flew
sound, and the person entering repeal"™
me—my God!—the blood-stained
a

gofog

nian

mp9*3w

Teacher of the French Language.
ceive

are

as

a few
young ladies desirous of
theoretical and practical knowledge of the

quiring
French language.

References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds,
Ksq., C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one P. m to three o’clock P. m., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or in w riting P. O.
Box 1866.
febl9
oc4dly

Tor Sale.
the west end—2 houses, No. 7 and 9 Bramhall
st., containing 9 rooms each; gas, hard and Boft
water; cemented cellar; in good repair and first rate
neighborhood; terms easy.
William L. Femald.
For information
apply to Henry Williams, Junction of Bramhall & Vaughan Sts.
myl7*2w

AT

DIVINITY SCHOOL. OF

ITarvard

University!

lor Sale or To Lease.
account of poor health, my house and
store,
ONheated throughout
by steam with very little expense. Also, the stock which was bought before the
ate rise. It is

HIS school is open to all persons of all denomina11
tions, and the next term will begin Sept. 26.
A

Catalogue, giving information in regard to admission and pecuniary aid, will be sent on
application to
Prof. Oliver Stearns, D.
D., or Prof. E. J.
Young.
my4d2m

one of the best ami most desirable
chances for safe investment in trade in Portland.
For further particulars call on the
premises. No 32
St. Lawrence street, of
«• J. gilbert.
T>
O
A
1. o—All who have demand*
against me will present them for payment, and persons
owing me will
please call and settle.
eod
mchl9tf
t.

JAY COOKE &

CO.,

Banker*,

Farm For Sale.
New
3-4 mile fromPownal Station:
INcontainsGloucester,
120 acres good land, large orchard, and
great variety of small fruit. Building large and in
good condition. Inquire of Cant. C. H. SMITH, on
the

MEW YORK,
No. 20 WALL STREET.

Philadelphia,
114

Washington,

South 3d it.

Opp.

Jay

41

15th
U. S.

St. ,
Treas.

100 acres of land, 25 acres
barn 40x40 feet, in good condition. Said farm is well
one end being on
located,
the shores of ‘‘Pleasant
Pond,” a beautiful sheet of
water which abounds with trout and other fish. The
to near mills and schools, and tho Northern
Aroostook Railroad will run near this farm. The
tide of emigration is setting towards Aroostook
this
year. This is a rare chance for any one who is thinking of going to Aroostook, for I will sell the farm at
a bargain if applied to soon.
Apply to Off AS. II. KELLOGG, Gorham, Ma
Or to J. W. KELLOGG.
some

improved;

Travel.

Circular Letters of Credit issued upon deposit of

R'dd, currency
eler

can

or

thus make available in any part of the world.
our

hanks and bankers throughout the
Canada as well as at our offices,

correspondents,

United States and

Sherman Mills, Aroostook County, Me.
w20
myl7d&w*lw

mylleow 7t

ILLINOIS

Registered Coupon
EIGHT AND TEN PER

FOR SALE ON STATE STREET.

Bonds

CENT.

State street, and the one in
Houses,
TWO
X the rear, on Veruon Court,
together with the lot

they stand.
Enquire of A. E. STEVENS & CO.,
Commercial

on

Treasurer.

JEFFERSON,

house.

Stages

couneet at Lancaster, N. H., onlv 7 miles,
with every train to and from Boston, and after
July
1, to and from Montreal and Portland via Northumberland, (Grand Trunk Railroad). Excellent livery
teams furnished at reasonable rates for all points of
interest. Catarrhal Complaints and Hay Fever immediately relieved. House inside and out being placed in perfect condition, by
painting, papering, &c.
Western Union Telegraph Ottice in house.
Mi. B. H. Plaisted, the recent proprietor, will be
connected with the house the coming season. Persons desiring information in regard to terms, board,
address the undersigned, until June
&t\, will
l,at Portland, Me., and after that (late at Jefferson,
N. H.
W. P. MERRILL, Proprietor.
Jefferson, N. H., May 17, 1872.
myl8-2m t,t,<».

liquors.

Portland who have not been
personally notified by

myself deputies, on account ol our inability to find
Iheir places, are hereby notified that
Immediate Prosecution will Follow Detection
or

>f any violation of the law, without further notice.

please

Notice is also given

j

“GLEN HOUSE,”
Whitt;

hat the “Nuisance Law,” so-called, will be enforced !
‘gainst them when violations are detected.

Mountains, IV.

alone?”
moved towards the

door of an inner
u,e with its mutilated,
voice that 1 should have

bl>oIIS\Meck<?ne^ a
known 'win
ing mortal BtoV'j® vfords>

belonged

mer
for

apSdtf

liave’bf°^i

OW

f° l0WS

chance—A first class Fancy Goods and

?£“r22ry/easons givenatfor
™LI£rt4cttUr» enq«ire
myudlm

Wood!

tbe
___

THIS OFFICE.

«

\

Maple streets.

Washing^ton
North

Cornway,

House !
N\ II.

*... i.nf.Vbm °Cf,l.f-r,s'>mmer and transient
near<!»' hotel to the
fip?,ri
Aml’A& iJS 'L‘e
fli&lriWPortlan(1
GgdensburgR. R. Denot Itoonm

Wl»lia tohalfton

(toflarsand
No. 43 Lin

WM.

my22-eod-3m

BUSE.

GOOD Gate Saw, nearly new. Enquire
LITTLEFIELD & WILSON Cor
ia31e.dtf

A dress

J. M. THOMPSON & CO.

my21d4w

well ventilated.
?!cSsIl!'Ieasant anddollars
per week

Wood!

Gig Saw For Side
nd

__J

Belling out; rent

gy*

°P

SaftSttSiuSSf'SK
jR&rfjsrs.rs-j-t,

i

Dressmaking .Establishment for sale; one of the
1 ,n the city» now
doing a splendid busi»

to noth-

spfr“SeSyou’jeWrryv:.
“IasVf,-in
Over i
it

A

ad

York

i>er

day.

JAS. M.

Terms from

a-, transient two

GIBSON, Proprietor.

Boarding.
pleasant location, in front of
LARGE
Park, with good board; rooms convenient for
families or single injrsons. Also lodging rooms;
board by the day for transient people, at 209 Conairy

or

II.

THIS widely known and popular Sumresort will be reopened June l£th,
the season of 1872.

PKKRt, (Sheriff

SAlLE!

H.

'JSaJI

The Unlawful Sale of
Intoxicating

FOR

N.

The undersigned for twenty years
past
Superintendent and Treasurer of Telegraphs at Portland, Me., has purchased the above named house,
ms aiuouHsnnuner
resort, situated on the side of
Mt. otarr King, commands an
uninterrupted and
magnificent view of White, Franconia and Green
Mountain Ranges. The late lamented Starr
King regarded this spot aR unsurpassed in loveliness and
grandeur. Trains on the Summit Railroad, and tho
Summit and Tip-Top Houses can be seen from the

ALL PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE

to
nf
of

and 148

WAUMHEIi HOUSE,

Sheriffs Notice.

K. N.

146

Possession given immediately,
mh2-dtt

WM. E. WOOD, Agent,
67 Exchange Street.
ap27_

Portland, April 4,1872.

which

st.

These bonds will bear the most critical examination. and they especially commend themselves to
Savings Banks and Trustees as a safe and permanent investment.
They comprise the only debt in the State of Illinois provided for by State taxation. Send for descriptive documents to

ro Owners of Buildings where Intoxicating Liquors are Sold

Yarmouth, Me.

__-

T>OOK Agents for a New Work by John S. C. AbAJ bott, suited to every
family- and all classes.
The theme—the price—and
style, renders it the best
book for canvassers ever published. The Held is clear
witu no competition. Address at once. B. B. RUSSELL, Pub., Boston, Mass.
ap25d&w4w-wl7

my7*3w

A Good Cook

$5000.

$5ooa
PARTNER WANTED.

YOUNG
of good character—one who
A
willing to devote lilmaelf to business during
sonable
man

la

rea-

light and profof $10,000

a
the rate

itable business, which will pay at
per annum. Apply to or address GEO.
34 School st., Room 14, Boston, Mass.

WEBSTER,

my20d6t

Wanted SSSSL &£
AgentsHome
Journal
Literature

an excellent
ok
and
General Intelligence,
only $1,50 a year, published weekly. Five beautiful
Steel Engravings
and one o/ Prang’s
prettiest $2,00 Chromos given to
Subscnlters. Snell Inducements are too much for the
dullest times. Lady canvassers do
particularly well.
Send for sample copy of the paper and full
particulars, terms, &c., free. Address Riverside Echo,
Portland, Me.
mv3d eod «&w4w
wl9

S^OO

Wanted.
girls—one as cook, and the other
girl. Apply at No. 71 Peering St.
Boarders Wauled.

mWO

as

second

myl4tf

or transient boarders accommodagood rooms and board. Two connected

ted with
PERMANENT
with

board, furnished or unfurnished, at 119
Street, corner of Franklin•
febl7tf

rooms

points east.

rooms

in

gress, next to corner Pearl St.

my22-tf

long

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
Commercial st.

mar26thdtf_179
Wanted.

Calss Tailor to go into the
country. 'AdA FIRST
dress C. L. KIMBALL, Bethel, Me.
ap25tf

\AmjJAM7

KING

READ

Wanted.

To freight Coal from New York and
Philadelphia to Portlaud and other

_

The champion five year old stallion of
makc the season at Maine Hotel
/' -7y"N.1871»
'Auburn, Me. He is sixteen hands high’
/fn
V 1Jl I blood bay with black points, and ha* a
public record of the fastest five year old colt ever raised in Maine, not private record, but public as follows
Aug. 31, at Forest City Park, he beat a field of six
horses in a hard contested race of five heats: Sept 6th
at the New England Fair, Lowell, Mass, he won in
three straight heatH distancing five horses in 2 -40
2:43$, 2:42; Sent. 23th, at Portland he won the champion race for all five year olds in Maine, trotting the
fifth heat in 2:42} without a break; and the otter to
match him for $500 or $1000 to beat the best
public
record of the best blooded and gamest trotting stallion
in the world remains unaccepted to this
day aud
though claimed that Hiram Woodruff pronounced Ids
Bire the best Stallion the world ever knew fhrts
that in 1860, twelve years ago, Hiram
says in his
book he was the best stallion that had
yet appeared. Since then three stallions have beaten Geo
M. Patcben’s record, two of them, Geo.
Wilkes and
Jay Gould, being descendants of Hambleton who
stands first on the list of seventeen that have
heat
2:30, while the Clays are fourth on the list with eleven

below 2:30, and to make it more
binding Long Island
Black Hawk stands second,fifteen of his
posterityhaving beaten 2:30. As King Wiliam is a great erand-son
of Long Island Black Hawk, and Tom.
Patehen a
great grand-son of Henry Clay, I think intelligent
breeders will not need a slate and pencil to
cypher
out the problem for themselves.
King William stands for $25 the season closing
to
Aug. 1st, $40
warrent, at Maine Hotel, Aubnrn
Me., in charge of Geo. W. Steward, who will take
pleasure iu showing him to any gentleman who may
call to see him.
mayld&wtf_W18

THRE YEARS IN A MAN TRAP

Last and best book, by that populor writer
T. S. ARTHUR.
His long contemplated companion t« Ten IVishtn
fin a Bar Room. Nearly 400 pages,
finely Illustrated and beautifully bound. Every
page of thrillat just the time to receive an
ing interest.
immense sale. No other book will sell like it
during
the Spring and Summer campaign. Agent* wanted
everywhere. Lady canvassers will find It ju*t the
book for them. Particulars and terms free
Address, H. A. McKENNKY & CO., Publishers Port-

Coming

lond, Me.___my4eod&w
is

hereby given that the subscriber has
been
NOTICE
duly appointed and taken upon himself the
of Administrator of

the estate of
BACHELDER, late of Deering,
in the county of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
having de-

tru$t

mands upon the estate of said deceased are
required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
SMITH BARBER, Adm’r of Falmouth.
Deering, May 7th, 1872.
my314-w

was

built

SEWER
CcMient Pipe.

STREET

years ago of 12in, 15in and 181n
my57eodlw

_AGAIN.

is the season of the
year of all others, that
Dyspeptics suffer all the horrors of indigestion by
eating the more solid and fat meats which very much
derange the digestive organs; this mav be remedied
by the more frequent eating of C. W. BELKNAP
& CO.’S Steam Refined Tripe, the only article ot the
kind now in the market; then digestive organs will
then be set right and their slumbers will be swset
and pleasant as the zephyrs in the balmy mouth of

THIS

More

SAUNDERS,

254 Congress Street,
Woukl inform his friends and the public generally
that he lias located a

Cooking & Confectionerj Establishment
as above, where he will at short notice supply Parties, Familiefi and Other*, with all the delicacies of the season. He has attached to hisl'confectionery store a cozy Saloon, where ICE CREAM and
other refreshments may be obtained at short notice.
Mrs. Saunders will as ever superintend the Cooking Department and wait upon the saloon.
Thankful to their many mends for the encouragement they have received in the past, they hope to
merit a continuance of the same.
Particnlar attention to furnishing Picnics and Excursion Parties during the season.
my8dlm

in want of Plain

PallB
mak-

subscriber has
hereby given,
been duly appointed and taken
NOTICE
upon himself
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
is

that the

EPHRAIM P. GAMNION, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs, and I do hereby appoint
Samuel H. Gammon of said Portland, mv Agent or
Attorney, within the State of Maine. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, arc
required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
LEONIDAS H. INGRAHAM, of Boston, Mass., Ad’r
or to Samuel H. Gammon, of Portland, Agent.
Portland, May7th, 1872.
mylld3w

Jmd

good.

For sale by

r

12

Child for Adoption.
desiring fine,
for adoption
ANY
obtain
one

a

can

my21-d3t*

healthy female Infant
by addressing
G. D., Portland Post Office.
one

U. S.

1

Washington

Meals to Norfolk $12.58
',ncla,Ullk
{^"h »nd 815,
hours: to Baltimore
time 65 hours*
Norfolk, 48 hours. To Baltimore, 85 hours
Eor further information
apply to
F. SAMTSON, Agent.
4
Central Wharf Boiton.

_June2tf_33

Maine

SEMI-WEEKLY

hSXI" i?"Jardcd
eirlv^Tp
oyaSri,2;

!

For

Halifax, Nova Scotia.
WEEKLY

Stnumship CAR

everv

v

a-

GlasgowandPtctou.ay>

Wharf>
M7TSStaf,'«,«,1?r®M?0“lni<"
Cabto passage with State

A,UmiaWbarrfno^rmatt°n

B

B

Porter,

.,

bjratn^Montrcal,

7.30 A. M. for
Intermediate stations.
all stations) for Island

Lager

ties of
u-

s

one

o

A>._ap26dlm

D° LUXURIANT
THOMPSON'S
used

dally

will make

Ceaghi,

S

^

f , dR.

AND

q5£Ly?°

POMADE
it so.

BK S0FT

OPTIME.

It Is entirely

a

Vegetable

Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and speciallv^lant-

From

/ATlf, Fiom
’Jyttrf&Al'bU, at

intestine*,

!

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
WHITNEY 4 I.AIIPSOiy, Agents,
)n J3-iy
TQ l,OM„ Whnrl,
ELIAS HOWE

Sewing Machines
ANDEUTTER1CKS

Patterns of (Jarmen'.s
iPLnMM R~&
■MIP

1-ock Box, 197, Syracuse, N. Y.

—

AT

ifcNUALL’N

MILLN,

BY BANDALL ANDIIEWM,
Late o> the Gardiner Hotel,the Maine Hotel at D«iaariscotfa, and Columbian House. Bath.
fOTA good Llrtry Stable is connected with the
House.
uir2-i.it>

For Sale.
MEAT WAGON—nearly new, at
of Federal & MarA COVERED
Sawyer’s tillable,
ket sts.
corner

my!8d2w

BOSTON, MASS.,

NETTING, glgg3fr&aat.

SlJXUVJCTItSp H
WM. X. UOOPER it SO .VS.
price-list.
Je

myl7t4w

Fairfield hodsf,

FISHEBlmi!
Semi la-

WILDIR

173 Middle at,. Upstairs.

T TPr and HEALTH SAVED ! ! ! Thou■AJA.A. JL4SMMU rescued from
Insanity and the
A »ure preventative of “Exhausted drains”
and ‘Nervons Debility”. Send
$3 to Prof. Merritt,

C olds and Hoararnea*.

AND

Long Wharf, Boston, at 3 n.u>
Pine Street Whnrt, Ptnladal

10 a. m.
Insurance one halt the rate oi sail
ioff vessels.
Freight lei the West hv the Penn. R R. snd Soon
tv connecting lines foiwarded iree oi coinin',s "U.

Don’t l>6 deceived by worthless imitations.
Gat
only Wells’s Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 cts per
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt St., N. V.,
box.
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO..
Portland, Me.
myl8t4w

S TWINES

Line.

l«*Tfl«*oh port every W, dncsdayiBft'upia

C’antioa.

Beer]

^
^ Cwrt Hqnnrr,
l» prepared to furnish
Porter, Ale,
Lager Beer in halves and quarter barrels,
i
pints bottles in quantiI,,nt8\an(1
dozen and upwards. Sent by
Express C.

S

Steamship

TABLETS present the Acid in combination with other efficient remedies, in a popular
for
the
Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Disform,
eases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved and statements
are constantly being sent to the proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of years’ standing.

S

S

Annapolis,

PHIL A DELPHI A

thatTefw“ THESE

Ale &

o'50?®

.^-Freight

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,

PortlandF6iAj6I:^i^n,6'^r>~,"^.tf

and Platt

PREenrH"^*!

St'
wi,h tb« Steamer KM
PRESS for Digbv and
thence by rail to
M Indoor and Halifax and with the E.
& N. A Kailway for Shediac and Intermediate stations.
received on days of sailing until 4
*
o clock, p.m.
A- *■ STUBBS, Agent
v..
mch!3
is t 25th then os
tf

HOIST OIS

Debility,

For

the

Andrews
way for Woodstock and Houlton.

made rapidly with Stencil and Key Cheek
'jVR'ONKY
Ivi Outfits. Catalogues, samples and ftill particufree. M. S. Spencer, Brmttleboro, Vt, myl8t4w

Vi B.nK/v

Porter,

St.

lars

at

on

East imrt with steamer QUEEN for
and Calais, and with N. BA c. Rail-

my!8_14w___

Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.4* P M
on all night trains.
Company are not responsible for baggago to
amount
any
exceeding *50 in value
al) unless notice is given, and paid ;and
for at the rate ol
ouo passenger lor
every *500 additional value.
Managing Director.
Lars
p^Sleeping
The

St. John and Eaatport

nays.

Connecting at

strengthening and nourishing. Like nutriclous food taken into the stomach, it assimilates and
diffuses itself through the circulation, giving vigor
and health.
It regulates the bowels, quiets the nerves, acts directly on the secretive organs, and, by its powerful
Tonic and restoring effects, produces healthy and
vigorous action to the whole system.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt Street, New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular.

at

Bangor,

same

Dr. Weils’ Extract of Jorubeba

Me.

after MONDAY, March
“*• Steamer New
England,
K. Field, and the Steamer
Brun»wlck. Cant S. H. Pike,
l leave Railroad frharf, foot oi

ThUrS,lay’ a‘ 6 0# P'mr",E»tl^tV^ydMsril5,JnttDd
Returning will leave

a

Yr.th*

follows:

and

w'

f.

to the nervous, and health to the infirm.
It is a South American plant, which,
according to
the medical and scientific periodicals of London and
Paris, |assesses the Most Powerful Tonic prop,
erties known to Materia Medica, and is well
known in its native country as having wonderful curative qualities, and has been loug used aa a
specific
in all cam s of Impurities of the
Blood, Derangement
of the Liver and Spleen, Tumors, Dropsy. Poverty
Blood,
Weakness qf the
Uterine or Urinary Organs.

TRAINS.

Quebec, Gorham

On and

powerful Tonic, specially adapted for use in
Spring, when the Languid anti Debilitated system
needs strength anti vitality; it will give vigor to the
feeble, strength to the weak, animation to the dejected, activity to the sluggish, rest to the weary, quiet

,Uttl rarl»'atand,

——it
1t™In

ARRANGEMENT

-Lli/m i_Ll 7.“•
ill JwyCTtA iapt-

JURUBEBA!
Is

an! After Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,
rr<di's will run as

M .ii

WHSWBBWfi

my!8t4w

ARRANGEMENT.

train

n

Free to Book Agents.
We will send a li&aiUnm. Prospectus of our New
illustrated Family Bible containing orer 450 lino
Scripture Illustrations to any Book Agent, free of
charge. Address National Publishing Co., Phils., Pa

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

MSssBIHEB.n0!'
■I="™31
Passenger

S!

__

GREAT WEST.

I'v

B

WHY

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable
office.” or
“best routes’’ advertised by other
parties, but call at
Graud Trunk Office under Lancaster
Hall,or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance.
checked
Baggage
through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD’S,
oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress street,
Portland, Me.

WINTER

?!

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time vou <*n out?
Renovate those you have with
JOL’VEIN’S INODOROUS KID GLOVE
CLEANER.
It will make them eqnal to new with
scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by T nggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cents per bo’Ue.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New Yore.

any ether point iu the

OP

^BILLLN.IS

J H O TRIPS PER
WEEK !

CALIFORNIA,
Or

ALTERATION

rv-

*7 oo

JOHN PORTEOU8. Agent.

Bl>p13>f_

SPRING

Railway

,_Bangor,

HtUt"

Room.

wad St. J»hu,
Digbr
Windsor Iinil Halifax.

By purchasing tickets via the

sept25dtf

LINK.

ixvwP? will
*aT.0,7te
LOTTA
leave Galt’s Wharl
SATURDAY
4
P.
M. for Halifax direct
;ut
making close connections with the
* Wind,,or’ Truro' New

A

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

noOtf

FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,

LINE

Kaslpen, Calaia

$5A)0 SAVED
-FOB-

Co

Steamers Dirlgo ami Franconia
»! >. until further notice, run as
follows:
; I-cave Galt's Wharf, Portland
TV rv—■'
’«v.«7 MONDAY and THURSUAT, at 4 P. M and leave Pier 38 E. R.. New York
«"<•
THURSDAY, at 3 P. M
The 1®'MY
Dirigo ami Franconia are titled up with fine
accommodations for passengers,
making this the mos t
convenient and comfbrtable route fbr
travelers between New York and Maine.
in
Passage State Room $5. Meals extra.
from Montreal, Quebec,
a?‘‘parts
H.Uifax, St. Joan, and all
of Maine. ShiniH-rs
frtd*ht to the Steamer, as
v0 °n thethrir
H''
leave Portland.
days
they
nor t reight or
Passago apply to
HLNRY FuX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland
K AMES' Pler
New York.
»• EMay »-d’tf

AGENTS WANTED FOR

by

Trunk

Steamship

NKW ABRANGEMR8T,

K_ap30t4w

and

Grand

Trnnrilfi,Ah,.

time 48

Its simand the
power It transmits renders It
the best water wheel ever inYen ted.
Pamphlet tree. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

^

At Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton, dally.
At Fryeburg for Lovell, daily.
The 8.43 A. M. train from No.
Conway, arrives in
Portland iu season for early afternoon train for BoeP.n and passengers
the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving In Boston early the nezt morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.
J- HAMILTON, Superintendent.

sound and

Market Street.

m.

Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger accommocations.

Washington, D. C.
plicity ol construction

^

RTAGFg.
VIA 7.40 A. M.
East Baldwin for Sebago and Bridgton,
dally.
VIA 3.15 P. M.
At South Windham for North
Windham, Casco,

S

SMITH &. PHILBROOK,
myl5new*lw

the

iirgind,

Hraboant ami Aou*,“1 0V8r “•»nJ
•*>»'* Carolina
2 fiff*
Ln
° K *' *°
and

six inch, is used bytheGovernment in the Patent Office,

W

At

APPLES !
irk BBLS. EASTERN RUSSETS,
Ofv/v/

tw

pf.ces

:br You man's

Quarters for Agents

throughout

use

M

as

iu the county of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken upon himself that trust, by giving bonds as the
All persons having demands upon the
law directs.
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
L. EUGENE WEYMOUTH, Ex’tr.
Portland, April 16th, 1872.
ap25-3wd

K

jmsatiszT

m

r-1

on

Portland,

"McClellan,"

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
bv*
•
Steamer Lady of the Lake
Norfolk to Petersburg aud
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the Va. & Tenn
A,r /-.« to all point. In

Portland,

Portland, November 8,1871._

NOIt-

for

Steamships

William Cram."
"(leorae Appold"
"Bloc Ketone."
William Kennedy.*

attached.

Job

BISHOP,

r. a.

A

Printing
Fancy
,,'8toPP'"e
will find it to their advantage to call
Wm.M
THOSE
SSfcSSffSS Wewt.’atFVin.^M’’**11 f°r QUeb<;e'
Marks, at the Daily Press Job Priuting Office. ExS°Uth Parla a”d ".termed!,te
change Street Portland.
•wSTSmS* £
is hereby given that the subscriber has
Passenger trains will arrive follows:
l»een duly appointed Executor of the Wili of
NOTICE
Irom Sontu 1 uris and
Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
ISABELLA W.
late of
or

e^k>!ri230
-POLk and
BALTIMORE.
.—

A. M.
P. M.
7.40
3.15
8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
V». Conway will be freight trains with
passeuger car

20-lw__C.

B.

Steamships of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf,
Boston.

Monday, Nov. 13th, and
“udvalter
further notice, trains will run as

and

tf

end

OQDENSBURQ R. R.

Naples, dally.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Foils
daily.

& CO.,
Commercial at.

Norfolk aud Baltimore and
Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

Leave N. Conway,

ltaymoud

145

..

“--^^follows:

constantly

C.

a.

Portland, April 16, 1872.

__

PRESENT given away to every New Agent this
month to sell our New and Beautltnl Map of U.
S-& World for 1872, also. New England Map culored
in townships, counties and states, best ever
published. $100 to $200 a month on these, and our new
Pictorial & Religious Charts A Pictures,
largest and
best assortment in New England. Apply for terms
at onoe to D. D. GUERNSEY,Pnb. Concord, N. H. or
Box 3827, Boston.
ap30t4w

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, May 20,1872.
decl6-tc

Leave

Inquire of
HARRIS, ATWOOD

Paper ! Try It! ! »v'i^,/°.rwa.rded

Moneyccan"vlLngle

Look ! Head

dally.

J:.?!|unti

M., aud Damarlscotta every Monday at 9 A

any other rovta.

Sresslve

urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro’ fur
Limerick, Parsonsfleld.

1

utilizing

in any other possible wav. From $25 to $40 a week
insured. It is for every Housekeeper, Farmer, Trade
and profession. Koi^the sick and well. A reliable
book of permanent value to every wide-awake pn>person. It sells itself. Exira terms. Adress F. M. Reed, 139 Eighth si., New York.
ap30t4w

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for
Limerick, NewBeld, Parsonstteld and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

l-iT-'mlinj.imiiH

A.

ihe
B.sto"i Maine und Eastern Railroads,
In
Portland in season f**r passengers to take arriving
the aftt in»M»n train for Boston.
tickets
anM st the ofBces of the Boston A
Through
Maine arni Eanteru Railroads, and on board
Bosten
Boats. Freight and passengers taken aa low
as bv
3

Dictionary of Every-Day Wants, containing 20.000
Receipts in every Department 01 Human Effort than

Lnmngton, daily.

&

0

landings,
X-a'afS!
.at i2,terinoJi»4e
h the Boston
Boats at Portland, andconnecting’
with
wi

AGENTS EVERYWHERE !

TO

ing direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Marne, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 6.30 A. M.
connect as follows:
Stages
At Gorham for West
Gorham, Standish, and No.

TORTLAND

Pub. Co. Hartlord. Ct.

reference. The practical receipts are well
worth ten times the subscription price. Terms, f 3
a year by mail.
Specimens sent free. May be had of
all News Dealers.
PATENTS obtaiued on the best terms. Models of
new inventions and sketches examined, and advice
free. All patents are
published in the Scientific
American the week they issue. Send for Pamphlet, 110
pages, containing laws and full directions for obtaining Patents.
Address for Paper, or concerning Patents, MUNN
& Co. 37 Park Row; N. Y. Branch office, cor. F. and
7tli Sts. Washington, D. C.
my6t4w

ROCHESTERRAILROAD!

innipiseogee, and Portsmouth, Great
Conway Railroads, aud the 12 o’clock train

for

Pond

ing and

16tf

and W

and

June. A word to the wise is sufficient.
Traders in the country will please take notice that
we have
on hand a supply of the verv best
housed Tripe in the market.
No trader in the
country should he without it, especially in the Spring.
W. BELKNAP & CO.
my

MARY

PEARL

cona

water.
The smoke and heated gases pass first through the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend’, and
return through the tubes in the second compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third compartment. By this operation, the
smoke, and heatea gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with giadually decreasing temperatures of
water.
While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse
power.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
as it is
market, and will continue to do so, as
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come tn contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
fl ora the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the followiug facts, that while running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, nevex
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
a call.
W. T. BROWN & CO., General Agents,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
dc!8

Cumberland

irlr Vessels

a

rangement there is maintained three temperatures of

Cf UITABLY recommended, is wanted at No. 33
£5 Free St., by C. W. Goddard.
ap26tf

business hours—to engage in

an

principle, namely,that of stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means ot two horizontal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this ar-

NO. 12 MAPLE STREET.

__

ver

above is
engraving of Steam Boiler
11HE
taming 1200 feet of heating surface, built upon

new

Boarders Wanted.

AT

i

at 8 o'clock A.
r.*K„ 'every Wednesday,
Waldoboro,
touching at Boothbay and Roaud
Every Saturday at 7 A. M.. for Damartacotti
touching at Boothbay and Hodgadoo'a Mills
Returning, wtll leave Waldoboro every Thursday
XI
M

The AcientiAe American is the cheapest and
best illustrated weekly paper published. Every number contains from 10 to
original engravings of new
machinery, novel inventions, Bridges, Engineering
works. Architecture, improved Farmlmplements, and
every new discovery in Chemistry. A year’s numbers contain 832 pages and several hundred engravings, Thousands of volumes are preserved tor bind-

,.

Wanted.

20.

Steamer

CHARLES
HOUGHTON, Alex Farnhiuo
•fr-. Master, will leave Atlantic
► \\ barf, foot of India
St., Portland

contained in the
properties
and Resin of the Hemlock

The Best

°° aua aftcr Monday, May
20th,
*872, passenger trains leave Portland
-■■-Q'or Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Palls aud Conway Railroad tor
Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Do-

FOREST PAPER CO.,

mylGd&w d2w wlm w20

No. 99

Principal and Interest paid at American Exchange
Bank, New York, January and July, by State

In

good

a

fm

approved securities, which the trav-

Letters can be obtained through

For Aroostock
Island Falls, Aroostook County,

Maine, containing
Co., FARM
frame

Lombard Street, LONDON.

Foreign

II©

for sale in

McCulloch &

Cooke,

premises, or of the subscriber.
ap2Cd&w3w-w!8
BLIHU HASTY, Portland.

onen

featured

Judge
Apply to
Agent.

A fine building lot 120 feet front, ICO feet
deep—on
Grove street. Will be sold low and on favorable
terms. Apply to W. H, JERRIS, Real Estate
Agent.
3w
may2sn

reac-

boarders,

a

Free

For Sale.

j. C. L.

MORAZAIN and wife having t aken
PROP.
convenient bouse in the city,
prepared to

it*

Fenton Atwick himself!
“How, how!” I cried; “have you recovered sufficiently to
get here before me, and

lot contains 8000 square feet.
JERRIS, Real Estate and Loan

WM. H.

on

Trip April
The

ap30t4w

B-fftnnmr.n.TTJ.

to

for Sale.

centrally located house and large lot
THE
street, the homestead of the late
Potter. The

FROM PARIS,

a

Apply

Spruce Wood !

First

tViluam Laurence.'*

Spring Arrangement.

1000 Cords

every

Waldoboro and Damariscotta !

popular

LUNT, General Superintendent.

PORTLAND &

CITY OF RICH..^e Steamcr
MOND,
Capt. C. Kilby, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State ct.

For farther particulars inquire of Ross
& Sturdivant, 170 Commercial St., or Cyrus Sturdivant, G«ueral Agent.
Cortland, March 17th, 1872.
apl7

The most
medicine f-*r nervous troubles
(the source of all other ailments,) is
DODD’S NERVINE, and Invlgorator.
For sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar.

for Guilford, Abbott, Monsou and Moosehead
Like, leave Dexter at 11.00 a. m. Connecting with
the Night Express from Portland.
Through Tickets are sold In Portland for Houlton,
Calais and St.John, for 38.00; and to llalifkx for

W A X T E JD !

NEW

!

R

Friday Evenings,

..

HEALTH

Stages

J. M.

O

Monday. Wednesday and'
at to o'eluck
for Bangor, (or a.
touching at Rockland,
Camden, Llneolnville. Belfast, Searsport, Sandy
Point, Bucksport. Winterport and Hampden.
l.etundug, will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wedneeday and Friday Mornings at 6 o'clock, toucfilug at the above named landings, arriving
at Portland at 5 o’clock P. M.

the medicinal
Oil, Pitch
Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to be
applied as a Salve or Plaster for Rheumatism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of
the Back, Chest or Stomach, Piles,
Salt Rheum, Scurvy, Sores, Ukevs.
Bunions, Sore Corns, Frost Bites,
Cliilblaint, Sore Breasts and Nipples,
Ringworms, Chafing, and Skin Diseases of an inflammatory nature.
: 3
W. W. WHIPPLE, Agent,
aj»30t4w
Portland, Me.

(remaining

may7tf

Conn.

succeeded in

Portland 0:45 p. m.
No. 7. Night Express (from St.
John), leaves
B ingor 7 p. m.. Watervile 9:23, Augusta
10:15, Brunswick 11:45, Bath C p. in..
at Brunswick
until 11:45). Arrives at Portland at T a. m.
Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed
through. Fare 35.00. A good line of
Stages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p.m. train,
arrivingat Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. m.
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30 a. m.
C onnecting at Dexter with the 8.15 a. m. train for
Portland and Boston.
Fare to Portland 35.00* to
Boston 36.50.

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

G

TK1HS PER WEEK.'

•

-.

at

^

Skowhegan 9:40, Waterville 10:45, Augusta 11:45.
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00. Readtieid 11:40, Lewiston
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55 p. m.
No. 9. Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m., Bath
5, Brunswick 5:25, Lewiston (via Danville) 5.
Arrives at

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the

TURKIC

DIO LEWIS* last and greatest work

a

WP**

No. 1. Leaves Augusta at 5:45 a. m.. Bath 0:45,
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 0:45. Arrives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
No. 3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a. m., Dexter
8:15,

JOURDAIN,

LINK!

BAN

KEWKDV’S HEMLOCKOINTMKNT.
The
proprietor, has, by the assistance
of Eminent Physicians and Chemists

Dae at Portlaad.

Trains

on

$35
ap30t4w

Augusta 8:15 p. m.

Augusta, Feb. 14, 1872.

For Sale.
House No. 20 Bramhall st; 12 finished rooms:
Gas, plenty of Water Jfcc. One of the best locations in the city. Inquire of J. I.
BARBOUR, on
the premises, or of Wm. H. Jorris, Real Estate Ae’t.
*
myl8*2w

I N 8 I D K

Agents Wauled

No. 16. Leaves Portland at 8:05 p. m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
train counects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.

Wanted.

at this office.

MTl'KDIVANT,

Portland, May 15, 1872,

‘'ConventLife Unveiled” by Edith O’Gorman
I30R
Escaped Nun. A brave, true book. One lady
made
in
week.

No. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. m. Arrives at
Brunswick 0:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45, Bath

7:10 aud

good girls to go into the country—to do geu|1 WO
cral house work during the summer months.

f
A

Trains,

Knox and Lincoln railroad fbr Damariscotta,
Rockland, Ac.); Augusta4:00, Kendall’s Mills 5:10,
Skowhegan 5:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
p. m., connecting with train on E. & N. A. Railway,
for Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.

150 pages and 12 illustrative engravings. A new
medical work, written by Dr. F. Hallock, who has
had greater success in the treatment of diseases which
are described in this work than perhaps ever fell to
the lot of mortal man. It treats on Lost Manhood,
Nervous and General Debility, Seminal Weakness,
and all diseases of the Generative Organs in both
sexes.
Sent free on receipt of stamp. Address
HALLOCK MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 143 Court St„
Boston, Mass.
N. B.—Dr. Hallock, who is the Chief Consulting
Physician of the Institute, can be consulted personmch26d3m
ally or by mail.

OFFICE OF

A. C. BARKER,
131 Commercial street.

CHASE,

No. il. Leave Portland at 1:00 p. m., Lewiston
Danville 2:50, Readtieid 3:59, Kendall’s Mills5:10,
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there connecting with

the

WAGON—Axle to be 24 inch.

OBIS

OUR DIGESTION;

0:U0. (there connecting with Knox & Lincoln Railroad for Damariscotta, Rockland,
&c.) Arrives at
Augnsta 10:30 a. m.

Or. Jourdain’s Consulting Office,
61 Hancock Street, Boston, man.
j unl4dlyr

landCs

or, My Jolly Friend’* Mecrvt.
It is by odds the moat taking and salable book In the
field. 1 It is on a vitally important subject. 2 It is
by America’s most popalar writer on health. 3 It Is,
for the price, the largest and handsomest book ever
sold by subscription. Agents, the people are
eager
for such a book, and will urge you to bring It to them.
Write for terms, &c., free. Geo Maclean, Publisher,
3 Sohool st., Bra ton. Mass.
aji30t4w

No. lO. Leaves Portland at 7:00 a.m. Arrives
at Lewiston via Danville 8:55, Brunswick
8:30, Bath

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

WANTED.

rush for It)

Bangor 7:3U a. m. Connecting with E. & N. A.
Kailway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John aud Hal-

via

my!7tf

ONE

uoltf

Wanted.

with pleasant rooms, furnished or unfurAlso lodging rooms and table board.
Transient boarders accommodated at No. 23 Mayo st.

BOARD
nished.

FOUR H )RSE
Apply to

myll*3w

Books furnished by the Principal at city prices,
Board and Tuition reasonable.
Rooms for selfboarding can be obtained.
THOS. H. MEAD, Sec’y.
v
North Bridgton, May 7, 1872.
Tu, F&W t je 1

State street.
A CAPABLE COOK at No. 63my22d3t»_

__

alsive named landing*.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor from Jun»
25tb to Sept, tilth, In addition to her usual
during which time she will leave Machlasport at 4 til
instead of 5 a. m.
For further particulars inquire of Ross *
StuidlTaut, 179 Commercial street, or

Agents, Quick

ai

THE

Or. R. J.

CAPT. DEERING,
leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every Tuesday
Friday evening., at ten o'clock, for Rockland
Ca.tine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West Harbor (Mt
Desert,) Millbrldge, Jonesport aod Mschlusiiort
Redurning will leave Machia«[.>rt every Monday
and
Thursday mornings, at 5 o'clock, touching at the

will
and

ln8t
ay’
far '.tUT
as the ni*
IceMS',
will iwrmlt,)

Pasesuger trains leave Portland for Bangor, No.
6, (night express via Augusta,) at 12:30 a.m. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4 :U0, Waterville 5:00. Arrives

Lost.
lli«
w,oniau who waB seen to pick up the purse
on Oak street, near corner of
Spring street, on
Wednesday noon, will return it to 38 Spring street
she will be rewarded; otherwise she will hoar further from the owner.
my23d3t

Wanted.

House A Tot for $2,500.
on Munjoy; house two
Btory, convenLOCATED
ient for two families; Sebago water: lot 40x80
ft;
good neighborhood. Terms easy. Good investment
than 12 l,cr cent interest. Apply to
SHIP?/
“SI?
M. ll. JERRIS, Real Estate & Loan Agent.
6

departments.

ST-__my23tf

Capt,

S'arm* lor Sale.
He would refer parties abroad to flu
following
named gentlemen oi this city: Hon. Geo. K.
Sheplev, Hon. A. W W. Clapp, Hon. Benjaiuir Kiu«'sbary, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb. Hon. John Lynch,
Loin

of

A

Wanted.
YOUNG man as clerk, that can furnish good
reference as to character, &c., at 330 Cororess

1

—1

Trains From Portland.

dec-** deod&cowd-weow-ly

a

JUDe *

the delicate and refmUif
of sen nine Farina
Water, and U
llspeoaalde to

RAILROAD.

^^^^ggArrangemMU o£

Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold all round the world.

Wanted.
GENTLEMEN having

S#t-

Cure disorders of Liver and
Stomach, Headache, Dyspepsia, Arc. Sold every where at 25 cents.
mr4t3m

ifax.

PREPARED BY
AYER & CO., LOWELL,

jABYSSINU'

favorite Steamer

—to—

Supt. P. S. & P. R. H.

MAINE CENTRAL

WEEK.

Arruu^cmt-ul.
The

jn2dly

nr a Tit

superior.

DR. J. C.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

A

til.,

F.

ugly,

no

&

Central Railroad.
N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. M., and
3.30,3.45 P.M.
trains from Portland, make cloee connections to New
York by one or other of the routee from Boeton.
i Passengers ticketed
through by either ronte.

hair we see on older heads is often the product of his art. If you are disfigured, or made old.
austere ami
by gray hair, restore its youthful
color, and with it your features to their original softness and agreeable expression.
As an elegant dressing for beautifying the Hair, it

has

ap22dtf

ARRANGEMENT.

ap22tf

3tacliias.

LKWISTON

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Livernool.Glasgow,
Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York, #3-4
CURBKNdY.
booked to all part, of the United States.
Passengers
Drafts issued on Great Britain
and Ireland for £1
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin
passage apply
at the Company's Office, 80 State Street.
For steerage passage, at 90 State Streei, Boston.
„**>"*!» ALEXANDIIB, Asrat.

{Express.
ttltuns Monday, Wednesday and Friday only,
lyihe Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs frem the Depot of the Maine

VIGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair; and always
restores to faded and
gray hair its natural color, with
tho gloss and freshness of youth. The comparatively
few bald and gray heads, that we now see, are those
who have not yet discovered the virtues of AYER’S
HAIR VIGOR for renewing the hair. The fresh and

1F

Real Estate and Lean Agent.

Competent Assistants will be employed in the vari-

Let,

ITH or without board.
Also Ladv Boarders
wanted. Apply corner Center and Free at. No

Hi

.....i

Summer

Passage Money,(Including tare from Boston toN York,
Cabin, $80,9100, $130 gold—according to accoiuniodaSteerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15

leave Portland daiPortsmouth and Boston, (Sunexcepted) at •l.U) A. M. t6.15A.
A M * t3-3UP-M
t3'“ P‘

youthful

ap3tf

WM. 11.

satisfaction.

on

iyisti

JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

No. 94 Green St., recently occupied by
North Yarmouth Academy. PREMISES
Isaiah Frye & Son. Apply to GARDNER M.
fARKER. South Gorham,
to
Geo. W Par-

EDMUND W. WRIGHT, A. M.,
Whose success and popularity as a Teacher thus far
may be regarded as a sufficient indication of future

Sebago

LINCOLN

ft

Desert and

appointed to sail
NEW YORK.

5.20 P. M.
I’ortsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M„ tl0.40 A.
M.. t2.38 P. M., t5.30 P.M., ttt 8.00 P M,*10.10 P. M
•Pullman sleeping car express train,
t Accommodation train.
§ Mail train.

years,

turn the liair gray;
either of them disposes
it to fall off prematurely, and either effect is
unsightly ami unpleasant to behold.
Dr.
AYER’S consummate
skill has produced an
antidote for these (leformities which has won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women

TWO TRIPS PER

at t7.30 A.
t8.30 A.
M., 112.IBP. M., J3.00P. M., tttS.OOP. M. *8.00P.M.
Bhldeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at

disap-

TO

(OLYMPUS, Toea. July*'
IU.CLA, Tues., June U.ISIBERA, Tuer. July a
tyPaasengere embark at the Cunard Wharf, Eaet
B« >ston.

M.,ttt6.00P.MM.{!UO
heave Boston ior Portland

pointment, and hereditary predisposition, all

1.1 >1.

OLYMPUS Tues. May

Kt^,BAK1W^a“^.25

Passenger trains

S.

Vigor,

ADVANCING
sickness, care,

i

■ NMIDK

ItONTO.V

Gold, additional. Retuni Tickets on favorable terms
tar- Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf,
Jersey

PORTLAND, SACO,

1

I.. BII.I.INUH, Agent

meh30tf

Commencing Nlonday, April 444, 1874.

NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR.

lass Houses to Let.

I K NO r sold previous to Oct
1st, the two end houses
A in the new brick block of
tour, on the corner of
Neil and Pine sis, will be rented on favorable tttjus.
These are first class housea ir. every respect, conainiug 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
and Sebago water. Apply to JOHN T.
HULL., 48

Hair

j

Har.

asm,

law rates.

311#

Steamers

PORTSMOUTH R. R.
SPRING

Qu.cn.town, Cork

FROM

FHO.tl

MEKILTT, Superintendent,

EASTERN AND

j

M.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston
day. at IP. M. Fare #1.50. Krelgluut

Currency

•Accommodation.
1 Fast Express.
I Monday 8, Wednesdays and Fridays.
PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Commercial Street, Portland.

A.T 7 O’CLOCK I’.

Cabin, $80 & 1$ 100 Hold, According to
Accommodation. Steerage, $30

daily.
Passenger station iu Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station. Causeway street.

333

DAILY, (HIIMtl EXCUTKIi)

LINE I

28|SAMARIA.Tues. June 18
§.l.B.,L,»I.A
tT.UM, •lune 4. PALM YKA.Tues June 2.1
1AK1FA, Sat. June 8.

Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. It. R.
6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell,6.15*. 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 3.45* P. M.
Milfoil and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30f, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South ami the West. 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route aud Sound
Steamers for New York aud the South. 3.30t P. M.
train with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
The above trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Station
foot of State street, where tickets can be purchased
and baggage checked.
1
Freight trains between Portland and Boston

W.

at

leaving
WHARF, Portland,

ATLANTIC

Steamers appointed to sail

DIRECT

Junction,

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR
TO ITS

1879.

Trains leave P. S. & P. It. R. StaPortlaml, for Boston, *6.15, *9.10
feg^^A. M., 3.30t, 3.45*, 6.00J (express) P.M.
Returning *7.30, t8.30 A. M., *12.15,
*3.00, 6.00* (express) P. M
For Rochester, Altou Bay, *6.15, A. M.

for
gUfSSSIly,
.n-Tlaya

Ayer’s

_

Arrangement, April 99,

|

half price.

SAILING FOlt LIVERPOOL.

ClT Y

Having commodious Cabin an.l Slate
sour laudations, will run
alternately,

JIAIL MTEA.WKRN

islt

__

eodly

uo28

wl5

Calling

Spring

JTCIU

everywhere.

rilHE West Gorham House, occupied for the last
A seven years by Jedediah
Graflam, Esq. All, or
part of the Fumiturn of the house can be bought at a
great bargain, as the same will be sold at Public Auction soon if not disposed
off, as the proprietor wishes
to change his business.
Possession given immediately.
apHH
S. R. CLEMENT.

It is

Bridgton Academy.

aplltf

Tq Let,

ap6d«&w

BROOKS

FO REST

apl

1872.

CUNARD

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

ic Catarrh of Bladder, ami all Chronic Maladies of the
tJ rino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists ami Dealers in Medjcin

Apply to

Portland, April 1,

cent*,

i £r"Reliable information cheerfully furnished at

all times.

Urinary Organs existing in male or female, Irritation
or Inflammation of Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinuence of Urine, Chron-

VERY
about live minutes walk

to the Cantata on board.
plying
Pare down una back 25
children

1-9 Exchange Street.

49

JOHN

Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf daily for
Peaks* Island at 8.45 A. M., and 3.15 P. M.
Returning will leave Peaks’ Island 9.15 A. M.f
and 3.45 P.M.
tUT"Private parties can be accommodated by aj*-

W. D. LITTLE A CO.

Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
A

EXPRESS,
CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,

I

jf^^v^Sffffliand

Office,

SUPERIOR NEA-UOIAU
STEAMERS

r

9TK49IKB

Travelers for CALIFORNIA
the Weal, Month aud North•
may obtain tbraagb Tickets
**
■*
the
best and most reliable
by
route from Portland or Boston, or New York, to
any point desired, at the lowest rates, at the uld
aud reliable Union Ticket Agency of

EXTRACT

STOIIE

Peak’* Island Nteanakeut Company.

Passenger Ticket Agency!

MUM'S

No. 157 Commercial st., corner of Union
St.. occupied by George M. Small. Suitable for
Flour and Grain, and heavy
Grocery Trade
Double counting room in 2d story. For terms
apply h>
EDWARD FOX.

THE

OLD

dee9d&wevery3dwly

MATTOCKS & FOX,
Middle street.

COMPETENT COOK, at 387 Congress street.
A_may22eodtf

EDWIN THOMPSON.

4mayd3w

for boston.

mHE Store !)2 Middle street, now occupied bv Hovt,
A Fogg and Breed. Apply to

A Mice Suburban House Lot for
Sale in Deering.

EDUCATIONAL.

For Peaks’ Island.

AT

For Rent.

nice house of seven
rooms (unfurnished), wishes to let the same to a
resoouBible party; rent to be paid by board of one
person. Address, or apply to JOSEPH REED, Beal
Estate Agent 174 Middle st.
myaidlw*

containing

rilHE SUMMER TERM of eleven weeks will comJL menceon Tuenday, May 28th,
1872, un-

horse

near

cars

House Tor Sale.
Woodford
Woodford’s Corner, Deering.
ONTwo minutesSt.,
walk from horse cars; near Maine
Central depot. Is arranged for two families. Will
be sold cheap for cash.
Enquire on the premises of
my23*lm TIMS

Summer term will begin, May 28th, 1872,
under the instruction of M. D. M.
Eli.iot, a
highly successful and experienced teacher.
Board and rooms at Boarding House as usual.
J AS. M. BATES, Sec’y of Trustees.
Yarmouth, May 15, 2871.
myl6 every3d td

brick

jan30tt

LARGE desirable lot on Congress, (weRt of
State,) containing 15,000 sqr. ft., of land, with

house and stable. Will be sold cheap; terms
very
easy. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange St.
myl5d3w

tily.

ous

To Let

r vi' suie*

A

PROCURE TICKETS

,,

PLEASANT Double House on Franklin st. arranged for two families, and plenty of Sebaeo
6
Rent $200 each; for key call on
L. TAYLOR.
17C
my21-dtf
Commercial st.

Fifst-

Houses for Sale.
of Tyng Street and Ingraham Lane; to be
removed at once. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
my20dtf
93 Exchange st.

He sprang to his feet in an instant.
“How did it happen? Where are
they all?
His wife must have been here while we were
I
knew that I had never been furdozing.”
ther from sleep; but his voice reassured
me,
he
had
heard nothing, and I rose hasthough

care

Sebago

CORNER

another.

der the continued

House to Let.
PARIS Bt., up stairs, with
Water.
Rent $10 a mouth. Stable in the rear
$2 a
month. Also a cheap and pleasant rent at Ferrv VilH. A. JONES,
lage, C. E.
1 Galt Block.
my21dtf

07
O#

WIDBER,

LEON M. BOWDOIN,
28 Bramhall st.

House For Sale at

my33*lw t tf

11HE

Commercial st.

24-tf

Ayer’s Sarsparilla,

For Rent.

dejwts. Good cellar, Sebago water in both tenements, closets,»&c. Applv to the subscriber, or to
new

&

STEAMERS.

_mar28dtf_68

SALE.

CUMMINGS, LEAVITT

STEAMERS.

A medicine that cures
is a real public blessing.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
series of complaints,which
are always
afflicting and
too often fatal. It purifies
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors in the
which
system,
undermine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the appearance on the surfiice of humors that should
be expelled Irom the blood. Internal derangements
are the determination of these same humors to some
internal orgau, or organs, whose action they derange
whose substance they disease ami
anl
destroy.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla cxjiels these humors from
the blood. When they are gone, the disorders they
produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and EruptiveDiseases of the Skin, St. Anthony’s Fire, Hose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, I*ustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Pain in the Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhata arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease. Dropsy, Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their departure health returns.
prepared by
DK. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass..
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.

To Let!

w

two

FOR

RAILROADS.

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

upper i»art of a two-story house, containing
six finished rooms, with plenty of hard and soft
water.
Enquire 011 the premises, No. 25* Lafavette
st.
T. WILLIAMS.
my22eod2w*

Brick Building and Store for Sale.
three story brick buildiug and store on cor-

It was the old-fashioned way, and we were
sitting in the room with the corpse. It was
considerably past midnight, when I took a
book from the little table, on which a pot of
coffee had been placed, and began to read.
Soon after this, three of the men proposed a
walk; but, as Charley Fleet and Compton
were to remain, I said
nothing. I was still
reading, as wide awake and as free from fear
as I ever was in my life, when the same shudder I have spoken of twice before ran over
me from head to foot, and froze the blood in
my veins. The book dropped from my hands
I looked up, and saw Fleet and
Compton both
asleep in their chairs. I strove to call them,
but my tongue refttsed to utter a sound. And
again the voice I had heard upon the portico
came to me in lo
but distinct tones: “Hurry to the dispensary, or it will be too late;
is
Mary there. My spirit can no longer strive
with her: it is departed from earth.” I turned my head, with a fearful sort of
attraction,
toward the body.
The sheet was turned
down, and the face evnospd tn vinur
rPV»#»
gastliness bf death was still there; but the
face looked at me.

was

apace.

^lorlgage

Real Estate &

They sent me home with a young fellow
named Compton. He and I, and some others were to sit up the next night.
I had not
slept one wink when the day dawned again;
but I was glad to walk about'lteneath the light
ofthe suu, and be able to talk of that fearful
accident with my fellow-townsmen, though in
so strange and subdued a voice.
When the
evening came, X went back to the widowed
house again. The horror of the thing seemed as fresh upon them all as on the evening
before; and strong men sat in the shadow of
that great calamity, with eyes on which the
mist of tears had gathered, ever and anon,
and talked—if at all—in hushed whispers to

•‘My God, Compton, look, look

S4F“A few Boarders also wanted.

from

cause.

one

A Convenient Tenement of Five
Rooms at No. 4 Locust St.

Loan It t

to

LET.

TO

& Uo \

BULLETIN.

already dead,

and as I have told you, by
an accident as horrible as it was unforeseen.
Jones was with him in his office, and they
had risen to come up here, when Atwick extinguished his lamp, and turning suddenly,
stepped out at the window, instead of the
door, and fell upon the rocks below. He was
a dead man whenJones got down to him.”
I

IS.

MEDICAL.

TO LEI.

Text

“I am tempted,” I muttered, “to go for
Atwick and Fleet and Jones, and have a rubber at whist, for it seems I am determined to
he at cross purposes with time this
evening.”
I sprang up out of my chair as I concluded,
tor a heavy “thud,” like the
falling of a human body, struck
distinctly on my ear. I
glanced hastily around the room, and as
nothing was disturbed, listened for a repetition of the sound from
without; but the silence was profound, and I took np
my book
A
moment more, and I heard some
again.
one walking rapidly down the street.
“It is
some visitor to me, I
hope.” But no; the
footsteps passed on. Then there came the
sound of running feet—one,
two, three separate person* going by. Then there was a
hasty tread on my own steps, and some one
came up.
I turned quickly as the door was
pushed open.
“Ah, Fleet, it is you! I am glad to see you.
Come in.” He did come in; and then I saw,
by the lamp that there was a ghastly look upon him, frightful to behold.
ne said, while his teeth
v-oiue, jerry,
chattered. “I have been sent to fetch
you.
A fearful accident has just
happened. Dr.
Atwick—”
“What?” I asked, while a shudder I
thought to be mortal ran through and thtough
“Is

REAL ESTATE.

ment in aumbfounded bewilderment. There
was no stronger emotion in heart or tnind
than bitter, blttter sorrow for the woman up
stairs, as I stepped backward and gave a long,
loud rap upon the door. A servant came to
light the lamp in the hall, and admitted me.
Her face
Mrs. Atwick came in a moment.
was whiter than the gown she wore, as she
me.
looked at
•T was at mj window upstairs, when I saw
at the gate, with Dr. Atwick
you come in
beside you. Tell me where he has gone 1”
I tried to speak to her, but I could not.
Mp lips were still sealed, when all at once,
she went down on her knees, crying out that
“he was dead.” She asked no confirmation
from me of the horrible, truth that had come
u]>on her. I never saw any creature go on
as she did in my life, and I hope, in God's
mercy, that I never may. When I spoke to
her, at last, she railed out at me, to begone,
and leave her alone,for I had murdered him!”
I think her mind had entirely lost its balance.
I knocked at the door of the next house, and
bade the woman go to her, for I could do
nothing. They had taken her upstairs, when
the heavy tramp of the men with the litter
was heard without.
“He has shown no symptoms of returning
consciousness, I suppose ?” I said to Fleet.
“Consciousness! I should think not, when
he was dead even before Jones had lifted him
from the earth,” I was answered. When the
body was laid out—in spite of the horror that
came over me by its presence—I looked at it.
I knew that he was dead, as dead as you or I
will be when we have slept beneath the sod a
thousand years. And yet, I could not divest
myselt of the idea that there was a latent expression of consciousness about the face. I
saw it, through the congealed blood upon his
temple—even after I had touched his brow
with my fingers, and found it colder than the
marble slab upon the, table close at hand. No
wonder they should tell me I was white and
sick! Men have been as pale with far less

Bslliaiarr,
«i1r

GuadoloupeJTama rinds
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Sold
Trusts «!nd
^"““rijb^the'rfMr.
Dealers in Faney Goods. Price 25 by
and SO eente per
FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
F. C. WELLS A CO.,
partly b, t«»,ofiucEMENi pip
102 Fultoa Street, New York.
Healthy
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